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, PRE*FACE ,

This book is the outcome of a project on craft apprenticeship '
carried out by the Scottish council for Research in Education. The
project involved a longitudinal study, over four yeass, of apprentices
entering various engineering trades, particularly ;in electrical and
motqF vehicle repair work. While studies of that_ type have been
conducted iii the past, the intention in this case was to examine the
apprenticeship system from different research perspectives and by
different methods.

The outcome of these differences is a book in two parts, .each
representing 'a different approach. The first pee, largely ,the
responsibility, Of A ,C Ryrie, is descriptive and:examines the
apprenticeship 'sylktem through tho eyes of apprenticos, employers
and other participants. The second part, the respongibility pf A D
Weir, is based on statistical ,analyses of a large body of diverse
data 'and is designed to search out the factors making 'for success
in apprenticeship. It is intertded that bOth parts will be of interest
to the general reader. For 'the assistance of any reader unfamiliar
with the statistical techniques used in the second partthere aro
extensive 'explanations in the text and niimerous conclusions at the
end of each chapter. Thus in spite of the technicality 6f this pare it
is hoped that readers will persist and Silow the argument of both
parts. Nevertheless, it may. be that some readers will be more
interested in ono approach than in the other Mut for this reason,
the book has been presented in sfich a way that each part can be

- rea'd on its own. Sumiharies are included at the end of each chapter.
In presenting the book we would, like to express our thanks first

of all to the apprentices' who co,operated with our project over a
period of yoars, and to officials and staff ofiraining centres, further
education colleges, employing firms, and a variety of other bodies
Who gave us facilities and asiiisted with ow enquiries. In Particular
we must méntion.the South of Scotland Electricity Board and the
Lanarkihire Automobil! Group Training Association, with whose
support the study was initiated. Our thanks are also due to a

/- number of other people who have assisted in the preparation of the
' book for publication: Betty Stall, Ray Ramsay and Morig

Bannerman dicrthe typing; Evelyn Steel, Information Officer of the
SCRE, helped to prepare the text for printing; John Powell, Assistant°
Director of the SCRE, read the text and gave valuable advice. Special
mention must, be made of Bet Gordon who ferved as Technical
Assistant throughout the period of the project. and _without whose,
cartsful and painstaking work the project could not have- been
completed at all.
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GENERAL .INTRODUCTION

tcraft is an ancient iratitution in Britain. It daes
hip as a means by which young people learn the skills

of a part,
from the firm when the sons of mamial workers received little or no
schooling and apprenticeship provided an important nrans of
education in the broad sense. Its unique characteristic as a4rtn of
education was that it combined employment with education:
young people were engaged ln the practical work of their employer
as they learned their trade.

Apprentkeship, however, has never been siniply a moans for_
teaching young people a skilled craft. It has also always been a
complex 'labour market institution, through which the entry into
skilled trades was regulated and controlled, Ind coqtractual obliga-
tions were entered into by employers, young persons and sometimes
their parents. Thus over the years a body of traditions, customs and,
practices came to be appli:Xu

i
e the operatisat of apprenticeship

schemes, representing and arding the .nterests of employers
and skilled workeo. As frequently happens, such traditional arrange-
ments may Ircome outdated and irrelevant, and while some of them
lapse or are ignored or replaced, others continue in force beyond
the period of their relevance or useffilness. .

The effect of the persistence of such traditional practices in the
case of apprenticeship 'has beenvto cast doubt upon its value as a
-means of educating or training young people foi skilled work. For
decades writers and commentators have drawn attention to the
inadequacy of the apprenticeship systbm from the point of view of
training. Indeed u long ago u the close of the last century, Sidney
and Beatrice Webb examined the operation of the system in British
industry and concluded that it was unlikely to survive:'

"Over by fiir the largest part of the limitalield in which apprentice-\ ship once prevailed, the system hu gone practically out of nab.
, Undemocratic in its scope, unscientific in its educational methods,
and fluidamentally unsound in its financial aspects; the apprendoe-
ithip system, in spite of all the practical Arguments in its favour,
is not likely to be deliberaterk revived in a modejn demotTacy."1

Neverthelesi, apprefiticeship has not only survived but has remained
the established means of entry into skilled trades up to the present
1 Webb (1913), pp 476, 481.

vill



GENIAL INTRODUCTION I X

time. by the middle of the century, however, there was a gebwing
awareness that the traditional apprenticeship system was not providing
the type and quality of training required forskilled work. in modem
industry. Two significant pubfications, in particular, Gertrude
WilliamtWecruiimeni to Skilled Trades (1957)-and Kato Liepmann's
Apprentichip : An enquiry into its Adequacy under ModernConditions
(1960) drew attention to the deficiencies' of the system from the point
of view of the training needs of industry.Shortly. thereafter, following
an official report And a White Paper,2 the Industrial Training Act of
1964 opened the way to considerkble changes in the whole field of
industrial training.

As a result, partly of this Act and partly of a widespread general
awareness that training needed to be improved, there have been
significant developments in the field of apprentice training. The
Industrial Training Boards sot up under the Act hive brought
pressure to bear on cora es to provide more and better training,
have issue4 training progrT mes, organised courses, and sponsored
research in the fteld of training. At the same time there has been an
increased r4cognition of the value of off-the-job training, and com-
pany or gro p training centres fot apprentices have been established
in many industries. And dlong with this has cbme an increased
emphasis op ffirther education as patt of apprenticeship, and more
apprentices have been granted day-release or block-release to attend
a technical college. In this way the arrangements by which appren-
tices learn-their .trade have been more systematised and have been
linked with the formal educatign system.

Meanwhile the continued idiportance of apprenticeshiP is indi-
'rated by the fact that the proportion Of boy school-kavers entering

renticeships has tended to increase rather than decrease. In the
an 1965-1975 that proportion has usually been over 40 penent,

whereas before 1965 it was usually around 35 per cent. Over 100,000
boys and over 115,000 girls enter apprenticeship every year. In
ScQtland and the north of England the num1ers have been particu-
larly highusually between 45 an pe nt of boy school-

V
leavers.3 Thera is also evidence that 4.0 and for apprentice-
ships among, young male school leavers re 0 ns high, although
there are some variations between diffkrent parts of the Unite4
Kingdom.4

All this indicates that appreqticeship tontmues to e an important

2 National Jeint Advisory Council (1957); Ministry of Labour (1962). .
3 FIgures from Department of &Women: Guam

Schools Council (19611), p 141. Sr also Carter (1962), p 95.

I( 0



x GETTING A TWADU

institution. It is, as we haye saidi a complex social institution which
llas to 'do with employment as,well as training and education. It is,
an institution within the labour market, regulating entry into skillekt
trades,' and governed in the traditional skilled industries by Joint
Apprenticeship Schemes agreed by employers and trade unions.
At the same time it is an institution by which young people arc
trained and prepared for the work of skilled trads. Thus approntice-
ship clearly merits the attention of researchers interested in the
fields of employment, training, education or social institutions.
Research into subjects connected with apprenticeship has indeed
been consideritly developed in recent years. This research has,
however; been kmaiRly .concerned with particular aspects of the
apprenticeship .stem. These include methods of selection of suitable
apprentices; thc efficacy of various training methods, programmes
and procedures; and further eduCation:5 There has also been a body
of research connected with careers guidance, occupational chpice
and entry into work, and a certain amokint of labour market research
which bears on apprenticeship. Little atteation has, however, been
paid to craft apprenticeship as a total system. The present volume
'is aimed at partially remedying that deificiency by including in its
subject matter not only questions of training or questions otkomploy-
ment but the whole process of apprenticeship.

The widespread and varied character of apprenticeship, however,
makes it difficult to examine the operation of the system as it
in industry throughout the country. So instead of attempting this
it was decided to cotiduct case studies concentrating on limited
groops of apprentices in selected industries and localities, and
folloviing them through the period of their apprenticeship. This
Wodld give the opportunity of carrying out two parallel longitudinal
enquiries, each of them based On aspects of the operation of the
apprenticeship process as a whole. The first enquiry was designed
to look in detail at the characteristics of apprentices entering the
industries concerned, and to assess their degree of success in
apprenticeship, taking account of different types of education and
training programmes and of different employment situations. This
research is described in Part II of this volume. The second enquiry
was designed to concentrate on the attitudes and perspectives of the
participants in the apprenticeship systemto look at apprenticeship
from within; and it is this study which is described in Part I. Before
we embark on a more detailetI description of the two studio a few

5 Detaib a such research can be found itrilie annual Training ResearrOs Register
compiled by the Training Services Agency.
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words should be included here about the choice of industries and
apprentices used as a basis for, both.

The choi of the sample of apprentices was governed by variotts
considerati ns. It was .decided to conce trate on apprentices in
two groups of trades which could be class' ed togethex in terms of
education and training programmes. This wbuld allow comparisons
to be made between the two. The trade groupings concerned should
be ones in which significant numbers of apprentices attended
off-the-job training centres of different types, and others attended
ftirther education causes without doing off-the-job training. For
practical purposes it was necessary that the colleges, training centres
and places of erriployment Should not be too far separated within
the Central Scotland area, and that the sample chosen should meet
the needs of both of the pargllel studies which w* being under-
taken. With these considerations in mind it was decided to choose
one group of apprentices entering the mOtor vehicle repair trades,
and another group entering engineering trades. The first group
consisted of apprentices entering the motor vehicle repair trades in
Lanarkshire, and it included all boys .starting first-year training.in
1972 at one large troup training centre (the Lanarkshire Automobile
Grqup Training AssociationLAGTA) or one of two snlaller
company training centres ;9together with -all apprentices not already
included who enrolled at the same time in first-year day-release
classes in automobile engineering at two technical colleges in the
county. The other group consisted of apprentices entering various
engineering trades in Stirlingshire or neighbouring areas and in-
cluded all boys commencing training for these trades in 1972 in the
large training centre of the South of Scotland Electricity Board
(SSEB), a foundry industry group training centre with a certain
itumber of engineering apprentices, a small pompany training centre,

land an off-the-job training unit within a technical college; together
with all other apprentices not already .included who enrolled at
the same time in craft-level courses in mechanical or eleetrical
engineering at the local technical college. This gave the following

numbers:

' Motor Vehicle Group Engineering Group
LAOTA 86 -SSEB - 74

Other training centres (OTC) 47 Other traiding centres (OTC) 71
No training centre but attending No training centre but attending

college . 60 college (NTC) 50
.

193 195Total Total

ii



NU CIF TTING A 'TRAM.

For the purpo.ses of.the Study of the characterisOcs of apprentices
and the factors c.pntributing.,to success" in opmenticcship, reported
in Paiit- II, this topil sample was used. For the exploratory study of
the apprepticeship -process from the_ viewpoint of participants
described in Part 1, a smaller sub-sample of these.k1tetec1 apprentices
was used. The Mature and methods of the two paNlel enquiries in
relatiAn to these appreptices:WilC be described, more tally in the
two re'spective Parts of this whin*, to which we can now turn.

4
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PART I: APPRENTICESHIP FROM WITHIN

1

NATURE AND AIMS OF THE STUDY

The aim of this itudLis to ascertain the goals and objectives of
selected groups of apprentices and their attitudes to employment,
traiiing and education; at the same time to examine the attitudes
and perspeciives of othert inVolved in the process; and in the light
of this to assess the okeration of the system in the different trades

..., and industries and identik.some of the significant issues and
.,,roblems. Such a study is *tinkly exploratory in nature. It is not
i.ititended to test hypotheses or_ to make an evaluation of the
_apprenticeship process by any objective criterion. Even an explora-
tory study, however, is based upon certain assumptions about the
nature of apprenticeship asiC the aspects of it which are worth
exploring. Such assumptions will determine both the thethods and
the subject matter of the study. To make these assumptions clear
it will, be useNI to start With a definition of apprenticeship.

for the Purposes of this study apprentWeship may be defined as:
a method of training by which young peo.ple are attached to an
employer for a period Of years, is an exclusive means of entry into a
particular trade.' From this a number of things f low,.the first of
which has to do with the general approach and meth s of our study.
From the definition it'follows that a variety Of peo le'in different

. positions aro involved in the apprenticeship process. For our purpose
these include: the appontices themielves; people concerned with
formal training and Wationthe st4T of apprentice training
centres. and technical c011agis and officials of industrial training
boards; employers and the' Officials. of emplOyers' organisOMns.
responsible for administering apprenticeship kchemes and agree-
meat under which apprentices are employed; officials of trade
1 The definition is based on one put forward by Singer and Macdonald (1970),

p 10, but hat been Author elaborated.

1 rl
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unions which ale also parties to such agreements. Tlw understanding
on which this research is based is that appienticeship at the local
level exists because of, aod tuke.s its chat actel from, the attitudes,
intentions and actions of these vat ions pal ticipants. As with other
institutions ot organisations in society It can be seen as seiving the
needs or interests of different people or parties in a vdriety of ways.
In this ease the principal parties on whom apprenticeship depends
are the employeis and the apprentices themselves. We can assume
_that employers must see it to hc jn their interest to engage apprenfices,
and young people must see it as consistent with their own4oak
and intentions to undertake an apprenticeship. Part of this sibdy,
then, will be concerned to try and discover what the objectives,
goals and attitudes of apprentices and employers are, so that we
can understald better why the apprenticeship system continues
at ail.

Also important for this study is the belief that one method of
assessing the operation of a thing like the apprenticeship system
is to consult The various typcs of people involved in it. Clearly this
is not the only method. In recent years it has been common to assess
the 'adequacy' of apprenticeship by the,giterion f thc require-
ments of industry and the nation for skaled manpower, or by
objective measurements of the efficiency of training. In this study,
however, we are concerned neither with national manpower needs
nor with the objective efficiency of various training methods and
procedures, but with the adequacy of the apprenticeship system
from the point of view of the participants. This may allow issues
and problems to emerge which are ni-A seen from the outside, or
allow cxisting questions to be seen in a different light,

A second thing to note in the .definition is that apprenticeship
involves attachment to an employer and entry into a particular
trade. It is, therefore, important to take the employment aspect
into account in any study of apprenticeship. In this connection we
have to recognise that appnticeship is not, one homogeneous
institution. It exists in various industries, trades and types of
employment, and the way in which it is otganised and the attitudes
of those involved may vary accordingly. Hence it will be important
to include a certain variety of industries, trades and types of employ-
ment in the study. The employment aspect of apprenticeship also
makes it important to examine the attitudes both of employers and

2 This is in line with a type of sociological theory which sees social reality and
the organisation of institutions of society at Aconstructed' by the participants
(or 'actors') within society. See in particidar Berger and Luckmann (1967).

14



NATURE-AND AIMS OF THE STUDY 3

apprentices to the work which apprentices do in their employment.
As far as the. apprentices arc concerned this will be particularly
useful because apprenticeship provides one important avenue by
which young peopk enter work. As has already betn sai'd, consider-
able interest has arisen in recent years in questions and prbblems con-
nected with school leaving and entry into work. There have, however,
been few attempts to discover how young people fare in particular
types of employment and whet their attitudes are to parcicular
kinds of work once they are employed. A study of apprentie.eship
from the point of view of the participants will provisle an opportunity)
to examine the -attitudes of apprentices to thei? work, and the
importance to them of having a skilled trade.

In the third place, apprenticeship is defified as a methOd of
training. We have alreadY drawn attentio(l to the changes that
have been taking place in the field of apprentice training in recent
years. It is not the purpose of this study to discs the details of
training methods or procedures, but rather to tryito discover what
the attitudes both of the apprentices and of the)other participants
are towardi the main aspects of training and education, and, what
problems seem to arise. It will also be important to recognise that
there are different ways of organising a programme of education and
training, and to take account of the attitudes of apprentices under-
going different kinds of programmes.

Finally, the definition of apprenticeship recognises that it involves
young peopld for a period of years. In most industries apprentice-
ships have to be commenced at the age of sixteen, and nowadays
the apprenticeship Period is usually one of four years. It is expected 4
thiit during this period the apprentices will grow in knowledge, skill,
experience and maturity. They will undergo progressively advanced
training programmes and be required to do progressively advanced
work. Apprenticeship is, in other words, a process. It will be
important for our study, therefore, to take acCount of this'period
of years and this process of development. We will want to follow
the grout* of apprentices in different trades, industries and types
of employment, undergoing different programmes of education and
training, from the time when they commence their apprentice:01k,
until they have served their four years..

The study described here is therefore a longitudinal one, invol ng
contact over a period of years with particular groups of apprentices
and other participants in the apprenticeship system in particular
industries, with a view to discovering their attitudes to both the
employment andthe training aspects of apprentiCeship. In carrying
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out the study we have addressed ourselves to the following general
questions:

(a) What are the goals and objective4 of the appremices as they
go through. the apprenticeship process, and arc they being
achieVed?

(b) Are the programmes of trainkg and education undergone by
.tipprentices experienced by participants as usefirl and approp-
nate and sufficienily urfified?

(c) Do the arrangements for the employment of apprentices,
and also.the allocation of work to them, fit in with tbe goals,
interests and needs of apprentices and employers?

(d) Is there evidenci of significant differences in the way apprentice-
ship operates in different industries, trades and establishments?

(e) Does an understanding of the goals and objectives of partici-
pants contribute towards en explanation of why_apprenticeship
has periisted as a social institution to the present d4?

For the purposes of this exploratory study a random sample of
half the apprentices in each training sub-group of the original total
sample (set page xi) was selected. -

This gall the following numbers:

Motor Vehicle Group Engineering Group
LAGTA 42 SSI3B 37
OTC IV OTC 32
NTC 29 NTC 23

Total 90 Total 92

Tge motor vehicle group was a more homogeneous one in terms of
the types of employment 4 the apprentices, since they all worked
in motor repair workshops f some description. This group can,
however, bp divided by type f work done in the workshop, as is
shown in Table L It will also be seen from the Table that mom of
the apprentices (73 out of 90) in this grotip were training to be
motor mechanics, but that there were a few auto-electricians, body-
shop apprentices (panel beaters and spray painters), plant fitters and
partsmen. The engineering group was more varied in the types of
employment represented. The largest single group were employed
by the $SEB, but these were divided into 'Generation' apprentices,
who would be going to work in power stations, and `Distribution'
3 More precisely, a SO% sample was drawn frog those remaining after the first

month, during which time a few had dropped out.

1 6



TABLE 1

so TRADES AND TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT OF 1CPPRENT10ES

Motor Vehick Group

Type of Workshop
No. of

Establish-
meets

' -
No. of Apprentices in various trades

Total
Apprentices

Motor
Mechanic

Auto
Electrician Body Parts

3
Plant

Fitting

Small, light.vehicle
1-153% =Wilkie
Uri%
Heavy vehicle ,
Plant Fitt ing

,

.

13
8 I.

. 6
13
4

._

`23
19

. 19
12

1

2

1

1

2

1 ..Is
1

3

.

'
---

5

25
24
22
14
5

Total .
, .%

49 73 4
.

4
.. .

4 5 99

&eater* Grog,

/
_,...

Type of Establishment '
.

No. or
Establish-

mints

.
.

, No. a Apprentices in various trades
,-

Total
Anorectics,Electrician

Electrical
Fitter

.
Instrument
Mechanic.

Mechanical
Engineering

Falmication
Engineering

i

SSEB Generation
SS DistributipnW
Electrkal oontracton .

=contractors
(maintenance)

Factories (rnaintinance)Froducticare=
Structural

7
10
7
4
7
9
5
3

18
8
ti
2
5

_1
4

7

\,--
.,---

L.-

1 5

,

3 7
12

3

-
1
2

3

19*
18
8
8

10
20 -

6
3

Total
.

52 42 8 28 / 6. 91

One SUB Generation appirtice dropped out balers he was allocated to a Particular trade.
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TABLE 2 , 4,

. FAT1;ERS' OBCUPATIONS

4-

Professional,
Managerial

Su&Zrs'
Technicians

"rime-
Served

Craftsmen
Self-

Employed
Semi--

-Skilled

. a

Unskilled

Not
working:
Deceased Total

LAMA
OTC
NTC

2
2
1

6
2 '
3

.

12
4
3

3 ,
1

5

18
7

14
%III,

1

1

2
2

42
19
29

All 5 11
.

19

-
.

39
.r-4 3

.

.

Professional,
'Managerial

-
&isoirs,el. ,
Technicians

-

Tins.-
Served

Craftsmen ,...-,Employed
Self-

.

semi-
Skilled

i

Unskilled

,

Not
workins:
Demised Total

,
SSEB
OTC
NTC

6
3

6
9

8
- 5

5

2
1

1 (

13
Al
11

.
: 1

3
6 c

` 1 37
32
23

All 9 15
,

18- .4 , 35 10 1 '
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apprentices who would be going to work in the Board's distribution

districts. Others were emploted by electrical or building contractors

as electricians. Others again were involved in mechanical or electrical

maintenance work in a variety 'of foundries and factories, and a

few belonged to small production engineering or structural firms.

Theestablishments themselves varieJ in size, from small High Street

electrical contractors employing five six people to branches of

TABLE 3

NUMBER OF SCE 0-GRADES ATTEMPTED

Motor Vehicle Group

None 1- 4-6 7 I- Total

LAGTA 30 1 10 1 42

QTC 12 1 6 19

,t4trC
26 2 1 29

,'All 68 2 18 2 90

&sintering Group

None 1-3 4-6 7+ Total

SSEB 10 2 16 9 374

OTC 8 4 11 9 32

NTC 12 3 4 '4 23 .

All 30 9 31 22 , 92

international firms and nationalised industriel. The engineering

group weie. also more varied in the trades' they were entering. More

than half were' in electrical engineeting of different typos, but there

were a good number of mechanical engineers and a few entering

fabrication tradeswelders, coppersmiths and boilermaker&

Two other pieces of background information about the two

groups of apprentices are 'worth including here. The first concerns

their fathers' occupations, and is shown in Tablejw-From the table

1ittsclear that there was no great diarence be the two groups

in this respect. Most of the fathers were semi-skilled or skilled

manual, workers, though there were also several clerical workers,

supervitors and technical staff of various kinds. There were very

few sons of unskilled workers, except amongst the no-training-centre

apprentices in the engineering group. -

1 9



8 . GETTING A TRADE

The other point has to,do with the apprentices' progre\Sat school.
Table 3 gives the number of SCE 01rade examinations which they
sat. This shows the level of course they had been allocated to during
their secondary schooling, and thus gives an indication of how they
were' rated or assessed by their schools. It will be seen that over
two-thirds of the motor group but less than one-third of thnngineer-, ing group left' school having attempted no 0-grade- examinations.

I' Most of these boys left when they were fifteen. Muny more of the
engineoting apprentices had sat quitç a number of 0-grades. 'Thus
the engineefing boys as a whole ap ar to have dope considerably
bettilt at school than the motor boy .

Such then, was our sample of apprentices. All of these were
interviewed within the first six months of starting their apprentice-.
ship, and again in their second and third years. The interviews
were conducted at training centres or further education colleges, or,
in the case of a few who were no longer attending any such institu-
tions, at their place of work. During the apprentices' fourth year
contact was difficult as many were no longer involved in off-the-job
training or further education, and consequently we conducted only
a very limited enquiry. In the caseAff the motor vehicle apprentices
this was done by brief personal contact at, their place of work;
and with the engineering apprentices by"Theans pf a short mailed
questionnaire. Inevitably the number of appretifices declined overthe period because a few dropped out of their apprenticeship.
Wherevy possible we followed up those, who did so, to ascertain
both their reasons for dropping out, and their subsequept employ-
ment.. The numbers interviewed each year are )ildicated inTable 4. _ ..

As well as interviewing the apprentices we also called at - the
various places where they worked to interview the person in the

'firm or establishment who had overall responsibility for apprentices.
In large firms in the engineering study this was usually a personnel
or training officer, or a manager specially chosen to have oversight
over apprentices. In Small firms it was the works manager, the
general manager, or the owner (in the case of a very small business).
In garages it was usually the service manager or fteet engineer. We
interviewed 49 such 'employers' (as we shall call them all) in the
motor study, and 48 in the engineering study. 4 The interviews with
the motor employers took place early in the course of the research,:
4 In two of the 52 establishments in the engineering study the employers werenot available, and in two other cues the only apprentice in our sample had -_dropped out some tithe before our %sits to employers.

1 21
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with the result thit some issues which onty emerped, or came to our
attention, later on were not discussed with them.

During the later part of the research we interviewed the instructors
in the training centres which our apprentices had attended. These

. numbered nine in the motor study and 20 in the engineering study.
We also interviewed those teachers at the technical colleges who

TABLE 4

!I NUMBERS AMAINING IN INTERVIEW SAMPLE IN DIFFERENT
YEARS

Motor Vehkk Group

st.

First
Interview

SeCond
Interview

. Third
Interview

Fourth Year
Enquiry

LAGTA
OTC
NTC

42 N
19
29

42
17
27

Li,.
Il'ir

38
12
21

31
9

14 .

All MV 90 8.6 t, s.,
7#41% 54

,,

First
Interviewri

37
32
23

Second.
Interview

34
32
21

Third
Interview

33
30
18

Fourth Year
Enquiry

25
29
11

SSEB _

OTC
NTC

All EN
. ..1

92 87 81 65

had had the 'main responsibility for teaching the large body of our
apprentices. These numbered eight In the engineering study and
nine in the motor study. Finally, we paid visits to the offices of
other org4sations which had responsiVity in co 'on with
aspects of ft). apprenticeship system in thftades and dustries
we were concerned with. We had interviews with rep tives of
the Engineering Industry TrAining Board, the Construction Industry
Training Bowl, the Road Ttansport Industry Training Board, the
Scottiar Motoi Track Association, the Electrical Contractors'
Association of Scotland, the Amalgamated Union of Engineering
Workers, and the Electrical, Electronic, Telecommunications and

. Phambing Union.

1
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Given our gener objective of discoverpg and understanding thc
attitudes and rspectives of tha, varibus participants in the
apprenticc'ship prosess, thc interviews we conducted with all these
people were of a broad exploratory nattne. While we had a schedule
of questions to guide the interview, in each case respondents were
encouraged to give their opinions freely and\Lo discuss the issues.
We subsequently carried out a rough numerical analySis of the
responses to show thc spread of opinion on various topics. This
allowed us to make comparisons between tiffcrent groups and to
observe-ehanges in the overall pattern of thc apprentiess' attitudes
fr6m year Jo year. But in addition we made an intensive study of
thZ words and concepts used bi the respondents, so as to achieve a
better understanding of their manner of thinking, of the detail of
their thought, and of the weight attached to various opinions
things which become obscured by quantification. In the account
which follows, therefore, we include a few figures, percentages and
tables to help the reader to grasp the overall picturc, but we do not
attempt any sophisticated statistical analysis. This would be in-
appropriate with interview responses of this type. Instead we linen*
to fill ont the numerical outline with discussion of the concepts and
ideas usCd by the respondents, frequently giving quotations from
thsir own words. It will be seen that in a number of cases we were
inte7ested in problems or tissues raised by only a minority of the
respondents.

It will be clear-from this account of outomethod that whit follows
will be an individual interpretation of the attitudes of the participants
in the apprenticeship process. It aoes not represent an objective
assessment or measurement of factors involved in apprenticeship
but rather one perso,u7s-nderstanding of the process and the issues
involved as they bkame apparent to him in the course of these
particular studies. The remaining chapters of Part I are divided
into two sections. .Section A offers a description of the attitudes of
the apprentices themselves, taking account of differences between
the two groups and between groups undergoing different training
programmes, and taking account also of the development of
attitudes during the period of apprenticeship. -No attempt is made
to present a systematic account of the views and attitudes of other
participants, but these views are included in Section B, in which
there is a discussion of issues and problems of the apprenticeship
system, as these emerged from our studies.



SECTION A

THE ATTITUDES OF THE APPRENTICES
-N.

Thk`purpose of this'section is to present an account of the viewsil
attitudes and ihtentions 9f the 'apprentices as these were revealed-
during a series of interviews.

Ilk theory on whicA this account will be based is that apprentices'
attitudes are best understood and explained as ?art of, or derivations
of, iha overall goals or objectives with which the apprenticeship is
pursued. In other words, it will be auumed that lads who under-
take an apprenticeship lasting a period of years will see this as serving
certain purposes for them. These purposes may or may not be
ckarly formulated in their minds. They may or may not be con-
tistently related to the objective characteristics and conditions of the

renticeship system as it exists today. Nevertheless, these under-
objectives will be the basis or source of the attitudes which the

apprentices adopt to a variety of matters connected with their
trajning, education and Work. Conversely, the apprentices' attitudes
will be most easily understood and interpreted by reference to these
overall goals or objectives. Such, at any rate, is our theory.

It is an important part of the method implied in this theory that
these objectives ahould not be defined or determined a priori from
outside the interview responses, .but that they should be identified
within what the apprentices themselvei had to say. In other words;

**0.- the key to understanding the data is to be sought within the data
themselves. In spite of the apparent circularity of this approach

( it can be held to yield a more valid interpretation of the attitudes
of the apprentices than one which uses an, externally derived or
a priori framework. The method, adopted, then, was to scrutinise
and reflect on the 4iiponses as a whole to discover whether any
'Main 'goals or objectives seemed to emerge. On doing this it became

clear that there were certain threads or strands which ran through
the whole series of interviews, and in the light of which the attitudes
of the apprentices on many particular points seemed to make sense.
What these main objectives were will become clear at an early

11
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12 GETTING A TRADE

stage in our discussion. In keeping with the appltach outlined here
we will not discuss them at this point b6ut will draw attention to
them as they emerge, and we will then Interpret the apprentices'

. attitudes in the light of them as we proceed.
The subject matter of this section is divd into th6ree parts.

°First of all, in Chapter,2, we look at the entry of the boys intaheir
apprenticeship and their attitudes to their trade and work. Secondly,
in Chapter 3, we discuss what the apprentices thought about their
training and education. And finally, in Chapter 4, we consider the
apprentices' view of their own future prospects.

or

2 4
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,k,

We start our account of the attitudes of the apprentices by con-
sidering how they came to embark on their apprenticeship; what
their views were of the work of the trade which they were learning,
and what their motives or intentions were in pursuing their apprentice
training.

Choke of Traci.
Bearing in fikind that 'choice' of trade may be either deliberate

and purposeffil or haphazard and adventitious, we wanted to
discover first of all how it was that our apprentices found themselves
in their present apprenticeship. So the tiist interview started by our41
asking the boys what they had wanted to do on leaving school, I.
and how they had gone about finding a job. The replies 'revealed
at once a difference between the mptor vehicle and the engineering
apprentices. About half of the motor vehicle boys (4 %) said they
had left school with the clear idea of becoming motor mechanics;
whereas only about a quarter (26%) of the engineering group had
had a clear idea of one trade they wished to enter. From the boys'
own accounts, therefoke, it appears that the engineering apprentices
were o e whole the more open-minded when they left school,

e motor group, were the more committed at an early
stage.

We could not, however, be sure that the boys' recollection of their
intentions at a previous period were accurate. To find out more
about this, therefore, we compared the responses we had received
from the boys with the Careers Office records, where available, of
the boys' interview with %Careers Officer before they had left school.
From this it emerged thirthere was little discrepancy between what
1 A distinctice to be found in Sherlock end Cohen (1965).

13
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14 0E1 !INC; A IRAD1

the boys said to us and what they were recorded as having indicated
to the Careers Officer. Overall the picture remained unchanged;
the boys who entered engineering were less committed at the time
of leaving ,school to one particular trade they wished to enter.
However ikeach group iqre were some who had had no idea of
what they wanted to do r school, as well as some who bad had
a very clear idea. We will want to observe whether as time went on
these initial differences in the boys!, intentions bore any relation to
thetr subsequent attitude to their trade, their work and their future.

The difference between the two groups in their initial choice of
trade is further indicated by their response to a question about
what influenced them in their choWe of trade. Table 5 shows that
the very large majority of the motor vehicle apprentices were either
influenced in their choice by their own practical experience .of
working on ,cars (their fathers', or brothers' or friends') or else
were aware..of no influence at all. As a number of tgem, said:

TABLE 5

PERCEIVED INttLUENCE ON CHOICE OF TRADE

MV
(1/0

Practical experience
_

42 48
Studies at school or college 7 8
Other people 12 14
No remembered influentx 33 38

Totals 94 108*

Four MV apprentices gave two responses each.

"It was just my own idea." Few of them were aware of having beet)
influenced by other people and where they were it was usually by
friehds or brothers, not by parents or teachers. Even fewer were
consciously influenced by anything they had studied at school or
college. With the engineering apprentices, however, the position
was reversed. Studies at school or college was the largest single
perceived source of influence, and the influence of other people
including parents and teachers was also recognised by a quarter
of the boys; while practical experience was felt to play only a small
part.

Taken together with the previous replies, these figures show an
important difference between the attitudes and motives of the-two

2 6
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groups of apprentices at the start. Typically, the motor vehicle
apprentices came iMo their apprenteCeship with a more personal
and single-minded interest in working with cars or engines. Their
level of schooling was, as we saw earlier, on the whole somewhat
lower than that of the engineering apprentices, and they were
relatively uninfluenced either by school or by older advisers. They
were pursuing their own interest in motor mechanics, sometimes
in spite of the advice of elders. The following are typical statements:

"I wanted to be a motor mechanic since I was at primary school.
But I also helped a boy with his car. No one recommended it.
My uncle, who's a haulage contractor, said it was a bad trade
the muck and that."

"It was my, own conclusion. My parents wanted me to sit 0-levels.
. . . I like motors. I've always been a fanatic since I was wee.

\ 1- helped my father and brother with their cars."
"I wanted to be a motor mechanic . . . I wasn't influenced by
anyone. My ideas came from my own mind, not my parents."

The engineering apprentices, on the other hand, were less person-
ally interested in or committed to one trade. Most of them had
h 8 d more schooling than the motor vehicle boys, and had_
ope to the influence of school .and the advice of older peopld.
Typi I statements of this position include:

"I didn't have a clear mind. \Put my father said it was better to be
anogineer because there Will always be jobs for engineers."

"I wanted something on the practical side. I thought of engineering,
or electrician."

"We did a lot of physics in our second year at school. We had a
good teacher. That made me interested in electricity."

Now that they had embarked upon their apprentiCeship, however,
did they feel they had made the right choice and were now in the
most suitable trade for them? A few of the apprentices in the first
year (17% MV; 22% EN) said the trade they most wanted to enter
was different from the one they were in fact entering. Most boys
in both groups, however, felt they had secured entry into the trade
they most desired, ,and few of them changed their view on this
point during the course of their apprenticeship. It would appear
that there.was, rather, a tendency in the opposite dirmtjzI, namely,

/ to rationalise and wept what they had got, even if it 0.4141ot their
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first choice.2 This was seen particularly amongst the engineering
apprentices; of the 20 who indicated in the first year that they were
not in their originally preferred trade, 12. said in the second year
that they now thougbieit-VINTrii-best trade for them. Amongst the
motor vehicle grail', there was some movement in both directions:
seven out of ten who were originally doubtful felt later that they
had entered the right trade; while seven out of 65 who originally
regarded the motor trade as their first choice later thought they
would have been better in something else. The important thing to

TABLE 6

REASONS FOR REGARDING A TRADE AS IMPORTANT
(FIRST INTERVIEW)

0
/0

MV EN

Trade-security 77 69 80 74

Money 19 17 11 28
Skill, type of work,

knowledge 14 13 24 22

Job-security 16 14 13 12

prospects 7 6 9 ' 8

14o real advantage 6 5 2 2

(Totals are more\than 100 per cent because some
respondents gave more than one reply)

note, however, is that these responses bear little relation either to
the presence or absence of a clear intention when they left school,
or (as we shall see) to their intention to stay in or leave the trade
later on. Apparently the large majority ,in both groups, having
started an apprenticeship, were inclined to hold to the view that
they had made the right decision, regardless either of thei original
desires or of their long term ffiture intentions. We shal return to
this point when we come to consider their-future intentions.

The ten&ncy to settle for what they had got. even ir it was not
their first choice was probably influenced by the boys' views of the
i4ortance of getting a trade of some kind, and therefore of settling
down to serve theirçtiic. In the first mterview only a very small
number (9, MV; 7, ENJ said they had not been very much concerned
whether the job t1i.,t was an apprenticeship or some other kind
of job...The others allielt, with Varying degrees of emphasis, that
getting a trade was im rtant for them. Similarly, enquiry as to the
2 Roberts (1974) draws at ention to the prevalence of this tendency.\

2R
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reasons for wanting a trade'prought a remaikable unanimity of'

response.
The large majority (77%, MV; 80°,/ EN) believed that a trade

was important for reasons of futuie security or joh,opportunities.

What they had in mind is seen from the form of their replies. Over

and over again the same phrases were repeated:

"It's something to fall back on";
"You've always got it behind you";
"You can gct a job more easily if you've got a trade";

"You can take a job anywhere."

Further enquiry revealed their meaning more clearly. It was

not that they thought that a tradesman had any more security

against redundancy than other workers; most of them felt he could

lose his job just as easily. But having a trade provided a particular

kind of security: not Job-security in the sense of a job that will not

fold up; but trade-security, or the opportunity provided by having

a recognised skill of transferring from one employer to another.

This would ensure that if they were made redundant, or if they wished

to change jobs for any reason, they could more easily find another

one. They could even take a jOb outside their trade and if times

were bard they could "fall back on their trade," because "you always

have it behind you."
The frequent use of conventional stereotyped phrases in the

apprentices' replies on this point suggests that they were giving

expression to something which is commonly believed and under-

stood, and which they had learned and accepted from others.

This is fiirther indicated by the fact that, when asked if anyone had

influenced them to .think that a trade was important, a vety large.

proportion of them (80% MV; 85% EN) referred to pare a:

"My parents Said a trade was importanf for security."

"It was really my parents that made me go for it."

"My parents said better get a trade because of the way unemploy-

ment is going just now."

Or more bluntly:

"My mother said: 'get a trade or I'll kill you l'."

Perhaps it was because they had taken over the idea of the im-

portance of a trade from parents or others uncritically that a certain

number of the apprentices began to change their minds as time
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went on. By the seeqnd interviews a considerable minority of themotor group in particalar (29% MV; 157,, I'N) felt that a trade was
not essential; and this view gained ground in both gioups in the
Bind interview (37% MV; 35% UN). By this time the idea had gotaround that there was more money to be had in semi-skilled workor even in labouring, and it was not so clear that all the advantageslay in having a trade:

"It's important for something behind you; but4 it's money you'reafter don't go for a trade."
"It's not so essential now. All sorts of people get on Aker withoutone. It's something to fall back on, but I sometimes wonderif it's worth it."
"The money's bad compeed with drivers and labourers."
"It's important but it's not where the money is you're better otflabouring."

Nevertheless, most of those who felt this way still thought that atrade did carry with it the advantages of the rcurity that goes with
transferability of skills; and the majority of all the apprentices stillgave this as the most iMportant reason for acquiring a trade through
apprenticeship.

Referring back to Table 6 we see that a certain number of the
apprentices, particularly in the engineering group, spoke of other
advantages as well. 3 Having a skill that others ,do not have, beingable to take pride in it and to derive satisfaCtion from doing skilledwork this was one of the advantages mentioned by some (14% MV;14% EN):

"If you have a trade you take pride in your work."
"It's a more interesting jobwider scope, more varie that's
the main reason."

"I was looking for trainingthe skill of the job."
"It's a skill. You've got to use your knowledge an make up.A1 your own mind."

Another point mentioned only by a few (7% MV; 9% EN) inreply to this question about the importance of trade but significant
3 The fact that these were mentioned by only a small proportion of the appren-tices in reply to a free-response 4hption does not mean that these advantageswere not in the minds of the oftwrs. Most respondents were content tomention only one advantagelptrade-security---and did not go on to mentionothers.

30
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nevertheleu for a latex stage of our discussion, was the opportunity
offered by a trade for career development:

"You Inust have one if you want to get ,anywhere if you want to
work your way up."

........1
"You've got no chance of getting on without a trade or qualIca-
tion. . . . Pay or promotion are the Chief advantages."

These responses provide the first indications of the overall goals
or pUrposes of the apprentices to which we referred in the introduc-
tion to this section, and which can usefully be identified now.
They are: firstly, the achieving of i particultir type of long-term
security baied on the transferability of skills from one job to another;
secondly, the/acquiring of certain practical skills enabling them to
take an interest in their work; and thirdly, securing the opportunity
for career development in the tliture. It is not being suggested that
these objectives were present in their minds of all the apprentices
equally. The third one in particular seemed to be a .significant
objective for only some of the boys. But all three emerged, as we
have just seen, in the replies to our enquiry about the reasons for
wanting a trade. We believe that the apprentices' attitudes as a
whole cad helpfUlly be interpreted in the light of these objectives,
and we shall attempt to show this as we proceed.

1 Before moving on, hey/evil% we should nale that one other type
of reply was given to the question about the importance of a trade
(see Table 6). A certain number, of the interviews in the first year
(19% Mv; 31 % EN) thought that a trade was importapt because

40t would lead to better pay in the long run. As we have already seen,
a contrary view was prevalent at a later periqd. We do not propose
to discuss this point now. The apprentices' attitude to money was
complex, and we shall require to give it special attention once we
have discuised other responses.

Attitude to Work .

Since amentineship is an arrangement by which training for the
ffiture involves participation in the practical work of the job at the
same timp, it is important for us to look not only at the apprentices'
attitudes to training and education, but also at their attitude to
work in general, and to the work of their trade and their workplace
hi particular. As is well known, this is an extremely difficult titea
to explore, since the danger of beittimiven facile or socially coriect
answers is particularly real. We approached the topic by following
three lines of enquiry. In the first we wanted to discover whe er
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the apprentices liked or disliked their work in general. But becattse

of the dangers we have referred to we approached the question
obliquely, hy asking (in the (lrst and second interviews) lust whether
in the boys' opinion most older people did 01 did not enjoy wol king.
It was hoped that this would serve to discourage facile positive
responses by the apprentices about themselves.

TAM

liNJOYMVN I OF WORK 4

ao

Adults

MV

1st Yea!
"0 N

2nd Year" N

1

1st Year" N

N

2nd Year
". N

Most adults enjoy work 28 -25 14 11 I() 28 25 21

Mixed 14 13 10 8 lb 15 27 21

Most donli enjoy work 56 50 7$ bl 51 47 47 40
Don't know 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 I

'rotals 100 90 100 81 101 92 RX) 85

Self
I eRjoy and expect to continue

to enjoy 46 41 17 14 37 34 {1 26

1 enjoy but may change 49 44 51 41 53 48 49 41

1 enjqy to a limited extent 21 17 19 16

1 don't erkjoy 5 5 9 7 9 9 1

Don't know 1 1 1

Totals 100 90 101 81 100 92 101 85

Ik will be seen from Table 7 that in the first year a minority of less
than a tkird thought that most adults enjoyed work, and the
proportiolis fell even further in the second year. In each case the
larger number thought that most older people did not enjoy work.
We then asked them whether they themselves enjoyed working.
In spite of their verdict about older workers, the vast ttlikrity of

4 In the case of this and all subsequent tables where responses at different
stages are compared, figures were extracted which showed what the position

. would have been if those who later dropped out were excluded from the
figures for the first year. In every case the exercise made no difference to the
trend, and so these figures have usually been omitted so as not to make the
tables excessively complicated. They have however been retained in Tables 12
and 13 where iomparison between the different stages is especially important.
In any table rhere the totals do not correspond with the total numbers in
the sample in that year, this indicates that there was no response by a few
respondents to the question concerned.
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the apprentices in both interviews insisted that thcy themselves
eqjoyed work, and a large number in the first year . thought that they

()would continue to enjoy working evtn in adultdife. By the second
year, however, some of the boys were less sure about thCir eqjoyment
of work. It is worth, noting that there was a greater change of
response between the two interviews in the motor group than in the
engineering group;-more of the motor app rs tices ought mostth
adults did not enjoy work, and fewer of them pected to go on
enjoying work themselves. We shall take up th point again in
due course. Meanwhile, however, tip main point to notice is the
generally positive note sounded by tha large majority of the appren-
tices when asked for their general reaction to work.

Our second line of enquiry was to ask in the first interview what
in the apprentices eyes wore the advantages.of the particular trade
they were entering, compared with other trades. The intention here
was mainly to dikover to what extent they viewed their work and
trade instrumentally, le, as a means of securing extrinsic rewards
such al money, status or security, and to what extent they viewed it
expressively; le, as something to be done for its own sake and its
own intrinsic satisfactions. In reply the majority of the apprentices
(65% MV; 60% EN) indicated that for them the advantage of their
particular trade was simply thit they liked the kind of work which
it involved. In fact, many of them seemed surprised at the question,
since the assumed that the answer was obvious. To thoose a
trade w tatitamount to deciding what kind of work ono liked the
most. one boy put it: "What would yobjgo into a job for if
you di. 1 t fik t?" It had not occurred to mbst of them to consider
other I. , such u fliture rewards, security or status; in their
deciding between one trade and another. Some, it is true, did refer
to these things, and it.is perhaps worth noting that there were more
amongst the engineering than amongst the motor apprentices.
This is in keeping with tfie impfuion we received earlier of the
engineering boys as ku enthusiastically devoted to one trade and
more critically open to alternatives. But even amongst them the
majority referred to intrinsic satisfactions rather than extrinsic
rewards as the main criteria for preflsrring one trade. FIrrthermore,
the interviewer was left with the impressfon that many of those in

both groups who did not mention intrinsic satisfaction were taking
this for granted. This pointsio a high level interest of both in work
in general and in the 'work of their particular trade amofigst the
apprentices at the start.

The third line of enquiry was to try to discover u ffilly u pouible
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what were the apprentices' thoughts and feelings about their work
dui ing their second and third years, once they had had longer
experience of it. On each occasion they were asked to indicate
fieely what they liked and what they disliked about their woi k.
Their answers were probed and discussed in order to gain as complo
an understanding as possible of the apprentices' attitudes on this

..
point. The answers were subsevently coded in order to give
rough idea of how widely partiallar opinions were shared, hat it
would be a mistake to base too much on numerical comparisons
with answers to this type. The most striking thing about the

rtosponses was the number of apprentices. (2nd year: 49 °,/,', MV ; 41 %
FN. 3rd year: 32% MV; 58 °,4, EN) who made spontaneous reference

liking the more demanding jobs. Many of thcm referred specifically
to tasks which were "difficult" or required skill:

"1 like engine work. . . . It takes more thought. 1 like the difficult
bits." (MV)

"I like working with motorsengines. It's more difficu
I like it." (MV)

"I like the big jobs- they need more skill." (EN)
"I like stainless steel welding- -it's more difficult." (EN)
"I like jobs you have to think about- problemsdifficult jobs."
(EN)

There wa3, howiver, a small group of seven motor apprentices
in the seco Id year and nine in the third who made particular
reference tq liking the easier jobs. We shall want to see later on
whether. thfse boys differed at all from the others in their perform-
ance or progress through their apprenticeship.

Another exception was provided by those motor apprentices,
22 in 'number, who by the third year came under an incentive bonus
scheme. With them a distinct terminology seemed to apply.. Whereas
elsewhere a "big job" or a "good job" referred to a comparatively
advanced job involving a reasonably..high level of skill, the appren-
tices in the bonus garages tended to use these terms to refer to jobs,
whether siitiple or difficult, on which it was possible to make good
bonus. In the sam way, any job on which it was not possible to
earn ipuch bonus, even if it Was a demanding or intrinsically interest-
ing fob, was spoken of as "rubbish." It seems that incentive bonus
schemes, by introducing another set of values and,eipectations
with regard to work tasks, tend to detract from the apprentices'
interest in difficult jobs with a high skill-level.
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Closely related to the liking for difficult tasks was the appreciation
of opportunities to do jobs on their own, or t see the results of
their work and to get a sense of achievemen eferences to liking
this type of work were made by about a q rter of dekboys in the
second year and by over a third in both grôups in the third year:

"You get satisfaction from making things go and seeing it work."
(EN)

"I like being given a job and left to do it in my way." (EN)
"When you overhaul something and see it working."(EN)
"You get satisfaction if you've stripped down an engine and built
it up again and it goes first timeyou've done it!" (MV)

"When you strip down an engine and build it up again and you
see it running and you think that you've built it." (MV)

rile other main thing that many apprentices appreciated about
their work was variety:

"Th 's a lot to doa mixtureyou're not doing the same thing
all th time." (MV)

"There changes all the timevarietythere's 'something
different do." (EN)

But alongs this a good number of the apprentices were beginning
in their second year to experience some dissatisfaction. Already
many of them were discovering that the work did not consist only

.. or mainly \of the tigger, more interesting tasks they enjoyed. A. lot
of it was routine, repetitive and sometimes boring, and this was
the most significant of the things they disliked about their work:

"I'm doing lubrication all the timethe same thing every day."
(MV) 111

"There am too many servicesday in and day out." (MV)
"There's not much varietyyou're always on the same thing."
(EN)

This source of dissatisfaction: which was singled out by about a
quarter of the apprentices in each gratip in the second year, apparently
increased considerably during the coirse of the next 12 months.
In the third interviews it VMS mentioned by roughly hgtif the boys
(51% Mik; 48% EN). It seems that, while, as we have seen, most
of the apprentices liked being given demanding, responsible work
with a good skill content, by the third year a large number of them
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were particularly conscious of the routine, repetitive tasks which
required comparatively little skill. ln this connection it is worth
noting that none of the apprentices complained that they were being
worked too hard, or that too much was being expected of them in
terms either of the quantity or nature of their work. On the contrary
there were complaints from a few boys that there was not enough
to do:

"Sometimes there's nothing to do I don't like this." (I2N)
"It's boring sitting about there arc too many men." (UN)

.

"I left because there was not enough to do I was bored." (MV)

The only type of demand Vrfiich apprentices complained of "Cs'
mentioned by a few 'of thc motor apprentices who, spoke of not
being allowed to finish jobs they were on before being called away
to something else:

S S don't like being kicked about froM one job to another before
I finish it."

"If you get started on a decent job, someone takes ybu off it."

What emerges from these three lines of enquiry into the apprentices,
attitudes to their work can be summsed as three points, which
can bc stated with different degrees of confidence at this point.

Firstly, it seems quite clear that the large body of the apprentices
in both grdups had quite positive attitudes to work, particularly in
the first stages of their apprenticeship. They knew that many
adults did not like work, but they insisted that they themselves did.
They chose their trade, or assessed the advantages of various trades,
on the basis of the enjoyment or Wisfaction which they thought
would be derived from that type of ivork, rather than on the basis
of any external reward. And they emphasised their liking for
achievement and for doing the more difficult tasks. Together these
responses indicate consistently that for the majority of the apprentices
work was something which they expected to find interesting and
satisfying.

The significance of this finding wi#Tbe seen by setting it against
those of other studies which have shdvn that there are Many young
people who have little or no illtere! in work and who Onnot under-
stand the notion that work can bt!Jcaj able.5 Even whbn we allow
th soSte of our apprentices weril enthusiastic than others,
and a few preferred easier as oppo to more demanding tasks,
' See especially Carter (1962), pp 213-231; Thomas and Wetherell (1974), p 130ff.

I 1./
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this type of entirely negative, attitude to work was not shown by
any of the boys in our sample. One plausible assumption we may
make is that the attitudf apprentices entering skilled trades
tends to be different fronithai. of many young people entering less
skilled occupations, sive they expect the work of tradesmen to be
interesting. Indeed, some of our boys made thispoint quite explicitly :

"If you have a trade you enjoy the job more." (MV)

"Most people.who are just labouring will work for miley. But a
craftsman who is making things can get enjoyment." (EN)

"Tradesmen are happier at their work." (EN)

A number of studies have in fact shown that most tradesmen are
interested in their work, or at least that they expect to find it interest-
ing.6 So it would appear that in this respect our apprentices are
typical of ptany older tradesmen.

SecondlY; ttere aro fairley,ilear indications of a cortain amount of
,- disenchantment creeping in during the second and third years of

their apprenticeship. This is seen in the increasing number who
spoke of their dislike of routine, repetitive and less skilled work.
More tentatively, we can detect a suggestion in the responses so
far that the motor apprentices were experiencing this disenchantment
to a greater degree than the engineering boys. When we recall that
a larpr proportion of them than of the engineering group started
their apprenticeship with single-minded enthusiasm for their par-
ticular trade, and then observe that by the third interview more than
half of them were complaining of routine, repetitive work, there
would appear to be grounds for this conclusion. In addition the
nature and tone of many of the motor apprentices' comments add
weight to thiscomments which do not find very many parallels
in the responses of the engineering group:

"I don't like sousing and servicingyou're just doing the same
thing."

"I get bored with only services."
"I've never done engines and only once done a gear box."

"Tyres are boring."
"I loathe servicingit's the same thing over againit's a bore."

It would be a mistake to say much More at this point about the
development of the attitudes of the motor apprentices on the basis

8 See for =ample Wedderburn and Crompton 0972), p 23; Blauner (1964), p 32;
Goldthorpe et id (1968), p 23, 37.

3
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of this evidence alone; but we should bear the point in mind when
we come to discuss later responses.

Thirdly, it is useful to recall our suggestion that one of die main
objectives or purposes of the apprentices in serving their time was
to acquire practical skills which would allow them to take an interest
in their work. The attitudes to work which we have described in
this chapterthe positive response to work in general and more
particularly the references to liking the more difficult and demanding
tasks and work which gives a sense of achievementshould, we
suggest, be seen as an indication or 'illustration of this goal or
objective. It is fundamental to an understanding of the attitudes
of these apprentices to realise that they were not only interested in
extrinsic advantages of having a trade, but that most of them
wanted to be able to do skilled practical work and to learn the skills
necessary for this. These were practical-minded young men: they
wanted to do practical work with their hands and they saw
apprenticeship as a means of learning how to do these skilled practical
tasks. There were, of course, the apparent exceptions. Bpt it is
important to understand the desire of the majority to agataire practical
skill if wa are to understand also the boys' attitudes to training and
cducation, to which we turn in the next chapter.

Money
Before leaving the general question of the apprentices' attitude

to work, however, we should add something about their attitude to
money. As was indicated earlier, this attituyIe was comblex, and
at times seemidgly contradictory. In the firit interviews a certain
number of boys (19% MV; 31 % EN) indicated that in their view
one of the advantages of having a trade was that a tradesman
eventually earned more money than qtrer workers (see Table 3
above). This view was not shared by all the apprentices, and, as we
saw earlier, the main advantage of haiOng a trade was seen as trade-
secunty, rather than money. Nevertheless, the belief that a trade
would lead to, better wages in tly long run was current in the first
year.

Very few of the apprentices in the fimt and second years, however,
gave any indication that money was important to them at that time.
Few in the first interview -(10% MV; 19% EN) gavtit as one of the
reasons for. preferring their particular trade. And in the second
interview when they were asked what they liked 'and disliked about
their work only a very small psoportion referred to money as IMMO-
thing they liked (6% MV; 5% EN) or u something they were
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dissatisfied about (9% MV; 2% EN). Some of them simply declared
that they were interested in the work itself rather than the money:

"I like the work I'm doing. I'm not interested in money." (EN)
"My dad is just interested in money and getting onnot in
enjoying work. I think you should enjoy work." (EN)

"(Money's) not the most important thingit's better to like the
job." (MV)

"I fmd it interestingI couldn't care less about money." (MV)

We may comment in passing that these findings are in keeping with
reports from many other enquiries to the effect that young people
show no great interest in money.7

Many of the apprentices realised, however, that money would bo
important later on, and regarded their apprenticeship as a postpone-
ment of financial rewards in the interest of learning. This came out
in responses to the question about whether they etkjoyed work :

"If I was working only for money I would have got a job at 15.
I'm working because there's a lot to learn."

"No apprentice is working just for moneyhe's working to learn."
"When I'm learning the trade I'm looking for experience. When
my time's up I'll be looking for momy."

"As I get older I'll want more money, so there will be more
emphasis on that."

"Later on it will be just for money. When you're older and you've
a family you need to do more things:"

There were of course a few who declared a special interest in money
from the start:

"(I'm working) only for money. I don't think anyone works for
satisfaclionbut there might be some."

The general attitude, however, in the earlier stages of apprenticeship
was that money. was not important at the moment, but it would be
later on, and a good wage would be theirs when their time was out.

By the third year, however, there was apparently a slight increase
in concern about money: In their replies to Ole general question
about likes and dislikes at work, spontaneous reference to dissatis-
faction about money increased in each group (from 9% to 18% MV;

7 Fr ACunelson (1951);:j6cla (1952); Carter (1962); Winos (1962);

39
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from 2 " to 19 " EN), and spontaneous reference to appieciating
their wage also increased (from ( % to M V ; from 5 " to I 2 " EN).
On this occasion those who did not refer spontaneously to money
were asked what they did feel about the money they were getting.
Putting the responses together wc find that the majority (58" MV.
67"- EN) declared themiselves satisfied, but that those who were'
dissatisfied formed a considerable minority, especially among the

motor apprentices. 8

By thc third year, also, as we have seen already, many of the
apprentices were not so convinced of the overriding importance of
having a trade. In part this seems to be due to a change in their
belief that tradesmen earn more than other workers:

"The way things arc going just now, you're as well without a
trade labourers get more money."

At this. stage most of thc young men were still convinced that a
trade was of some importance, and none expressed regret at having
commenced an apprenticeship; but it is clear that few of them now
saw the advantages of having a trade in financial tegnis. In fact, a
number of them indicated that they regarded their trade as a sort
of stand-by security, "something to fall back on", which would
leave them fre to take up more lucrative, work :

"I could change to heavy goods driving for money; I can fall
back on my trade." (EN)

"I might need money and so go to a less interesting job w ich
I would do only for money." (MV)

We may sum up the apprentices' views about money in is way.
Most of theia were not very concerned about money at he start,
and while inerest in money grew to some extent, it as mostly
felt to bo a matter whicit would be of importance r but not
during apprenticeship. It was thought by many at he start that
having a trade would probably yield better wages ventually, but
this view tended to alter later on. This did not, howe or, substantially
alter the belief that it was worthwhile serving a4 apprenticeship.
All in all it seems fair to conclude that a desire o money was not a
significant atizi of the apprentices' goals or purposes in serving

It is woith noting that most (22 out of 27) of the motor apprentices expressing
themselves dissatisfied with money were in large private gir garages, while
of the 38 satiglled boys only 11 were in such garages. This it quite possibly
related to the fact that most of these garages and few of the others operated
a bonus systema point we have referred to already and will return to more
fay later.

4?)
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their time, and should not be placed alongside the three main goals
which we have identified.

Summa0,
As the apprentices came into work and started their training

certain attitudes seemed to be shared by the majority of them.
These included the desire for getting a trade of some sort, mainly
for the sake of what we have called trade-security; satisfaction with
the particular trade they had entered; a positive attitude to work in
general and a keen interest i doing the work of the trade; and- a
lack of concern with money at this point together with a realisation
of its importance later on in fife At the sanie time certain differences
emerged amongst the apprentices which may be important: they
varied in the extent of their original commitment to the idea of one
particular trade when they had left school, and esmall minority
were doubtful about whether they had entered the right trad9ajn
addition, the motor vehicle and the engineering apprentices fsd
a number of differences which will require further discussion latef on.

The responses discussed in this chapter have allowed us tO identify
three main goals or objectives which seem to have been present to
a netter or lesser degree in the minds of the apprentices as ,they
served their time: the desire to achieve trayie-security; to acquire
practical and satisfying skills, and to secure opportunities for career
development. The first two of these, in particular, can be clearly
seen in some of the attitudes we have discussed so far.
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It was explained in the Introduction that the apprentices in both
the motor and the engineerMaistudy were selected from groups of
boys entering different types of training and education programmes.
In each case there was one largo group spending a major off-thy-job
training centre (IACITA and SgEB), miller groups attending other

traini with no=ng centre experience (NTCT. Again in each
training centres

ng
, and others who received only on-the-job

case the majority of the apprentices attended one technical college
on a day-release basis, while a smaller number attended Ober
colleges. The following account of the boys' attitudes to their
training and education takes account of these different arrangements,
as well as of differences in theit trades and the characteristics of
their emplotAm firms.

We ,may s .64-0by referring to the 'apprentices' oyerall attitude to
the kind of training they were receiving, as this will set the scene
for the more detailed discussion tb follow. Asked at the start for
their views of the kind of training they thought they were going to
get, the large majority (83 % MV; 85 % EN) said they thought they
were getting a'good training: While such a response to a question
of this kind in the early stages of apprenticeship may not be un-
expected, it is worth noting that more than a third (35%) of the
52 boys who were not at training centres expressed some reservation
about the quality of the training they 'were-getting.'

By the second year most of the engineering apprentices (68 V
gave the same responee, but half a the motor group (51 eij now

maid the 117 trelnIng-centre apprentices i-ressed such rem:nations.
or essoolations between the remmues vurlowl acrooPe of e=

does wore Wed for statistical sIsnifleanoe using the chi-square test.
the dIelliketioe level emerpd as po.0.05 or better %hi I. Indleated In a foot-
mite, LI this ease p<0.001.
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made some criticisms of their training. The position was not
substantially different in the third year. In both the later interviews
the non-training-centre apprentices remained slightly less satisfied
with their training than the others. With this general picture in
mind we turn to, the more detailed aspects of education and
training.

Off:the-Job Training S.
Since there was an import division in both groups between

apprentices who were receivi g off-the-job training and those who
were not, our next enquiry was aimed at discovering whether or
not they were in favour of dttending a training centre in the course
of learning their trade. The responses showed that the training
centre boys were overwhelmingly in support of this kind of training,
and this view was if anything strengthened during the next two years
(88 per cent of all training-centre apprentices in 1st year; 90 per cent
in 2nd year; 95 per cent id 1rd year). What is more interestipg hove/
ever is the view of the apprentioes who were receiving no off-the-job
training. In the first year nearly a third of them (31%) felt that they
would be better at a training centre, and this proportion rose to
not far short of two-thirds by the third year (2nd year 45%; 3rd

61 %). These findings are interesting and important. We can
ume that most 15- or 16-year-old school leavers are keen to

an actual job of work, and indeed we have already seen how
apprentices themselves were keen on working and on being

ven the responsibility of doing real practical tasks which yield a
wnse of accomplishment. There is also evidence that some young
people are impatient of institutions which preserve their elearner
status in a school-type situation.2 The high and growing level of
support for training centres amongst our apprentices, then, seems
to point to, two things. The first is the ginuinenew and generality
of their desire to learn their trade well and to be given the best
opportunity for doing soa fluther indication of the importance
of thactirt of the main objectives of the apprentices which we
have the desire fttr practical and satisfying skills. The second
is the realisation oft the part of the apprentices of the inolequacies
of on-the-job training for teaching art apprentice all he needs to '
knowa point we shall return to later.

As to the reasons why they favoured or disfavoured a spell at a
training centrei, the apprentices in their first year had on the whole
very well developed ideas. In the main they justified their position
2 Carter (1962), p 232.
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on the grounds of the suitability of thc learning opportunities made
available to them.

The training-centre apprentices w-cre in no doubt that they learned
more and better at a aitining centre. Some of them perhaps were
a little apprehensive about starting work and for them the training
centre provides a gentle introduction to the uncvnain demands
and dangers of industry:

"I was quite keen to come to a training centre I didn't want to
be flung in blindly." (LAGTA)

"you peed a training centre so that you know the dangers. If you
were in real work you might touch the wires." (SSEB)

"(If you were) in a work right away you wouldn't know anything
about thc tools, and they'd take thc mickey out of you." (SSEB)

Most of them, however, emphasised the superiority of thc instruction
in.the off-the-job situation. They believed that they received more
instruction because their instnictors had morelime:

"You're better in a training centre; in a garage the mechanics
don't have time to explain." (LAGTA)

"Men at work can't take so much time to explain."qSSEB)
"Who would teach yoU is a garage?" (LAGTA)

Also they learned how to do things in the right way by the proper
Mettods:

4 "Here you learn the tight way to do things. . . . In a garage yOu
just get the quick ways."
"This is betteryou lete to got things right."

And you are taught a greatei variety of things:

"There's more variety. In a workshop you only know about
your work."

"Here you get everything about aliAorts of cars."

Some of them also had gathered from others that in a first year in
a workshop the apprentice is often not Oven much real work or
4aining:

"In a garage you're mostly sweeping floors and going messages."
"Forj.M.\first year you'd just make tea."
"In the w6rkshop you're doing messages and going for tools."

4
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As for the apprentices who dtsi not go to training centres, some
of them clearly had misconceptions as to what such centres were
like. They thought it was simply a matter of classroom explanation
or demonstration with no opportunity to do the practical work of
the trade:

"You're working in a garage . . . not just getting shown in photos."
(MV)

"You'd probably get a bit boresi (in a training cen4) if you
never saw an engine." (MV)

.."(In a training centre) you're just getting shown." (EN)

Others of them expressed a liking for the wdrking4ironment and
the sense of being able to do the real work :

"You like to feel you're workingit's not just a sontinuation of
school."

Many, of course, believed they learned better in tivorkshop situation :

"You learn the basics better in the workshop."
"It's better to pick things up çor yourself."

Some, however, discovered to e1r disappointment that they did
not learn as much as ticy tlwug& they would on-the-job, and this
no doubt largely expIaj the increase as time went on in the number
of noptraining-con apprentices who favoured off-the4ob training.
Forfxample, one a centice electrician said in his fiptt rar:

"You would got bored at a training centre. You're definitely better
going out with the men."

"\... But by his second year he had changedie mind:

"A training centre is better: I've been on one job for ten months.
. . . I could be learning other things."

Returning to the apprentices who did attend training centres we
find that the large majority of them expressed satisfaction with the
training they received. In the first year three-quarters of the traiOng-
centre apprentices in each group declared themselves wholly satisfied
with the instruction and explanation, and the rest had only minor
criticisms. In the second year the critics were even fewer (7% MV;
23% EN). In thd thi terview apprentices were asked to look
back on their periods a ning centres aid give their comments
on the training, inclu 4 I I length, \timing and content of the

4 ti
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different periods of off-the-job training, in the light of their sub-
sequent experience at work. Most of the apprentices still expressed .

general approval of what was done at training centies. A minority
of ten per cent in each group were now of the opinion that their
periods of off-the-job aining were a waste of time. Roughly half
of each group (51 ";, V; 58 0 EN) had no comment other than
that the training was good. 'the others had a variety of different
comments, arising from the exploratory nature of the enquiry.
Some felt the first year was better than the later periods, and some
felt the reverse. Some views, however, are paiticularly wotth noting
for the purposes of our later discussion of issues connected with
training and education. The separatjon of training centres from their
real work was commented on by sonie of thc engineering apprentices
in particular. For example, a power station apprentice felt that the
training centre was "toe different from a power station," and another
thought that "you should go to a power station during the time,
perhaps a month at a power station." A foundry electrician in a
group training centre thought that "you could have gone to your
company for a short spell to know what you're going to. You're
wondering about it for a whole year." Differing views were expressed
on another issue, that of the speed of work at a training centre. A
distribution electrician thought there sllould be "more emphasis on
speed. I get shouted at because, I'm too slow. You're just taught
how to do it- not how to do it fast." But some of the motor

echanics, aware of thc pressures of work, in a garage, welcomed
the fact that "at LAGTA you've all the tiotieyou need", or "you're ..
not under any rush to get the jobs out."

Another issue of interest in connectibn with training centres is the
breadth of training. It is part of thc policy of most training centres
to give training on a fairly broad basis, offering at least some
instruction in trades othcr than the one the apprentice is entering.
In particular those centres which follow the first-year programme of
the Engineering Industry Training Board offer a first-year common
basic training in which apprentices are taught the basic skillaof the
different enineering trades, but with particular emphasis on
mechanical ills. Bearing in mind our apprentkes' acceptance of
the traditional idea of trade-security *rich implies the exclusive
possession of one particular set of marke6X0 skills, we were
interested to know their reaction to learning skins other than those
traditionally associated with their own trade. So in the second
interview we asked whether they thought it was a good thing to
learn something about other trades, or whether they should con-
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centrate èi their own. It turned out that the idea of learning some-
thing aboth other trades was supported by over two-thirds of the
apprentices in each group (69 % MV ; 69 % EN), and rejected by
less than a quarter (24 % MV ; l7 % EN), the rest making qualified
or mixed responses. Them were no significant differences between

. apprentices involved in different typos of training programme.
Support for learning about other tradek was based partly on a
general' belief that it is good to "get an ;outlook on other trades",
or to "have an understanding of other

n
things" even though they

thwould never do at work; and partly on n idea that it might become
necessary some day to do some of the ork of other trades.

This general support must, however, be qualified in one particular
respect. During the first-year basic training course of the Engineering .
Industry Training Board comparatively little time is usually spent
on electrical as opposed to mechanical skills. While there arc
considered reasons for arranging the course in this way, it is under-
standable thirOme of the electrical apprentices, looking back on
their training centre experience at the time of the third interview,
felt dissatisfied. To them the first ,year "a waste of time as far
as being an electrician was concerned", it "a bit of everything
not enough electrical." "From the poin of view of being an
electrician," ono boy put it, "it's no use all." This particular
point does not, however, alter the general LI j e rt.given to the idea
of learning something about other trades, an IPT, e value of off-the-job
training for this purpose.

Apart from,,their view of the training received at off-the-job
training centres, what did the apprentices feel about the atmosphere
and relationships in the centres? On this point reactions were mixed.
In the first interviews most (62%) of the apprentices at large training
'Centres (LAOTA and SSEB) but a smaller proportion (47%) of
those at smaller centres declared themselves happy with the way
they were treated. By the second year the majority at each of the
training centres were expressing satisfaction on this point. The
conflicting views of apprentices in the same situation, however,
make it clear that individuals react differently to the training centre
environment. Comments from within one centre include:

"Th u greatyoh couldn't ask for better."
..so they treat you like kids."
"As if you were one of them."
"You're treated like a load of bairns."
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There is no indication from our analysis, however, that these
differences arc related to other aspects of the apprentices' attitudes
Both types 'of comment .veal that appi entices expect to be tieatcd
as adults. It is not mum mg that in this respect the non-training-
cent re apprentices who went sti Mght into a real work situation seemed
to be more satisfied than those at training centres in the first
year. The large majority of them (79 0,,) apparently appreciated
relationships with the tradesmen under whom they were placed. +

Nevertheless, it seems that even at the training centres only a
minority of the apprentices felt that they were not treated iii the
way they wished, while the majority had their expectations of adult
treatment fulfilled.

The overall verdict about training centres given by the apprentice%
of both groups entering different trades and undergoing different
training programmes is a very positive one. Off-the-job training
was appreciated by the, large body of those who received it and
envied by a growing numbcr of those who did not. Points of criticism,
made by a few apprentices about sonic aspects 6f the basic engineer-
ing training, about the length of exclusion from their real work
situation, and about relationships withiu the training centres, do
not detract from the general impression of approval given by most.
The basis of this approval was that off-the-job training offered thelp
the best opportunity to acquire practical skill, and so fulfil one of
their main objectives in serving an apprenticeship.

On-the-Job Training
We turn now to the apprentices' views about the training hieing

received on-the-job at their employer's workplace. The picture
that emerges is complex because of the many different situation
of the apprentices in our two groups. As was outlined in th
Introduction there were differences in ths boys' trades, in the size an
type of work and other characteristics of their employing firms, in the
proportion of on-the-job as opposed to off-the-job training within
their apprenticeship programme, and in the arrangements and
planning of their on-the-job experience. Because some groups of
apprentices spelt the larfer part of two years in training centres,
the enquiry about on-the-job training was largely concentrated on
the third interview, to allow all of them to have had meaningful
experience of this aspect of apprenticeshipi

On-the-A training can be thought o as having two inter-related

3 For the difTeretwe between the NTC apprentices and the training-centre
apprentices taken as a whole p<0.01.

A cm
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elements4hich are present in varying degrees: explanation, and
work exkrience. The comparative importance attached to these
elements varies with different firms and training programmes
a fact which raises issues which we shall discuss later on. Meanwhile
we shall attempt to present the apprentices' viewpoints under these
two heads.

(i) EXPLANATION

Before discussing the apprentices' view of the quality of the
explanation given them at their work, we must ask what the arrange-
ments for explanation were, and who was responsible for explaining
the work to the apprentices. -It is widely assumed that apprentice-
ship still ulually involves the attachment of each apprentice for a
long period of time to one journeyman who has the responsibility of
explaining and demonstrating the work of the trade to the apprentice.
In fact, this traditional type of arrangement appeared to obtain
only to a very limited extent in the situations in which our apprentices
were involved, and a variety of flexible arrangements was more
typical. In the motor garages boys might be put with a tradesman
for longer or .shorter periods of time during their first two4ears,
or they might be given simple jobs to do on their own. By the time
of the third interviews, over twb thirds of them (68 70) said they
were working on their own. Indeed eveti by this stage one or two
apprentices had a junior apprentice working under them. Among
the engi g group, however, dnly a very few (14 7) were working
on their own Th4heir third year, and most of these were in very small
workshops. On'b othfr hand only four indicated that there had
been any long-term attachment to one tradesman. Normally the'
engineering apprentices "were either put to work with a particul r
man for a short period of perhaps a week, mo often a day, dr
possibly even for the_duration of one j0 ; or else ey would be
working with egroup of tradesmen without attachm t to any one
man. This latter arrangement was particularly pre ent in main-
tenance departments in factories. Thai important ng for us to
note is that under the ent4gements which the boys *bed (and
which were largely confirmed by their employers, we shall see)
there was usually no one tradesman who had overall ponsibility
for systematic explanation to any particular apprentice.

This being the case, it is not surprising that many of thera ntices
expressed dissatisfaction over the explanation they received a eir
work. Table 8 gives a j.rough division of responses in the three
interviews to an enquirj, about the adequacy of explanation in the

d
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workshop, showing training-centre apprentices and non-training-
centre apprentices separately.

TA13LF 8

ATIF,44044,(),VEXPLANATION ON-T11F-JOB

Motor Group

Explanation

1st Year

TC
% N

NTC
% N

Ind

TC
% N

Year

NTC
% N

TC
%

3rd

N

Year

NTC
% t1

sufficient (75 46)* 54 15 61 36 as 68 34 57 12
,Explanation

deficient (25 15) 47 13 37 22 52 13 30 15 33 17
Mixed 2 1 2 1 10 2

Total (100 61) 101 28 100 59 100 25 100 50 100 21
1.

Engineering Group

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year

TC%N NTC%N%N%N%N,%NTC NTC . TC NTC

Explanat ion
sufficient

Exslan:tentin

M ixed

(74 sz)

(26 18)

56 13

44 10

75 24

19 6
6 2

57 12

29 6
14 3

65 41

27 17
8 5

61 11

39 7
--

Total (100 70) 100 23 100 32f 100 21 100 63 100 18

7he figures in brackpts give the training-xntre apprentices responses concern-
ing explanation in the training centre, since at the time of the first interview
they had not yet had any on-the-job training. They aro included here for
comparison purposes.
This total excludes the SSEA apprentices who were still at the training centre
In their second year, and who were not asked ttfis question.

It will be seen from the table that in each group in each year a
substantial minority were dissatisfied with the explanation being
given them on-the-job. This contrasts with the number who ex-
pressed satisfaction with the explanation in training centres (75 per
cent in 1st year, 84 per cent in 2nd year of all TC apprentices).
It will also be noticed that there was a tendency, not statistically
significant but observable in each group in each year, for the non-
training-centre apprentices to be more dissatisfied than the others

4
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with explanation on-the-job. These iesponses combined with the
fact noted earlier that by the thirdyear a majority of the non-training-
centre apprentices felt that it would have been a good thing to have
gone to a training centre, are an indication of the inadequacy, from
the point of view of many apprentices, of on-the-job training un-
accompanied by spells at a training centre. We may note in passing
that those apprentices who were dissatisfied with explanation in the
workshop were particularly pro" to feel that they might leave their
employer or their trade in the ftiture; but this is something we will
take up later on.

If we take a closer look at what the boys had to say on this
subject, we find that most of the detailed comments were made by
those who were critical of explanation on-the-job. The others
mostly said it was all right and left it at that, although a few did
give Adler expression of their approval:

"They're experienced mechanicsthey explain very well." (MV)
"The foreman explains a lotand most of the others too." (EN)

Those who were dissatisfied had a considerable number of com-
plaints. One of the most common was that tradesmen did not have
the time to explain:

"Most mechanics never stop to explainthey're too busy if you
ask them." (MV)

"Things should be explained mgr.the men haven't got time to
explain." (EN) \,)

But some felt that the main trotiOlewu not so much lack of time
as lack of inclination or caring:

"rhave a feeling that they don't care: they just give you some-
thing to do and that's you."

"When I came baciqfftom the training centre) they never bothered
about usyou hail to get a man yourself to go with."

A few apprentices had received the impression that the explanation
was ina&quate because the tradesmen themselves did not have
adequate knowledge:

c "Some of them don't know a thing . . . of those I've worked with
about half know what they're doing."

These thme points were brusquely summed up by orle!jboy who said:

"Some can't be bothered, some don't know, and some don't
have time."
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The fact that they were not attached for any length of time to one
journeyman but changed from one to another caused a further
difficulty for some apprentices. They discovered that different
tradesmen had different methods of work and explanation, and this
left them sometimes puzzled and uncertain:

"The fitters keep changing," one boy complained, "and this gives

a difficulty."

Other comments by the apprentices illustrated the importance of
personal relations for explanation on-the-job. While most lads got
on well with the tradesmen, a few found the men moody o'r ill-

tempered, with the result that they were hesitant to ask about things
they did not understand:

"If I asked I got a grumpy answer."

In such situations it was sometimes possible to find a way round a
particular problem:

"I ask another guy in case the first one jumps on me."

But understandably some boys preferred to remain ignorant than to
incur the men's displeasure:

"I don't bother asking because the men are creepsthey moan
if you say you don't understand."

In addition, some men apparently made ckar that they no longer
saw it as their responsibility to explain the trade to the apprentices;
day release to go to technical college ought to be sufficient for that:

"They don't explain very much. They just ask, 'What do you go
'to Tech for?'."

,ro keep these points in \kerspective it should be remembered
that the majority of the apprentices in both groups felt 'they were
receiving adequate explanation. To some extent this satisfaction
may reflect the fact that they did not expect very much explanation
in the worlcshop, at least by the third year of apprenticeship:

"You dOn't need taught after a certain stageyou can do it
yourself."

"It's up to the apprentice to find out."
"By doing jobs yourself you learn more than if you're with a
mechanic."
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=*.lk
In other words, some of the apprentices looked upon their periods
of on-the-job training as a time for learning by experience rather
than by explanation. Whatever their expectations were, however,
more than half of the apprentices declared themselves satisfied with
the explanation given them in their workshops.

Nevertheless, the comments of those who were dissatisfied make
it clear that there were problems for a considerable number of
apprentices in connection with explanation on-the-job, and that
these problems arose in their experience primarily from the naturc
of their relationship with the tradesmen. Lack of time amidst the
pressures of the workshop, lack of interest in the apprenticei or of
kindly disposition towards them, lack of knowledge of some technical
aspects of the trade, and misunderstandings about their responsi-
bilities toward& the apprentices, together with the workshop
arrangements by which tradesmen were not normally given res-
ponsibility for any one apprentice for any length of timeth5m
were the things which in the perception of a numbor of the apprentices
affected their relationships with some or all of the tradesmen and
thus made on-the-job/training less than satisfactory.4

The overall picture that emerges from the apprentices' responses
about explanation in the workshop is one of broad satisfaction on
the part of the majority. But a considerably greater amount .of
dissatisfaction was expressed over this than was expressed about
explanation in training centres. From the apprentices' comments it
woul*appear that tho place where difficulties were felt was in the
actual '''Ontact between the boys and .the journeymen alongside
whom they worked.

(ii) EXPERIENCE

The other element in on-the-job training is work experience
the opportunity to be involved in the doing of the various tasks of
the trade in the real-life ilituation. As was said earlier, opinions
differ as to the degree of explanation which should be part of on-the-
job training; but there is no doubt about the importance of work
experience in the learning of the tracie. The adequacy of this ex-
perience for the apprentices can be assessed according to two
iriteria: the level of work which the apprentice is given a expected
to do, and the breadth of experience or of the skill-area covert/ by
the tasks in which he is involved. Both these aspects were taken up

4 Cf. Liopmann (1960), p 105: "Insufficient loathing of craftsmen is a general
source of serious dissatisfaction."
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in ththird interviews, by 4hich time the apprentices could4look
back on considerable periods of on-the-job training.

Understandably, perhaps, the question of the level of their work
was not something to which the apprentices had apRarently given
much thought. That others were concerned about this question we
shall see later. There was practically no evidence that apprentices
felt that the level of work was excessively advanced or that too
much was being asked of them. Only six of the 152 boys in both
groups in the third interview said the work was sometimes too
advanced or too difficult, bnrescalor them it did not appear to bo
a significant problem...More did feel that the work was too simple
that they were not being onted with sufficient tasks of a high
skill level .(18 % MV; 25% EN),Those who felt this were spread
over various types of firm and various trades, and there is no evidence
that this view is associated with the typo of work or work allocraion
in any particular workshop. It does appear, however, as we shall
see later, that dissatisfaction with the level of work had some
connection with the apprentices' fliture intentions. For our present
purposes the important point is that most of the apprentices in their
third year (78% MV; 65 % EN) wore satisfied with the level of work
they were being given to do. One or two, it is true, declared that
on reikhing their third year they had begun to get the righelevel of
work only after taking action to secure it:

"I was being used for a bitdigging trenches by myself, driving a
van. I threatened to leave and it's all right now." .

There were, however, remarkably few complaints'of this kind, and
in flict this line of enquiry drew very little in the way of explanatory-
comment from tbe boys. It was apparent that the level of work did
not constitute an issue in the, minds of the apprentices in the way
that the lack of explanation did for some of them. The possibility
of establishing different levels of work within a trade -and allocating
them to different grades of craftsmen had not occurred to most of
the apprentices. Generally they accepted the view that the work of
the trade waii, what it was, and were satisfied if they were getting
practical exArience at the level of skill they associated with the trade.

The same degree of satisfaction did not, however, appear to
exist with regard to the other aspect of work experience, namely,
the breadth of the skill area, or AP variety of tasks covered. This
was particularly apparent amongst the engineering group. Table 9
gives the responses to a question on this tOpic according to the type
of woit done by the apprentices' firm.

5 4
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From the table it is clear first of all that the motor apprentices-
as a whole were more satisfied about the breadth of the work-
experience than the engineering apprentices were. 5 We saw earlier
that some pf the motor group seemed to feel some disenchantment
with the work of their trade as time went on. The relatively high
level of satisfaction with the breadth of their experience which we

TAB& 9

BREADTH OF WORK-EXPERIENCE IN THIRD YEAR

Motor Group

Small
Private
Garages
%.N

Large
Garages

Private' &
Mixed%N

Hetvy
Veljicte
Ga ges%N

Plant
Fitting

Workshops%N All MV%N
Fairly wide

experience
Limited

experience
Mixed, unsure

61 11

39 7

69 25

28 10
3 1

83 10'

17 2

80 4

20 1

70 50

28 20
1 1

Totals ____.-, -- 100 18 100 36 100 12 100 5 99 71

Engineering Group

SSEB
Maintenance
Departments Others

1

All EN
% N .% N % N % N

. Fairly wide
experience . 63 19 27 7 40 10 44 36

Limited
experience 30 9 73 19 52 13 51 41

Mixed, unsure 7, 2 , 8 2 5 4

Totals 100 30 100 26 100 25 100 81

now observe probably reflects a realisation on their part that even
appointingly routine nature,
this stage, all types of work
them, as we have seen, were

if some parts of their work was of a
nevertheless they were Wag allowed,
which came into thtir garage. Most
by this time working on their own, and, because of the extent to
whibh the garage trade depends on apprentices for-its operalion,
were being expeOed to undertake all types of work.
3 p<0.01.

5 5
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A second point to note is that the greater degree of dissatistaction
among the engineering apprentices is due in considerable measuie
to the reaction of boys in maintenance departments of factories antl
foundries. By contrast the SS1 11 apprentices mostly declared
themselves satisfied on this poitit.6 It Nay be that the nature of
maintenance work, in which breakdown repairs must be done in a
hurry whenever and wherever they occur, thus making the planning
of apprentices' work difficult, left these apprentices particularly
unhappy about the breadth of their experience. Whatever the causes
of it, one of the implications of a narrow skill-area was that -the
transferability of their skills (and by implication their trade-security)
could be limited in the future. As' one foundry maintenance
apprentice complained: "I'll only be fit for foundries after this."
Breadth of experience is thus an important issue. It has a connection
with the apprentices' overall goals, for without it both the acquisition
of skill and the achievement of trade security are threatened. We
shall see in the next chapter that dissatisfaction over breadth has a
connection with what the apprentices expected to do after their
time was out.

Meanwhile there is one further point we should note about work-
experience. Few of the apprentices were aware of any plan or
programme for their on-the-job training, by Ohich they could be
sure of spending a suitable period of time gaining experience of the
different aspects of their trade. In the motor group in the third
interview 80 per cent knew of no plan, and of the 12 per cent who
acknowledged that there was a fairly detailed plan or scheme, half
were of the opinion that it did not work. This is no doubt to be
expected in the conditions under which most garages have to
operate, with the work varying constantly with different vehicles
which come in for repair. Amongst the engineering apprentices a
larger number (27%) were aware qf A fairly detailed plan for their
on-the-job experience, but more tan-tkree-quarters of these were
among the SSEB apprentices.. Only five(alit of 30) apprentices in.
factory maintenance departments were aware of detailed pro-
grammes, and three of these were of the opinion that they did not

'work.

(iil) IS ON-THE-JOB TRAINING IMPORTANT?

The responses of the apprentices on the Subject of explanation and
experience as part of on-the-job training give the impression that
while the larger number of them 'were fairly safted, there were
6 p<0-01.

r
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more criticisms of aspects of this part of thcir training than, of
off-the-job training. Explanation by craftsmen was felt by some to
be inadequate, while the range of experience was thought by over
half the engineering boys to bc too narrow; and there was a wide-
spread sense of lack of any plan or programme in on-the-job training.

These criticisms, however, should not be taken to imply that the
apprentices rejected the idea of on-the-job training, or would prefer
it to be replaced by an entirely off-the-job programme. Their
attitude towards the importance of training in the workplace is
best shown by their responses to a question about the length of the
period of apprenticeship. The ilea of a shorter period did not find
Many supporters amongst the api)rentices (with the possible excep-
tion of motor apprentices in the second year, but their numbers
fell away again the next 1st year MV 18%, EN 13 %; 2nd year
MV 28%, EN 9%; 3rd ye4 MV 9%, EN 5%). It seems that the
idea grew less attractive as ie boys moved on into their third year.
At the same time there erged a small number, mostly in the
engineering grow, who laced that the period should actually bc
longer (MV 6%; EN 24%). One young man even went so far as
to refuse...to accept it 'when his time was out. He insisted on, and
wiNgiven, an extension to his apprenticeship period. The majority
in each interview were in favour of the existing four-year period.
To shorten it would, hi the words of one of them, "make a farce of
everything". The general view was that "it takes four years for

. knowing the job rightyou can't rush it." That is not to say that
they felt they needed systematic instruction in their trade fo; a
period of four years or more. On the contrary, many felt even Mien
they were half way through their third year that they did not need
any more explanation, and that they should be allowed to get on
with doing the job. What then was the importance of continuing
the apprenticeship period? It became clear that the iniportance lay
in the fact that while they were still apprentices, eyen if they were
doing all the work of the trade, they still did not carry the full weight
of responsibility for their work. Once you aro a fully qualified
tradesman, "You carry the can"; "You get the blame if it's not
right." Whereas so long as you are an apprentice you can "give
the excuse that you're just an apprentice". For this reason becoming
a tradesman was something to be viewed with a eeratin amount of
apprehension:

\s,"You'll be more responsible. I won't like it very much."
"I'm not looking forward to it. I dread what it'll be like."
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Being an apprentice meant that there was a safety net below them:

"I like the idea that someone checks my work now."

In other words, the reason why the apprentices favoured a long
apprenticeship was not, because they wanted more instructiou but
because they wanted an extended period of time during which they
were able to do the work of the trade, hut were sheltered from the
full responsibility. The importance of such 'sheltered experience'
as part of apprentice training is something to which we shall return
in a later section. Meanwhile, however, we should note that the
apprentices' emphasis on this typo of experience implies that they
were certainly not opposed to the idea of on-the-job training. To
remove all apprentice training to off-the-job training centres or
further education colleges would deny them that period of 'sheltered
experience'- doing the actual job in the real-life situation but
without full responsibility--which so many of them felt to be an
important part of learning their trade.

From the apprentices' point of view then, on-the-job training
appeared to be important but pnmatic. It was important because
they wanted to do the real practical job. Off-the-job training,
while it was important, should not be so extended as to deny them
adequate experience in the real-life situation. Their experience
should be sheltered but it should be experience of the real thing.
This is in keeping with the overall purpose of most of the apprentices
to acquire practical skill. They were not interested in detached or
theoretica learning for its own sake. They wanted to do the practical
'work, an saw learning and experience qs means to this end. On
the other hand, on-the-job training wale. experienced by some as
problematic, sometimes because in the early stages, the explanation
by craftsmen va§ inadequate, or sometimes because there was
insufficient breadth or planning of their experience. For these
reasons the majority felt it should be accompanied by periods of
off-the-job training, to give them a fuller opportunity to acquire
the practical skill.

,*
Further Education ,

All the apprentices in our study were attending a technical college
on aday-release basis at the start of their apprenticeship: The courses
they were following varied to some extent in the first year, but the
variety increased, paiticularly amongst theoengineering apprentices
in the later yeartl. Because of this variety we did not enquire
the apprentices' opinialns about details of the various courses. We
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were concerned rather, to obtain their views on the value and
importance of their college work as a whole. An open-ended
question on this topic produced many different responses. Before
discussing some of the important points that emerged, we set out-
the overall pattern of response in Table 10.

It must be stressed that the figures in the table represent only a
crude coding of a mass of qualitative data, and comparison on the
basis of the figures should not be 4iressed too far. Nevertheless,
they provide a framework for a discussion of the apprentices'
attitudes to college and flirther education in the course of which
we will draw on material from their responses to a number of other
questions as well. There are four miin points to be made:

(i) The general attitude of most of the appritices to college was
broadly positive. Only a small minority of bo s expressed any clear
antipathy or hostility to college. A considerably larger proportion
felt that their college work was definitely worthwhile and important.
There were many/ who had mixed feelings and made qual4ing
comments but on'the whole they tended to recognise that college
had some value and importance for them. It will be noticed from
the table, however, that the engineering apprentices appeared to
appreciate the value of college work more than the motor apprentices
did: in each interview more bf them unequivocally responded that
college work was worthwhile, and fewer said it was a waste of time.7
In the previous chapter we observed that the engineering group as a
whole were more influenced in their original choice of trade by
their studies ateschool, while the motor apprentices were more
influenced by the practical experience of working on cars. In the
light of this it is not surprising that the engineering apprentices
were more interested in pursuing college-based education in connec-
tion with their trade. A ffirther point which appears in the table is
that there seemed to be more uncertainty about the value of college
work in the second year than in the other years. This same pattern

. was to be seen in some other responses, on liking or disliking college,
and on the general quality -of training. There was apparently
somewhat less enthusiasm about education and traini g in the
secopd year than there was earlier or later. To what tent this
may have been due to a rubbing off' of the initial ent.....__asm of the
first year, or to something connected with the stage of personal and
social developinent of the boys at this age, it is hard to say. But

7 Com the numbers who were clearly in favour of college with those who
werePdaViarl against, p <001.

00 5 9



TABLE 10

GENERAL VIEW OF COLLE WORK

,
Motor Group.../." Engineering Group

LAGTA%N- Other Ws%N No TC
%N

All MV
%N

SSEB
%N

Other TCs%N No TC
%N

A\,11 blikl
.4 N

First Year
Mainly worthwhik 47 40 17 32 6 41 12 39 35 59 22 51 16 30 .7 49 45
Good in parts, qualified 43 18 42 8 55 16 47 42 38 14 45 14 70 16 48 44
Mainly not worthwhile 17 7 26 5 3 1 14 13 3 1 3 1 --,,. 2 2

Total 100 42 100 19 99 29 100 90 100 37 99 31 100 23 99 91
,..

Second Year N,
Mainly worthwhile 27 11 3 6 15 4 25 21 47 -16, 28 9 45 9 - 40 34
Good in parts, qualified 56 23 6 55 15 52 44 47 16 59 19 50 10 52 45
WWI pot worthwhile 17 7 5 30 8 24 20 6 2 13 4 5 1 8 7

Total 100 41 101 17 100 27 100 85 100 34 100 32 100 20 100 86
4

710.d Year
Mainly worthwhile 45 17 58 7 38 8 45 32 70 23 60 18 33 6 58 47
Good in part, qualified 26 10 8 1 43 9 28 20 30 10 30 9 44 8 33 . 27
Mainly not wmthwhile 21 8 25 3 10 2 18 13 7 2 6 1 4 3
Not at college 8 3 8 1 10 2 9 6 3 1 17 3 5 4

.t Total , 100 38 99 12
,

101 21 100 71 100 33 100 30 100 18 100 81
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many instructors and college teachers have remarked on the fact
that from their point of view the second year is a difficult time, and
that by the third year, when the boys reach the age of eighteen,
there is a change of attitude. Changes of this kind during the conrse
of the years bf apprenticeships seem to be reflected in our thita,
but they are not dramatic changes. The overall picture of broad
general approval of their flirther education work remains true
throughout.

(ii) Just what the apprentices thought they were gaining ,..by
attending college was made clearer when we sked them, in the
second and third interviews, whether or not ey would choose to
attend if they were given an entirely free choice in the matter'
(Table 11).

TABLE I I

WHETHER WOULD ATTEND COLLEGE BY CHOICE

2nd Year 3rd Year

MV EN MV EN
% N % N ,% N N

Would go for learn-
ing and certificate 48 38 71 60 49 35 69 56

Would go only for
certificate 38 30 24 20 24 17 20 16

Would not go 10 8 4 3 I I 8 6 5

Don't inow and
other responses 5 4 2 2 7 5

Not at college 9 6 5 4

- Totals 101 80 101 85 100 11 100 81

The table shows that only a small Minority in each group woul
choose not to attend if they were given the option, but amongst
the majority who said they would attend there were some, especially
in the motor group, who said *tat their object in attending was
solely to gain a certificate, and not to increase their knowledge or
understanding. Others, amounting' to a majority of the engineering
apprentices, but less than half of the motor group,8 said that their
decision to attend would be based not Only -on the desire to have a
certificate but also on the value of what they learned at college. It is
worth noting that the positions adopted by the apprentices in this

Comparing the numbers in the two groups who would go for the sake of what
they learned in the sicced year p<0-01, and in the third year p<C1,-05.
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connection did not depend solely on whether or not they //AM
going to college. There was in each year a considerable minority
who disliked the college (1st year: MV 33 ", FN 28 "; 2nd year :
MV 42", FN 2.1"; 3rd year: MV 22", FN 28 ")." But the maloutY
of these said they would in fact attend if given the choice, and many
of them, especially in the engineering group, said they appreciated

.. the importance of what they learned at college. In other words,
the boys were mature enough to recognise the importance of college
even if they happened not to like it.

In passing we may note that the main reason given for disliking
college was that it was "too much like school", and "you're treated
more like children." But in saying this it is important to point
out that this was not the view of the majority of all the apprentices.
Many emphasised how dilkrent college was from school: "There's
more freedom"; "They don't treat you like a wee Ivy any more";
"They treat you like working men." There were quite a number of
appreciative references to thc fact that "you don't get the belt",
and others appreciated being able to talk to teachers freely in an
ordinary way.

Referring back now to the question of attending college if ..given
a choice, we can sec that there were two ways of looking at thc
importance of college. Some saw it as a means of advancing their
k mledge and understanding in connection with their trade. Others

w, it as the institutionalised means of achieving a valuable qualifica-
tion. This latter view of college atte nce simply as a means of
gaining a certificate is to be understood terms of the apprentices'
objective of achieving trade-security increased job-opportunities
in the future through transferal) y of skills. This was evident

...,from the response to an enquiry ut the importance to them of a
a' City and Guilds certificate. Most of the apprentices (73% MV;

56% EN) regarded a certificate as important because it was the
means to additional job-opportunities within theif trade in the
future. Serving your time as an apprentice was regarded, as we have
seen, as itself a means to trade-security. To possess a college certifi-
cate was to have this type of/security reinforced. Mostpempters
in the fliture, they believed, would choose a tradesNan wi a
college certificate in preference to one without one. TIM by gaining
a certificide they could increase their chances of getting jobs or being
9 The nwnber of engineering apprentices who disliked college in the third year

was increased because of the fact that most of the SSEB apprentice9 changed
college after the second year, and most of them disliked the chano,Otherwise
dislike of college rose in the second year and fell again in the third as indicated
above.
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able to change jobs within their trade. There were, of course, other
apprentices, particularly in the engineering group, who regarded
Ccrtificates as important for other reasons, and we shall refer to
this shortly. Meanwhile we are concerned to.emphasise that the
attitude of many of the apprentices to colleger attendance can be
interpreted and understood by reference to one of their main
objectives in pursuing an apprenticeship.

(iii) There seemed to be a certain amount of confusion in the
attitude of the apprentices to further education arising from un-
certainty as to its real purpose, particularly in relation to the motor
repair trades. This can be illustrated by refekence to the first-year
non-training-centre apprentices. It will be seen from Table 10
that they showed a comparatively high level of support for college
work. Further examination of their responses, however, shows
that a large number of them felt that there was too much theory at
college, and-that there ought to be more practical work:

"It's a great place this! But I don't like getting all theory--you
don't get practical work."

"It's definitely useful. . . . But I'd like more practical work."
"I don't think they do enough on the practical side."

,
These were boys who were receiving no off-the.job training. Clearly
they welcomed the opportunity of receiving some systematic teaching,
but they were disappointed that the college did not provide the kind
of practical training they were really looking for.

The interest of these boys was centred almost exclusively in doing
the practical work.of the trade. And this can be said of most of the
apprentices in the motor group, and of many in the engineering
group as well. For these apprentices the importance of ,the college
lay in the opportunity it provided to understand that practical work
more fully, and thus perform it better. For that reason they found
it very difficult to understand why the college course included
work of a theoretical or abstract kind which scorned to them to have
nothing to do with the practical job. As one boy put it indignantly:

"They're traching you things not coapacted with your trade!"
Others felt that:

"There's too much theory and maths."
Or

%

"We'll never use titese formulas."
That is not to say that most of the apprentices rejected the idea of
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theory as- unimportant. In fact, when asked directly about this
most of the apprentices in the first year replied unequivocally that
it was important (MV 63%; UN 72'!). Hut for most of them theory
was important in so far as it was related to, and of direct assistance
in, the performance of the practical work of their daily lob. It
was, in fact, quite striking how so many of the Apprentices said

about theory that it was "important but. . ."
"It's important, but there should be more opportunity to put it

into practice." (MV)

$11'
"It's important, but they should do the practical first and get the

theory related to it." (MV)
"It's important but it could be more related to what we're going

to use." (EN)
"Theory is important, but they don't give you the useful stuff. (EN)

Indeed, it is interesting to notc that in both groups belief in the

importance of theory fell away quite considerably over the next
two years (2nd year: MV 487,- EN 62%; 3rd year: MV 38 EN 5l°0).
While it is not exactly clear why this should be, it suggests either that

as they became more familiar with the practical work of the trade
they increasingly took the background theory for granted; or else
they found the work to be less demanding in terms of theory than
they had anticipated. Either way it tends to confirm the view that
apprentices of this ty inclined to regard theory in the form of
scientific principles o mathematical skills as important and interest-

ing only in so far as ey sec it as having direct relevance to practical
work. Their attit ae to college was thus frequently one of ambi-
valencean ambi alence which can be readily understood in the
light of their main I bjective to acquire practical skill. They approved

of some of the s lege work which seemed to further this objective,
but rejected ot r parts of it as irrelevant.

Given this cw of college work, it is iilso understandable that a
number of bo who attended training centres could not see the

need lbr attendi two separate places of off-the-job learning. What

they needed in o er to acquire practical skill could, in their view,
more suitably be g en the in one place. Those parts of the college
work which were m st I dant to them were very similar to what
was being done, in ing centres. It seemed to them that the
college and the training centre were often covering the same ground,
leading to unnecessary repetition and sometimes confusion:10

10 Similar findinp amongst groups of apprentices are imported by Licpmann
(1960), p 121; Venablcs (1974), p 66; Kancti Harry (1974), p 22.
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"We're doing the same thing in two places and they contradict
each other."

"Here they tell you to do a job one way, there they tell you
another."

"Why can't they put the City and Guilds through this training
college (sictraining centre). It's just the same."

It is true that repetition or overlapping was seen by some appren-
tices as an advantage:

"A lot has been covered at the training centre, but it's good for
remembering."

"It's quite useffil, you get taught things over again."
But for many apprentices it simply added to the sense of un-

certainty about the distinctive purpose of the ftirther education
aspect of their apprenticeship, and how this related to their desire
to acquire practical still.

(iv) There were, however, some apprentices who took a rather
differentiview of technical college. They saw college work as a
means to career development or a higher type of job later on. It is
possible to identify those who held this view most strongly by
considering those who made the following types of statement in
reply to various questions:

(a) that college work was important not necessarily for their
present work but for their figure work;

(b) that the importance of certificates lay in the possibilities they
opened up of higher level jobs in the ftiture;

(c) that they expected or hoped to continue studying after their
apprenticeship period was over.

There were 17 engineering apprentices (but no motor
who gave at least two out of these three types of
third interview; and all but one of them were also
who said they expected to be promoted later on

a .rentices)
so in their

ongst those
ubject we will

discuss in the next chapter. In addition there were probably others
who held this type of attitude and expectation but who expressed it
less strongly,or spontaneously.

Here then was a group of apprentices, all of whom were in the
engineering group, and 13 of whom were in the SSEB, for whom
technical college was not simply a means of learning the necessary
theoretical understandings for doing practical craftwork, nor simply
the means for getting \a certificate to enhance their ftiture security.
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For theiusit was a means of gaining important technical and theoreti-
cal knowledge which would be useful for a developing career, and
certificates which would further pronmte such a career.

To this end they weir keen to pursue courses at teanical college
even beyond the end of their fornuil apprenticeship. The emergence
of this group justifies oar earlier statement that an interest in career
development represents one of the main objectives of at least some
of the apprentices as they pursued their apprenticeship. This
objective will emerge more clearly in the next chapter when we
discuss the future intentions of the apprentices. In the meantime
we should note that it appears to colour the attitude of some
apprentices to college work, making them less ambivalent, and
more sure of its ultimate value for them.

Summary

The apprentices as a whole showed very positive attitudes towards
learning their trade. Those who attended training centres, and an
increasing number of those who did not, felt thbt off-the-job training
was important becausecit provided better opporThnities for systematic
learning, particularly of the basics; and there were comparatively
fcw criticisms of the organisation, methods or atmosphere of train-
ing centres. On-the-job training came in for more criticism. Prob-
lems connected with the actual contact of apprentices w4.11 the
tradesmen gave rise to a frequent complaint of inadequate egklana-
'tion, and many also felt that their experience was limited in its
breadth. But it is clear that the apprentices werc keen on acquiring
practical skill through doing the work, and many of thcm favoured
a considerable period of 'sheltered experience' in the form of a long
apprenticeship. Most of the apprentices felt it was worth their
while pursuing the further eslucation aspcct of their apprenticeship
by attending technical college, but a certain number, particularly
in the motor group, felt the value to lie simply in securing a certificate
which would help with job-opportunities later on. Most were
appreciative about those aspects of College work which seemed to
fit in with their desire tq acquire practical skill, but many were
doubtful about those aspects which seemed to them irrelevant to
their practical work. Some training-centre apprentices complained
of an unnecessary overlap between college and training centre,
and there was uncertainty about the 'distinctive purposes of the
two institutions. There was, however, a particular group, mainly
of engineering apprentices, who were especially keen on college work,
and expected to continue it as a means to future career development.
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In general, the apprentices' attitudes towards the opportunities
offered to them of learning their trade are explicable in terms of
their principal overall objectives. The desire to acquire practical
skills can be seen to be behind the attitude of the majority to on-the-
job and off-the-job training and further education. The desire to
achieve trade-security and future job-opportunities was present in

, the imivrtanoe they attached tojaining City and Guilds certificates,
while the goal of career development was made apparent in the
distinctive attitude of some of the apprentices to further education.
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THE FUTURE

In Mil chapter,we turn to the question of what ti
views and attitudes were about the future which awa
they had served trick time and qualified as tradesmen
we were interested in throe questions: to what,

c apprentices'
ed them when

In particular
nt did they

anticipate moving from one employer to another within their trade;
did they have in mind the possibility of movjjg6ut of their trade
altogether; and did they expect or hope f romotion later on?

Changing Jobs and Waansferability of Skills
In the earlier interviews we raised this as a very general question,

in view of the fact that they still had a long time to go before finishing
their time. Did they, we wondered, fancy the idea of settling down
jn one job for a king time, or of moving around from one employer
to another? In the first interview the two groups were almost
identical in their overall response, with a half (51% MV; 54% EN)
preferring the idea of settling down, and just over a quarter (27 %
MV; 27% EN)- favouring moVing about. But a clear difference
was apparent betwOon those boys who were at training centres and
those who were not. Nearly two-thirds (62%) of the trainipg-centre
apprentices fancied staying in one job for a long time, exactly twice
the proporticin (31%) of the non-training-centre boys.'

The position was different, however, in the sppond ye. By then
we find that a large number of training-centre apptintices had
changed their minds on this point and the proportion who preferred
staying long-term in 4ne job had dropped considerably (TC 36%;
NTC 41 7j. A majoay of all 'apprentices at this stage (55% MV;
63% gr) were in favour of some dagree of moving around. It (

p<0.001.
56

I.
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seems that the ,desirability of changing jobs tended to be felt not
when they were in training centres but after they had experienced
their actual work in industry. This gives ground for thinking that
the idea of changing 4obs in Ow future may be connected with
dissatisfaction with some as s of their work situation.

By the time of the third intçrview the apprentices were able to
look a ad to finishing tteir time in the not too distant future.
So we quired about their intentions when their time was out.
Would ey stay on with their present employer, or would they
move; and, if so, why? We discovered that at this stage most of
the young men had a very open mind. Only a few (14% MV;
'10% EN) thought they would stay on for any considerable period
with their present employer. About a third (35 % MV; 32% EN)
were fairly definite that they would leave theiftpresent employer
soon after their timc was out. The rest were untiertain: they might
stay on for a while, but they would probably move sometime;
or they would assess the situation in the light of available opportuni:-
ties at the time.

Our brief fourth-year enquiry showed .that as they neared the
end of their apprenticeship some of those who a year earlier had
thought they would move on finishing their time, now felt that they
might stay on for a while at least with their present employer.
Nevertheless a large proportion (65% MV; 77% EN) still thought
they would probably leave, if not right away, 'at least some time in
the not-too-distant future. Moreover these proportions are exclusive
of those apprentices, amounting to a considerable number in the
motor group particularly (MV 48; EN 11), who had already left
their first employment and who could not be contacted in,the fourth
yeara point to which we shall return in due course.

In considering the significance of these responses we should
notice two things. The first is that the apprentices generally assumed
that it would be possible for them to move around or change jobs..
once they were qualified tradesmen. It mas clear from discussion
with them in the early interviews that most of them anticipated no
great difficulty in belts able to change jobs in the future if they
wished. In the third interview about a third of them (29% MV;
35% EN) felt they would be limited in the kind of firm to which
they could go in the future because of some narrowness in their
experience. But even that did not altogaikar rule out the possibility
of moving within one's trade. Here we have, then, a further indica-
tion of the significance of trade-security for the apprentices. They
saw their trade as being the ticket which would allow them to move

(1)
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hom one job to thanother as ey wished or needed to, taking their
skills with therni Some of thtn made the point explicitly:

"A trade gives you the opportunityto move around."
"They're always looking for tradesmen so you can swop about."

Secondly, it is clear that the large body of the apprentices thought
they would want to change jobs to some extent in the future. There
were, of course, a few who liked the idea of permanent employment
with their present firili:

"I'd like to stay with the present firm for. a long time."
"Mope I can stay with the Electricity Board for life if possible."

But these were a minority. Of the others some simply felt they
would want to move out of the firm where they had served their
time. They were afraid that so long as they stayed there they would
still be thought of as apprentices. But once they had made a change
they would like to settle:

"I'll go for a changejust once, and thesettle down."
"I'll try another firm and then I'll probab y settle down with one
firm."

Others took the view that so long as they stayed with the one firm
their experience would be to some extent limited, and that it was
a good idea to move around a bit to gain a broader experience:

"I'll try to change to see what other places are like."
"The more you move the more experience you get."
"I'll keep moving to get a vast amount of experience."

"I his represented in some cases a quite positive approach. By
moving around and enlarging their experience they would be able
to- increase their practical still, and thus to further one of the main
purposes of serving an apprenticeship.

There is some evidence from the third interviews, however, that
the intention to move after finishing their time was in many cases
connected not so much with a positive desire to broaden, experience
as with a negative reaction.to certain aspects of their present work
situation, such as the level of work they were given to do, the
quality of explanation, the breadth of experience available of the
wages paid. This bears out our earlier observation that when'
apprentices moved from training centres to the actual work situation,
more of them started to think in terms of changing jobs in the
futKe.

.)
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One of the clearest reasons, for wanting to move in the future
was the thought that staying in one place would lead to boredom,
and therefore they would have to move for the sake of variety :

"I won't settle for too longyou could get bored."
"I'd like to change when my time's out. It gets boring working
in the same place all the time."

"I'd rather change jobs. You'd got bored if you stayed in the
same garage."

And another important reason was the possibility of getting a better
paid job. It will be recalled that the apprentices generally seemed
to be not especially concerned about money during their apprentice-
ship, but that many indicated that they knew it would be important
later on. Understandably, then, some .of them said they expected
to look out for the better paid jobs in the future:

"I'll change aroundI'll go where the money is."
"I expect to be changing quite a bitfor money."

On the whole the intentions about changing jobs or staying in
them were not associated with the apprentices' type of work or
employment. But there was one exception to this. Over half the
Electricity Board apprentices (51%) declared in the third interview
that they would probably stay on indefinitely with their present
employer, a significantly larger proportion than amongst 'the other
groups of engineering apprentices (25 %). 2 Apparently many young
men employed by the SSEB believed that there were better prospects
in that industry than elsewhere:-

"There's a good Mum with the SSEB."
"I want to stay with the Board. They've got a good retirement
scheme, and yonive got a better chance." ,
"I expect to stay with the SSEB. It's a nationalised indus\ry
with orrs you could go redundant."

In these cases the apprentices' Mum intentions appeared to be
connected with the image they had received of the industry in which
they were likving their apprenticeship; and we will have cause to
return to this point when we discuss attitudes to promotion.

The Electricity Board appientices whO hoped to stay jndefinitely
with their employer were, however, untypical. As we hive indicated
the large body of apprentices thought that they would probably

p<0402.
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take advanAge of the opportunities which they believed having a
trade would give them, of changing their employment, if not
frequently, at least once or twice after their nine was served. 'The
implications of these intentions for the working of the apprentice-
ship system, and how they relate to the expectations and policies of
employers will he discussed in the next Section.

TABIT 12

1NTUNTION UO STAY IN:112A01.

Motor Group

Will stay or probably

I st Yea:
N

2nd Year
N

3rd Year 4th Year
N

stay 9,68 56 (51) .35- 28 (27) 27 19 19 21
Could move 16 13 (9) 101.40(21) 23 16 31 17
Probably or quite

possibly move 36 29 (23) 41 29 30 16
Don't know 5 10 7
No response . 9

-

Totals 100 90 (71) I 101 81 (7 101 71 100 14

Engineering Z.:Primp

I st Year 2nd Year lrd year 4th Year
, N N "/-,;! N 0," N--

Will stay or probably *
stay 75 69 (59) 61 52 (51) 64 52 64 41

Could move 20 (17) 24 20 (19) 17 14
Probably or quite

18
36 23

possibly move 2 2 (2) 14 12 110) 17 14
Don't know 2 2 (2) 1 1 -(1) 1 1

No response I I (I)

100 92 (iil) 100 85 (81)Totals 99 81 100 64

Note: The figures in brackets give the number of those in the first year who were,
still in the sample at the time of the third-year interview.

Staying in the Trade .4
From the start of the first interviews it was clear that the idea

that qualified tradesmen, once they had served their time, could
move out of their trade and take up some other form of employment
was present in the minds of the apprettices. This emerged from our
discussion of thc reasons why they wanted a trade, It will be
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remembered that the main reason given for wanting a trade was
what we have termed trade-securitythat,particular form of security
that comes from possessing transferable skills. Inherent in this
concept is the idea that the skilled man may not only change from
one job to another within his trade, but may also leave the trade
altogether and yet still have his trade "to fall back on." In other
words, the fact that boys had decided to serve their time in a particu-
lar trade did not necessarily mean that they had chosen their life's
work and would remain permanently in that occupation.

We can now see a further indication of the presence of this notion
in the responses of the apprentices to a direct enquiry as to whether
they expected to stay permanently in their trade or move out of it
later on, It will be seen from Table 12 that while there mitre consider-
able differences between the two groups (which will be discussed
below) there was in each a certain number whO thought in terms of
eventually leaving their trade. It is important to note, however,
tItt the apprentices who entertained this idea did not do so because
they thought they had made a wrong decision about their apprentice-
ships and the trade they were entering. At each stage most of those
in each group who thought they might even Ily move out of the
trade felt they had done the right thi servi an apprenticeship
in that trade. The possibilp of lea g the trade had little or nothing
to do with regrets about entering it. It was in their view quite a
reasonable and worthwhile thing to 'do to complete an apprentice-
ship in a particular trade and then leave it for work of a different
kind.

We may note in passing that the possibility of such a course of
action could have been suggested in some cases by the apprentices'
knowledge of their fathers' position. Fathers of 80 of our apprentices
were time-served craftsmen, but it appeared that only. 34 of these
were still employed as craftsmen in their trade; 19 had moved up
to managerial or supervisory posts, while 23 were doing less skilled
work.

That is not to say, however, that the apprentices had all thought
clearly about the implications of such possible actions. The large
majority of all the apprentices in all three interviews indicatd in
response to another line of enquiry that they thought there would
be some change in the work of their trade in years to come and most
of these thought there would be considerable change. If this were
to happen, the possibility of "falling back on one's trade" after
having been out of it for a number of years might not be as realistic
as they assumed. Whether possessing a *trade will in rne future
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continue in practice to provide pet nument labour market status
even idler a tradesman has been out of his trade for years is open
to question. This whole issue raises questions about occupational
choice and the nature of apprenticeship which cannot be pursued
here as part of our discussion of the appi entices' attitudes, but will
be taken up in a later chapter.

Returning to Table 12, it is clear that the majority of engineering
apprentices in each year thought in terms of staying in their trade
in the future, although there was a slight increase in the later years
in the number who began to think of the possibility of changing.
With the motor apprentices it was very difterent. There was a sharp
fall during the second andlbird years in the number who said they
expected to stay in the trade, and an increase in the number who
thought they would leave it. By the third year only just over a
quarter (27%) of those left in the sample clearly intended to stay
long term in the trade; and by that time 19 (21 per cent of the original
sample) had already dropped out. It is true that if we look at the
responses of only those 54 motor apprentices who were still available
by the time of the fourth-year enquiry wc sec that one or two of them
by that time had begun to move back to the idea of staying per-
manently in their trade. It seems, then, that in the case of a few
lads, the thought of leaving the trade may have been merely a part
of that feeling of disillusionment or antipathy about various aspects
of their apprenticeship which seemed to set in about the second year
and which began to change again as thc lads neared the end of their
time. Even so it is still the case that from the, time of the second
interviews onwards only a minority of thc motor apprentices felt
reasonably sure that they would stay in their trade in the long term.
In this respect they differed quite considerably from the engineering
apprentices.

Why were se many of the motor apprentices thinking of leaving
their trade? They themselves gave various reasons. One was that
they would find the work boring if they stayed too long:

"I might get fed up working on motorssometimes you get
fed up."

"You'd get bored if you stayed too long."
"I might move out later on . . . you get fed up doing the same
thingyou're at it nind day."

This is in keepi with our observation in Chapter 2 that many.
apprentices be to be somewhat disillusioned by the routine,
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repetitive nature of much of the work. But since such sentiments
about their work were expressed as much by engineering as by
motor apprentices, this does not take us very far in understanding
why so many more of the motor group thought of leaving the trade.
The notion that wages were low in their trade was, however, one that
began to bother many of the motor apprentices in particular:

"I might need more money than you get as a mechanic."
"I like the trade but I feel I'm working hard and others get more
money for leak",

"I could move out to factory work maybefor more money."

We saw earlier that not many of the whole body of apprentices
seemed to be very much concerned about money at the time, though

_they realised it would be important later., With the motor apprentices,
however there seemed to be some connection between dissatisfaction
over money and expecting to leave the trade. 3 In other words,
many of the motor apprentices who said they were thinking of
leaving the trade were amongst those who were expressing dis-
satisfaction over money, and it is therefore understandable that
many were thinking of trying to find better paid jobs in the future.

Another reason for possibly leaving the trade was the dirty
nature of the work. This was mentioned most of all during the
third interviews:

"It's too dirtyoil ancio thatand tfie conditionslying under
motors when it's been raining and all the water dripping on you."

"You get fed up with the dirtI like to be dressed."
"I'd go for a cleaner jobour hands are rough."

AtittThis was not an aspect of the work which seemed to worry the
pprentices when they were younger. But as they grew into man-

hood the dirt and oil connected with the work conflicted 4ith their,
desire to be 'dressed', with the result that many began to think in
terms of looking for a cleaner job in the future.

Boredom, low wages and dirty workthese were some :of the
factors contributing to the idea of possible moving out of the motor
trade. It seems, in fact, that this idea arose not from any specific
cause, but out of a general feeling of dissatisfaction with the garage
and the work. This is further illustrated by the fact that those who
by the third interview expected to leave the trade tended to say
3 Significance not quite within the limits defined earlier.
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that they had received insufficient explanation of the work,4 and
that the training was not all it might be,5 although none of them
gave this as a reason for possibly leaving the trade.

It was also clear from the responses, however, that apprentices
who had begun to be dissatisfied with the nature and conditions of
thc work and its rewards were encouraged to think of leaving the
trade by the fact that so few mechanics seemed to stay all their lives
in garage work. A number of apprentices referred to this:

"It's not a job for older men."
"You don't see many oldmechanics."

From their experience in thE garages they had got the idea that it
was "a young man's trade." It was probable, therefore, that in a
few years they too would follow the many motor mechanics who had
left the trade before them.

As we have already seen, however, this did not mean that they
regretted having entered the trade. The large majority (70%) even
in thc third ycar had no doubts on this point. They were glad to
have the trade "behind,them." At thc very least it was a security 4,
they could "fall back on." But it was also possibly a stepping stone
to something else which might be broadly similar, but which might
have fewcr of the disadvantages they had encountered in the
garages. A number hoped to move to lorry-driving because the
pay was better and they could see something of the world. Engineer-
ing in the Merchant Navy was another line iome thought of going
into for the same reasons. Others spoke of aero-engine work because
it was more interesting, or even Chr assembly work because it was
better paid.

Many of these motor apprentices started off, it will be recalled,
with a keen interest in becoming a mechanic and "working with
motors." Analysis of the interview responses suggests that thosif
who had left school without a clear idea of what they wanted to do
were more inclined by the third year to think.of leaving the trade
eventually.6 But even amongst those whctj were most committed
at the start there were many who later spoke of leaving. Experience
of working in a garage for a couple of years had persuaded them
that this'was not what they wanted to do for all their life. So when
they considered alternatives their niinds tutned to other jobs which
had to do with vehicles or engines but which in their view would
offer better pay or conditions.
4 p <0-02. 5 p<0-001. 6 p <0.03.
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What this moans in terms of the scheme we have adopted for
interpreting the attitudes of the apprentices is that these young men
still saw their apprenticeship as serving one of their main goals,
namely the achieving of trade-seeurity; but that some dofibt now
surrounded the other goal of acquiring practical skill and the satis-
faction of exercising it. Some of them apparently felt disillusioned
about the skill and satisfaction to be had within their trade, and
believed they would find this more in some related field; while
others felt that the skill and satisfaction connection with their trade
would have to be abandoned for financial reasons.

Promotion
Our last subject for enquiry amongst the apprentices had to do

with their level of aspiration. Did they like the idea of promotion
to a higher job in the future, or would they prefer to remain on the
shop floor? And if they desired promotion did they also expect
to achieve itrikn attempt to summarise the responses and attitudes
on these points is given in Table 13. $

The first thing to notice about these responses is that the large
proportion of the apprentices, particularly at the start of their
apprenticeship, liked the idea of promotion. This applied almost
equally lo the motor and the engineering apprentices. A great many
boys spoke in terms of a rather general hope or desire: "I'd love to
try and go up"; "I like to think I'll get on"; "I hope not to stay
as a tradesman"; "I'd like to get promotcd." In fact it was assumed
by many at this stage that promotion was a generally desirable
thing which everyone would like: "Everyone wants to be pirmoted";,/ y verybody's looking for promotion." But it was also
clear that t this stage there was no clear distinction between desire
for and xpectation of promotion. Most of those who wanted to bc
prom felt they had some chance. Achieving promotion was
believed by most to depend on a combination of hard work and
ability or experience, and there was no good reason why they

filhould not succeed by these means. There were, of course, some
ivho said that they would not want promotion or that they were
indifferent to it, but these were a small -minority at this stage. This
minority was especially small (four out of 37) among the Electricity
Board apprentices, who as a group expressed more desire for,
and expectation of, promotion than the rest of the engineering
apprentices. 7

Amongst some of the motor group, on the other hand, aspiration

7 p<0-02.
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TABLE 13

EXPECTATION OF PROMOTION

Motor Group

Hope forpromotion-
as high as possible

Hope for promotion
not too high

Would like, but don't
know if chance

No special notion,
not fussy

Don't want pro iotion
Don't know..t1 othex

respo

Totals
-

Engineer* Group

Ist Year
% N

2nd Year
% N

3rd ilagsr 4th Year
% N

38 34 (24) 24 214(1,17) 15 } 19 10
32 29 (24) 17 15 (13) 131 9

}11 10 (8) 24 21 (18) 28 20 37 20

12
11CI3

20 14 20 11

14 13 (11) 21 (175 18 13 24 13

4 4 (4) 1 1

99 90 (71) 99 86 (71) 100 71 100 54

1st
%

Year
N

2nd Year
% N

3rd
%

Year
N

4th Year
% N

Hope for promo In
as high aS s i 1.

Hope for promotion
not too high

Would like, but don't
know if chance

No special notion, not
fussy

Don't want promotion
Don't know and other

response

32

42

12

J
13

1

29 (25)

39 (36)

11 (11)

12 (8)

1 (1)

23

18

17

15
21

6

20 (19)

16 (16)

15 (15)

11(10)
18 (16)

5

19

20

22

15
25

15

16

18

12
20

34

29

26
11.

22

19

17
7

Totals 100 92 (81) 100 87 (81) 101 81 100 65

Noir: The figures in brackets give the number of those in the first year who were
. still in the sample at the time of the third-year interview.

took the form of a desire or dream that one day they would own
their own garage or motor business. This was expressed spon-
taneously by no less than 22 (24 /0) of them in their first or second
years:

"I see myself in a wee garage of my own."
"I'd like tp start my own business and make a success of myself."
"Vm hoping to get a mechanic's business of my own."
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, If we turn to what the apprentices said in the later interviews,
we find that there was a considerable falling away from this high
level. of aspiration. By thc third interviews the proportions who
said that they hoped for promotion had fallen by about a half,
while the proportion who did not want it or who were indifferent
had risen. But there was also a considerable number who indicated
that although they would still like to be promoted, they realised
now that their chances were slim. Desire for promotion was no
longer necessarily accompanied by expectation of it. Aspirations
were toned down by a new assessment of thc possibilities. For
example, one lad who in his first year had clearly said: "I expect
to be promoted--1 don't want to stay a tradesman all my life,"
admitted in the second interview: "I cannae see itbut I would
take it if the chance came." It is probable, then, that some who
now said they did not want promotion did so as a result of realising
that they were unlikely to achieve it anyway. But a number of them
explained their rejection of the idea of promotion by referring to
what they had seen of people in authority, and the implications of
having responsibility:

"When you climb the ladder you don't get on with your mates so
well."

"Too many folk have heart-attacks that waythere's too many
problems."

"People don't like the foreman."
"I don't fancy being a foremanit's a lonely life."
"I ken what foremen get called."

And accompanying this increased rejection of or indifference to
future promotion, there was a greater cynicism about how it was
achieved. Those who did not want promotion were particularly
inclined to say that the way to a higher job was by "knowing the
right people" or by."crawling."

Nevertheless, in spite of this falling away, particularly in the
expectation of promotion in the future, it isslear that even by the
time of the Vnal interviews the level of aspiration among the
apprentices as1-whole was highhigher than has been reported on
many studies of adult workers or of young people.8 iNvo points
need to be made in this connection. The first is that, even though
experience progressively tempered their expectations, a clear

For adult workers see Goldthorpe et al (1968); Wedderburn and Crompton
(1972); Sykes (1965). For young people see Veness (1962); Carter (1962);
Ashton (1973); Venables (1967); Brown (1975).
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majority of he apprentices ai every stage continued to indicate
that they ould like to bc promoted in the future. Clearly the
kind of traditional working-class rejection of the whole idea of
moving up from the shop floor 9 was far from the minds of most
of these lads. Whether this may be due to the influence of increasingly
systematic education and training of apprentims, or to a mow_general
shift in the climate of opinion amongst younger people in the country
as a whole, we can only speculate. But whatever the reason, the
evidence from these apprentices would suggest that the traditional
idea prevalent amongst many working men in the past may have
less hold in the future.

Secondly, we must emphasise a point which for our purposes is
an important one. Even after the falling off in the expectation of
promotion in the later stages, there remained a considerable group
of apprentices who still expected, and deliberately aimed for,
promotion:

"It's my aim to get promoted--probably into management."
"I'm going to work my hardest to get promoted. Others may get
there before me, but in the end I think I will."

In some cases it was explicitly stated that this was a clear part of
their intention in serving an apprenticeship:

"Pay and promotion are the chief advantages (of having a trade). ..
You've got no chance of getting on without a trade."

"If I thought I wouldn't get on I'd give up my trade now."

In our discussion of the apprentices' goals or objectives in serving
their time and undergoing their training we have indicated that
there were some who saw their apprenticeship not only as a method
of achieving trade-security and of acquiring practical and satisfying
skills, but also as a means to future career development. It is now
possible to recognise that those apprentices, numbering 24 in the
motor group and 31 in fhe engineering group, who continued at
the t*ie of the third interview to entertain expectation of promotion
(Ie, gkve either the first or second response in Table 10) broadly
represent this type of goal or purpose. It is w9rth noting two things
about the characteristics of these aspiring apprentices. The first is
that a disproportionatelyilarge number of them is found amongst
the Electricity Board apprentices. (Two-thirds, 67 per cent, of the
Board's apprentices fell into this category, and the Board's appren-
tices account for over a third-37 per centof the total ' in this
9 See especially 1-1Zatart (1957), p 74.
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category). The reason why the Electricity Board's apprentices
should\ have such high aspirations is open to debate. It may bc that
they believed that there would be particularly good opportunities
for promotion in a large nationalised industry. If so it is probable
that many of them will be disappointed, in view of thc current
recruitment and promotion policies of the South of Scotland
Electricity Board. On the other hand the high aspirations of the
Board's apprentices may be attributed to their high level of ability
as shown by test scores at the start of the apprenticeship. The
SSEB boys' performance on the Gupta test (see Chapter 7 below)
was significantly better than that of the other engineering appren-
tices.lo

The second point worth noting is that those apprentices who
expected promotion were distinguished by a particularly positive
attitude to technical college and the studies they were involved in
there. In eaih gtoup those who expected promotion were particularly
inclined to believe that college work was worthwhile.11 Many of
them also volunteered the view that college studies were not
necessarily so valuable at the moment but were important for the
future. Indeed, a very high prCportion (62%) of the 55 boys in
groups who by the third interview still expected Promotion indicated
that they were considering continuing study after the end of their
apprenticeshipa possibility which was being congidered by only
19 per cent of the others. Clearly the high aspiring apprentices saw
college wcfk as a means of achieving the kind of success they wanted
in the future. Typically they believed that promotion was to be

4achieved not simply by hard work or a6ility but by possessing
certificates or paper qualifications. This attitude to the future and
to college work was most marked amongst some engineering
ipprentices. Indeed it is possible to identify some 16 of them
(12 of whom were Electricity Boatd apprentices) who expected
Oromotion in the future and who also said that college work was
valuable for the future, that certificates were important to them to
help them get higher jobs and that they would continue study after
their time was out. These young men represent the extreme of an
10 Fifty-six per cent scored 38 or more and five per cent scoied 33 or less,

compated with 37 per cent and 33 per cent of the other engineering appren-
tices, p <COI, It is interesting to note in passing, however, th4 awe was
no association between high aspiration and success at school as indicated
by the number of SCE 0-grades the apprentices had sat. Apparently enter-
taining hopes of progiotion had little to do with having done well at school.
It also appeared to bear no relation to the occupation or to the social class
as indicated by type of occupation of the apprentices' fathers.

11 In the third interview p<0.03 in each gfoup.
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attitude which was found in a lesser degree amongst some others-
the attitude which sees apprenticeship as a means to promotion or
more advanbed work, and college work as an important part of the*
process.

Summary
By the time they had started at their actual place of work, few

of the apprenticvs thought in terms of staying indefinitely with their
present employer. Changing jobs within one's trade was understood
to bc possible because of the transferability of the skills of their
trade. But it was also something which most oJ thc apprentices
felt they would want to do either because they would get bored

or in some other way dissatisfied if they stayed in one place, or
because they would be looking for more money in the future, or
else because they would want to broaden their experience. The
Electricity Board apprentices stood 'out, however, because so many
of them thought in terms of, staying with their present employer.

The idea that it was possible for a tradesman to move out of
his trade and fall back on it , later on if necessary was 'present in
the minds of the apprentices from the stall. Those who indicated
that they might do this did not feel they had made a mistake in
entering the trade. While most of the engineering apprentices
thought they would stay permanently in their trade, the number of
motor apprentices who intended to do this fell' away to a small
minority as the years went by. Boredom, desirt for more money,
dislike of dirty work, and a realisation that few mechanics did in
fact remain permanently in their trade contributedlo these intentions.
These apprentices did not regret serving their time as motor
mechanics, and many of them hoped to use their training as a
stepping stone to other kinds of work, while keeping their trade
behind them. Their apprenticeship was, in their view, still serving
the purpose of giving them trade-security, but some were not as
clear as they were that it would provide them with the skill-satisfac-

tion which they also desired.
As for aspirations, in the early stages a high proportion, of all the

apprentices both wanted and expected eventual promotion. Later
on the expectation fell away to a considerable extent, but the feeling
that promotion was desirable remained, in a way that seemed to
reflect a change from traditional working class attitudes. There
was also a group who continued to expect and aim for promotion.
These young men tended to have scored highly on ability tests, and
they were marked by a particularly positive apptoach to their
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college work, which they saw as a means to future promotion.
They were found particularly amongst the Electricity Board appren-
tices. For them apprenticeship was not only a means for achieving
trade-security and skill-satisfaction but also a road to career develop-
ment.

In our presentation of the views and attitudes of the apprentices
we have been concerned especially to indicate and illustrate what
their overall goals were in serving their time. What did they expect
out of it? We have argued that one of the three things they hoped
to gain was trade-security--the security that comes from possessing
the- transferable skills of a trade. The* importance of this emerged
in ..mitny ways in the boys' Tesponses, and it remained with them
throughout the period of their apprenticeship. A -second thing
they hoped to gain was the satisfaction that comes from possessing
practical skills. This goal gave rise to fairly positive attitudes to
training and education in,so far as these were seen As the means of
obtaining such skill-satisfaction. Some disappointment was apparent,
however, in this connection, as many of them, particularly in the
motor group, found their work less sati*ing than they had hoped,
ancLin some cases found their college education less directly relevant
to their practical experience than they had expected. A third goal
was evidenced by a certain number of apprentices, found most of
All amongst the Electricity Board employees, who saw apprentice-
ship as a means to promotion and future career development, and
college work as an imp4tant part of that process.

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE GROUPS
Before concluding our discussion of the attitudes and intentions

of the, apprentices it will be useful to summarise brfefly the Main
differences between the two groups as these emerged, from the
interviews. In Most respects the two groups were very similar. This
is not surprising in the light of the fact that they were all lads from
broadly the same geographical area entering craft apprenticeships
at the same time, and there weri few differences in thek social and
educational background. The only important difference in back-
ground was the fact that the engineering apprentices had on average
sat more SCE 0-grades than the motor boys had.

The differences in attitude revealed by the interviews were in two
areas. The first had to do with the apprentices' commitment to
their particular trade and the interest and satisfaction they got from
their work. .Many of the motor apprentices entered thbir apprentice-
ship with a clear idea that motor mechanic's work was the one thing,
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they wanted to do. Bat as time went on a greater number than in the
other group began to experience dissatislaction with the work in
the garages, with the result.that ultimately only a miVity said they
definitely i tended to stay permanently in their trade. Few of the
enginm apprentices on the other hand had at the start a clear
idea one trade they wished to enter. This group were on the
whole more open-minded about which trade they would accept.
But fewer of them felt dissatisfied with the work or conditions of
their trade as time went-on, and only a minority thought they might
eventually leave the trade. Thus commitment to their trade was
greater among thc motor apprentices at the start, but it fell away
later on; white with thc engineering apprentices it was less marked
before their entry, but it developed-as time went by.

The other area of difference concerned their attitude to further
education and their studies at college. Many of the engineering
apprentices welt conscious of the influence their studies at school had
ad on their thoughts about a future trade, and they were nearly
nanimous in belioying that the work they did at college was worth-

while. More of the motor group had doubts'on this point. More-
-, over a considerable number of the engineering group were-thinking

of the possibility of continuing their stu *es even after their
apprenticeship was over, an idea entertained only 4(cry few
motor apprentices. °In general the engineering group weii`more
interested in and aware of the importance of the theoretical aspect
of their work than thc motor apprentices were. While the main
interest id both groups was centred on the practical work, this

.1 isterest was morc particularly marked amonfht the motor
apprentices.

These two area sf,jffi- Crence betWeen the two groups will be
taken up again when we-come to discuss the operation of the
apprenticeship system in the two industries,

Ur*
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SECTION B

THE WORKING OF THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM

Having discussed I e attitudes and,pbjectives of the apprentices
themselves we turn to a consideration of some of the issues or
problems connec th apprentices, training and education which
have emerged f r studies. In doing so we must talce account
of two im I

f ors which have to do with the context in which
apprenti ,r 1 takes prace. The first of these is the dual nature
of apprenti form of employment as well as a process of
education o ng. In this respect apprenticeship is unlike most
other education forms, since the person who is learning is also
earning. The sp. ntice is at the same time a student learning die
practical and ben dal aspects of his trade and an employee who
seeks rewards and satisfaction from his work mid who has to satisfy
the demands and requirementrof his employer. 41*

Because of this dual character of apprenticeship, the training and
education of apprentices must be arranged in such a way as to allow
the needs and objectives bOth of apprentices themselves and the
employers who hire them to bo met as far as possible. We have
seen in the previous section' that 'the objectives of aPirentices can
be summarisokas the obtaining of trade-security which will increase
job opportunities in the futunv, the achieving of skills and the
satisfaction of being able to do particular skilled tasks; and the
securing of career opportunities in the future. The objectives of

lemployers in relation to apprenticeship will be considered in greater
detail in the course of this section, but they may be referred to as,
firstly, the need to have current production requirements' met, and
secondlY, the need to secure a supply of skilled manpower for the
future Our diScussion of questions connected ivith apprentices'
education and training must take account of the varied and possibly
conflicting needs of these two principal partiesthe apprentices
themselves and their employers.

Secondly, -our discussion 'must take accOunt of the changing
industrial and social context within, which apprenticeskip takes

711,
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place today. Changes in technology, in the organisation of industry,
in the approach to industlial education and the institutional arranges
ments for it; and in other aspects of the uk of society have meant
that apprenticeship arrangements cannot continue unalteied from
the past, The issues arising in connection with apprentices' education
and training nnist be seen in the light of this changing contexi.

The issues we will diseuss have come to light partly as a result
of the apprentice interviews which we have already discussed, and
partly from our discussions,and interviews with the boys' employers,
training centre instructors, further education teachers, officials of
industrial training boards, joint apprenticeship committees, trade
unions, and'others. As was stressed in Chapter I, we are not con-
cerned in our discussion with the question of what are the most
efficient training methods, but rather with the issues as.they appear
from the point of view of participants in the apprenticeship system.
Seen from this viewpoint, two broad questions emerge: (I) within
what dimensions should apprenticeship be conductedhow broad
should the training be, and at what level of skill? (2) how should
the programme of learning be organised? Our discussion of these
issues is of course related to the particular industries,:trades and
areas with which our case studies are concerned. The extent to
which our comments and conclusions bear a wider relevance to
apprentice education in other industries and areas must re! lin to
some extent an open question..

4
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THE DIMENSIONS OF
APPRENTICE LEARNING

Skill-area
The concept of skill-area is a useffil one under which to consider

some important aspects of crafts and apprenti.. ip. By a skill-area
we mean the range of skills-which an, atta. ed tq one particular
trade. For a craft to preserve a separate xistence in the past it
required a skill-area which was in Os. narrow and in another
respect broad. It had to be sufficien . rrow to allow the craftsmenI

to master all or- most of the skills concerned and to ensure that it
did not overlap to any considerable extent with the skill-areas of
other crafts. At the same time the skill-area had to *be sufficiently
broad or general to allow craftsmen to move from one employer to
another and still be able to do work familiar to him, and to allow
employers to engage craftsmen from outside with the expecti,ion
that they would be able to fulfil their requirements.

If we look, however, at modern industry and the context
apprenticeship exists today we find two opposite and ap arently
contradictory trends which affect the skill-area of rious trades.
In the first place we find that in some industries and +If and in
connection with some kinds of technology, skills are becoming

- more specific to one industryd6r even to onecompany. The develop-
merit of a great variety of new techriologicaf processes and types of
machinery means that industries and firms are increasingly different
in the processes and machinery they employ. Along . with this
there is a tendency in some establishments for tasks to be broken
down ,into more specialised parts. In these ways the skill-areas: of
particular crafts are being narrowed. Skilled ensineeurs may find
ttiemseites familiar with only a narrow range of -processes or
machinery. Motor mechanics may be- involved day after daii in
specialising on one part of a motor vehicle.

73
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This tendency to nat low the skill-aiea can be disceined from the
iespollSes or many of the employers whom we have interviewed .

paiticularly in the engineering study. l'he reason for employing
appienfices given by a majonly of manags; s in I:let-tut-ay Boaid
districts, in structural engineei ing, and in ntaintenance depaitments
of othcr industries was that they leKled to train skilled men for
their own specific needs which were' different from those of otheis

"Our industry is different...-We need to train people for ourselves."
'Some of our coppersmiths' work is unique, so we need to train
our own men." t

"The brick industry feels it's dakerent. . It wants to bieed its
own."

"Sonic of Aur skills are specific. It's hard tO get men with our
skills."

This narrowing of the skill-arca was spoken of most in the engineer-
ing study. But there was -evidence of it ,in the motor study also.
A number of the managers in heavy vellicle firms felt that there
was a particular skill-area associated with their types of establish-
ment:

"Wc can't take private car mechanics. It would cost too much to
retrain them."

And in some larger private car firms there is a tendency not only
towards a more complete separation of the work of the different
trades - mechanic, auto-electrician, panel-beater, spray painter
than is possible in small garages, but also towards specialisation
within the skill-area of the motor mechanic's trade.

Alongside this tendency to narrow skill-areas, however, there is
also a tendency towards broadening them in other ways. Managers
frequently stress the irrelevance of traditional trade boundaries,
and the importance of having more versatility and flexibility between
rades in,the future. "We would like to have men doing both electri-
al and engineering work," said one manager. In some Places the
riety of tasks to be dane and of technology employed w4.hin 9ne

c blishment or employment has greatly increased, and thus the
tr desmen are expected to be responsible for a broader skill-area.
S. much so in some,cases that one manager concluded that, "The
jo of tik electrician is becoming far too wide for one man to cover."
Th plant fitter's trade is also one which was reckoned to cOver a
ye wide skill-area. This is particularly true in small establishments

8
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where specialisation is less practicable as a meaps of coping with the
increased variety of tasks. "Small firms," as one manager put it,
"need versatility."

These tWo tendencies, then, towards narrowing and broadening
of skill-areas, can be seen to be taking place within thc areas of our
case studies. It is worth noting that, taking a wider perspective,
these tendencies which appear contradictory can in fact be two aspects
of a single movement. McKersie and Hunter observe: "The new
era on the horizon, especially for the process industries will require
the integration of skills across all functional categories into composite
technician and mechanic classifications. We are beginning to see
evidence of this development in the chemical, oil, motor car and
steel industries where discussions have been taking place over the
concept of refinery technician and othcr industry-specific versions

of the all-round mechanic." I Under such arrangements craftsmen
would cover a broader range of skills within a narrower, industry-
specific context. In othcr words thc skill-area would be broadened
in one direction and narrowed in another.

It is within this context that apprentice training takes place today.

It is important, therefore, that skill-areas covered by tbis training
should be appropriate that is, should meet the needs both ofhthe
apprentice himself anti of the employers and firms of the industry
hc is entering. From this point of Akiew it is clear that there is a
danger that it could be on the one hand too narrow, or on the other,

too broad.
The need to ensure that the skill-area of training is sufficiently

broad has been the focus of considerable attention in recent years.
Its importance for both employing firms and apprentices is amply
illustrated in our case studies. For employers on the one hand this
breadth is important for two reasons. First, breadth of skill-area
in training means greater potential for the versatility and flexibility
which we have seen to be the desire of many employers. In point of
fact there is no evidence from our interviews that any more than
one or two of the employers in our study were actively attempting
to increase versatility or flexibility between trades. Most of them
appeared to accept trade boundaries roughly as they are, according
tto the characta of the workplace, with a greater or lesser degree of
infprrital flexibility.. But the desirability of increased versatility was
generally assumed by employers; and even the trade union officials
to whom we spoke admitted ihe inevitability of such an increase:
Those involved in &Wining (training-centreinstructors and'industrial

1 McKersie and Hunter (1973), p 368.
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training board officials) did not take up any position with reference
to flexibility between trades, but stressed rather the value of having
tradesmen who understand the work of others. As one instructor
put it: "A better tradesman should understand what the ncxt man
does." This is seen as parrof the value of the FITB's programme of
common first-year training for all apprentices in engineering trades.
In one way or another, then, a broad skill-area is seen as being
important for efficiency.

Secondly; breadth of skill-area in the training of apprentices is
important 4o employers ip assiitkng their recruitment of tradesmen
from other tirins or industries. Many managers complained -that
ttadesmen coming to them from outside had received too narrow a
training. "Wc can't take men from factories," explained one
electrical contractor, "they've only been on motors." In particular
the representatives of smaller firms complained of the training in
big firms being too narrow:

"Big firms give too narrow a training."
"Big firms don't teach the full skills---it's just stripping and
assembly."

"It's hard for a man trained in a big place to start in a very small
place."

From the point of view of these firms, breadth of skill-area in
apprentice training generally would make it easier for them to
recruit tradesmen for their needs.

If we turn from the needs and objectives of employers to tho*
of the apprentices, we find that it is important for them also that
their training and education should cover a broad skill-area. It is
important, in the first place, in relation to their desire for trade-
security and job opportunities in the ftiture. We 'have seen in the
previous section not only that nearly all our apprentices saw thii
as one of the main advantages of having a trade, but also that a
nurilber of them. were critical of the narrowness of the training they
were receiving because it meant restricted job-opportunities in the
future. This reason for keeping the skill-area of training broad for
the sake of the apprentices themselves was emphasised also by many
others ,who have to do with apprentice education and training.
Almost all the college teachers whom we interviewed stressed that
part of the purpose of further education in relation to apprenticeship
was to teach them things which were broader than their present
work in case they wanted to move to other jobs in the fUture:

9 0
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"You never know where you'll finish up. You've .got to cover a
wide spectrum because you could move on to pastures new."

"They might not always work with one employer- we should give
them as broad a base as possible."

Similarly, training-centre instructors realised there was an obligation -
to train 'boys more widely than their present employment required:

""iou neAdt other crafts to sell yourself to other pec;ple. We could
cut the overall time here if we were only trainkng the Board's
sparks." -,,

& N

And one Traibing hoard official made a similar point when he said:

"If you can get the basics over, they ean move about easily."
..

A second eeason why breadth of skill-area is important to appren-
tices is because in many cases it adds to the sense of satisfaction
they get from skill. We have seen already that this was another of the
objectives of the apprentices as they learned their trade. The desire
for variety as opposed to narrow repetitive work, and the preference

\for doing the whole job and seeing the finished. result point to the
value from the apprentices' point of view of a wide skill-area. Where
jobs have been narrowed,And reduced in scope they are in effect de-
Skilled, with corresponding loss of the satisfactiop gained from
skill. Training in a broad skill-area allows at least the possibility
of doing a broader, bore skilled job with greater job-satisfaction.2
Furthermore, as was emphasised to us by one training board official,
such a broad training not onljr provicles the apprentice with skills
which can give him satisfaction in his present work, b t
provides a base for the devotopment of further skills in e flit re,
thus leading to further satisfahtion. The fact that breadth of s ill-area
was a source of Satisfaction for many approntices was emphasised by a
number of fttrther education teachers as well. 41

A. third reason relates particularly to the value of a broadly
based first-year training. A number of people we spoke 0 recognised
that this kind of training could be used as a better means of identitr-
int the abilities and potential of a young apprentice. This is one;
part at least of the purpose of the EITB in its emphasis on common
first-year training. And while most of the training centres in our
study allocated boys to trades before the .commeneeibtfiroT their

.,

2 Leipinanii (1960), p 68, refers to the narrowne' as :i3nglictgl.-area as "one 0 ,

causes of apprentioes' disappointment, frustration nsequently indi
work."

,
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tiaining, the opinion was expressed by some of the instructors that
it would help to ensure that a boy enters the trade to which he is
most suited if such decisions were taken after he had had experience
of a variety of types of work dming a bniad first-year training.
Whether in _fact thiA would result in greater satisfaction amongst
apprentices is, how(Ter, not clear. We have seen that very few of
the apprentices expressed the opinion that they would have been
kktetter in some other trade, and none of these few indicated that
experience of another trade during common lirst/ear training had
influenced hint. Nevertheless, it can be argued thqt basing the
decision about which trade a boy is to enter upon his experience
and performance during a broadly based lirst-year training would
be a better way of reaching such decisions. That would then provide
a other ieason for a broad skill-area for training purposes.

t is clear, then, that thereis much to be from the point of
vio of the needs and objectives both of emplo ing firms and of
apprentices, in favour of basing the training a d education of
apprentices on a wide skill-area. All of which ma appear only too
obvious to many people. What may not be so obvious is that there
is also quite a lot to be said, from the same point of view, in favour
of limiting the skill-area of training. Our interviews with apprentices,
employers, and others make it clear that if apprentice training is
too broadly based there are certain disadvantages both for employers
and apprentices.

For employers the main disadvantage of 4) very broad training
lies in the possibility that they will not havd workers who are
sufficiently skilled in the specific and sometini4s specialised skills
required for their own production. We have seç4 that many of the
emplOyers we spoke to regarded their own type of work as irk some
ways special. BecauSe of their specific skill-requirements \these
employers felt that it Was importantand necessary for them to train
their own apprentices, and to teach them., as part of their tr ning
the specific skills involved in their work. If apprentice train g wcre
to be'organised on the basik of a very broad skill-area it Avuld not
be so easy to impart these secific and more narrpw skills.

In addition, if employers were to train their apprentices in a wide
range of skills including some they did not require and practise
in their own workshops they would run an .increased risk of losing
their trainees to other firms in whose skills_ the apprentim had
been trained. In the electrical trade in particular we discovered
employers who trained apprentices for plant electrical Work lament-
ing the loss of their trainees to electrical installation contractors,

11,
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while the electrical contractors felt they were traiqing appremices
who were "poached" for maintenance work in factories. A repre-
sentative of the Construction Industry Training Board explained
that:

"The inst4lation industry trains for domestio, commercial and
,iadustrial installation, including the installation of motors. So .
'they can go pretty easily to maintenalice work."

In the same way employers in ttie garage tradt felt that the initial
training programmes of the Rolid Transport Industry Training
Board had been too broad. Many employers, then,'do not take
kindly to training apprentices in a wide range of skills which are
not used in their workshops, especially if the result is the loss of\
their apprentices to others who will make use of these skills.

At the same time it is clear that training for a vrry broad skill-
area has disadvantages from the point of view of apprentices as well.
Given that the range of skills in any one firm is frequently limited,
training in a broad skill-area will often involve training not directly
conni4ted With the productive work of the employing firm. We
have- seen how our apprentices as a whole were keen to do the
practical work of the tradiand to do the actual work in the produc-
tion setting. While they Are Mostly quite interested to learn some-. thing about the work of other trades, if their training had taken
them too far afield from their gay to day work and its requirements
many of them would have lost interest. Son* of the motivation
to learn which comei from doing the actual work would also have
been lost. ,Evidenceeof this was provided by a number of training
instructors who had to put apprentice electricians through the
largely mechanical first-year basic training of the EITB.( They
la!t that there was "too much mechanical in the first year curriculum,"

.Wiich meant there was "a problem of motivating electricians who
don't want turning and fitting."

AP) furthermdre, it is important for the apprentice and the tradesman
,that broldening of skill-areas should not go so far as to result in
the remd-val of ,boundaries between trades. Vvg have observed
already that possessing recognised skills in one particuler and
limited trade has been a significant aspect of the special kiln of
trade-security whiCh has always been oftrat iinportance to crafts-,
men: 'It is this qualification within the skills of one particular trade

fel that has given the craftsman labour-market status: To remove trade
boundaries would depriye the craftsman of his "ticket" to perform
the work of that particular trade wherever he went, and thus.

4
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endanger his trade-security. In saying this we are notarguing against
flexibility or alterations in trade boundaries, but simply rectlginsing
the fact that_from_the point N. view of the apprentice and the craftsman
focussing training upon the work of a particular recognised trade
is initiortant for prrserving their particular type of security.

The implication of all these points is that it is important in the
organisation of apprenticeship and apprentice training to steer a
middle course between training which is too broad and training
which is too narrow in its content. The importance of this arises
from the basic nature of the apprenticeship syst -in in which trainees
are employed by a particular firm and engaged n the fwik of that
firm, and at the same time are being trained i trqn. erable skifis-
which can he used in other employment. In this $ituation it is

important that apprentices should do and be trained in the specific
-work of their employer. This is important for the employing firms
and it also provides thepractical motivation and sense of being
involved in real work whichi necessary for the apprentices' sense
of satisfaction. And at the same time it is clear that the skill-areas
in which apprentices are trained should be broader than the specific
skills utilised in any one firm. This is necessary in, order to allow
skills and skilled' men to be used efficiently within industry, to sive

.'employers the opportunity of, recruiting tradesmen in the labour
market, and to meet the needs of apprentices and skilled men
themselves for trade-security and the chance to change their
employment.

In recent years there has been considerable e hasis on broaden-
ing the skill-area within apprentice training. Thi can be seen in the
training programmes of industrial training board in the increase
of common tutining of various kinds in company Ok group training
centres, and in the prgposals of the Govcrnmçnr in connection
with trailing to meet A 's needs for skilled vianpower.3 Given
the restrictions whieffliave prevailed within the apprenticeship and
craft system this emphasis is timely and important and, as our
study indicates, it is in keeping with aspects of the needs and goals
of both employers arid apprenticcs. But our ,stUdy also shows that
for the participants in the apprenticeship systememployers and
apprenticesnis also important to retain the links of the apprentice
with a patticular employer and his training in thr specific skills of.
that place of 'work. To increase the breadth, pf the skill-area A a
way that involved abandoning the specific if somewhatonarrower
aspects of tralOdonalopientice training would mean altering the
3 TSA and MSr (1975); TSA 41975\DE/MSC (1976).

. (
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basic presuppositions of the apprenticeship system in a way that
would suit the purposes of neither employers nor apprentices.

Skill-level
'Craft' is frequently taken to refer to one particular level of skill.

Traditkonally craftsmen are regarded as skilled men and as ,such
are differentiated from the semi-skilled and the unskill'ed. On tho
other hand the level of 'craft' skill in modern induitry is
differentiated from the higher levels of the technician and the
technologist. Craftsmen bave hitherto been unwilling to give
official recognition to any hierarchy of skill amongst themselves.
Every craftsman is officially meant to have the skill and eompetence-
to perform the recognised work of the 'trade in the same way as
any other. A closer look at crafts and the work of craftsmen, how-
ever, shows that differences of level do exist in a variety of ways,
and questions about these differences do arise.

In the first place craftsmen, and apprentices training to be
craftsmen, are seen to possess varying abilities in relation to their
work. It is common for foremen and workers alike to recognise
fomeone as egood tradesman in comparison to some6ne who is
not a very good tradesman. Frequently this, is, reflected in the
allocation of work to different men. Ai 'one .Flectricity Board
manager put it:

"In practice we divide the men into boiler squads and turbine
squadikhe turbine squads have more skill."

In many workshops there are jobs requiring special skill and ability
for which it is known some men are suitable and others are not.

Implicit in this is the second point, that skill-levels vary between
different firms, and betweep tasks and operations within one
establishm6nt. In :one motor ,garage a mechanic may do mostly
routine servicing of cars, in another 1,1/ may be involved in highly
skilled and complicated' repairs. One ntricting electrician may do
mostly straight:for-14rd %tiring/ installation: another may include , 7

motor's and a variety ;if tylies of industrial installation. The different
technologies einployed by various process or manufacturing firms
mean that maintenance engineers require different levels of skill.
And within, one workplace there are -the more complex and 4tie
simpler tasks, all of them part of the work, of skilled trad6smen.

Given this situation, that differences do exist both in the level of
skill and' ability possessed by craft workers, and in the level of skill
required for varibus tasks which are perfor4ed by craftsmeg, what

1
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do those concerned with apprentices and apprentice-training do
about skill-level? i)ut enquiries Among employers. college teacher s,
instructors, and other s revealed a diver sity of approaches on these

points.
Some industries have in fact developed grading schemes, and the

apprentices in 'our study who were employed by electrical contractors
came under such a scheme. -This allows for different grades of
'electrical craftsmen, according to the extent of their further education
studies and the length oltheir working experience. 'File employers

and theircpresentatives of,the employers' irs'ociat ion, the elect! icians'

trade union and the Construction Induttry Training Board to
whom we spoke, generally felt the grading scheme worked quite well.,
A few employers regretted the way the grades were tied to college
results, but many felt that because of the responsibility attached to
their work even the \ndinary 2electricians' ((he lowest grade)

needed to- be instructed and tested particularly in the WE Regula-
tions. Such a grading schenr$,.was not, however-, favoured by many

people.in other industries, lor particular an AUFW representative
pointed out that:

"Our union has never agreed with grading.. , . Wg. know that they
(craftsmen) arc used differently, but they must be graded the
same. Otherwise there would be the blue-eyed boy."

The motor repair employers whom we spoke to likewise were not
generally attracted to the idea of recognising different leveli of
craftsmen. A certain number of garage managers did acknowledge

that much of the motor mechanic's work could be done by less
Akilled workers who frequentlY simply replac d parts, while others
did the more skilful tasks of diagnosis and fau -findiog. But most
of those interviewe4 (41 out of 48) wanted to employ all-round
mechainics with at ieaSt;os much skill as irlthe past:

"To do the.iull rapge f work you need fully skilled men."
e

"We're moving towards parts-replacement, bat we still need the
old skills, because you catft use 4agnostic machines in break-
downs." ,,, i ..

"We couldn't operate here with less skillefkmen."
..._ .

.."We mus61 reduce skill because of the neeil to diagnose."

)e
. .

.

Among t ethployers and managers in the Electricity Board and iii

firms em ying engineers, on the other hand, there Was a wide-

spread fèling that there ought to be some kind of recognition of

96
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two levels of craft skills. We have socn that such a difference of
skill-level can be recognised informally by such arrangements as
boiler squads and turbine squids. Others reflected the same point
of view:

"We have, already reached a situation whore there are really
skilled men and mon who aro not so good."

"We want a person who will work with nuts and bolts. . . . As
technology develops we will need the more advanced type, but
we will still need the nut-and-bolt type. There will bo a parting
of the ways.... There already is an unofficial difference between
the really skilled men and the others."

This identification of two types of men and two levels of skill
has led to an increased support for the creation of a technician grade
to represent the higher skill-level. Indeed the view was expressed
by a few technical college teachers that before very long a division
between a higher and a lower skill-level would mean that the 'craft'
level would no longer exist:

"Eventually what' we know as craft will be phased out or made
into technician."

"It looks as if we're still dealing with craftsmen, and industry is
dealing with operatives. Technicians deal with broader things."

To these and others it seemed that the level of skill traditionally
covered by the concept of 'craft' was becoming unnecessary or
irrelevant in modern industry. It would be more appropriate to
divide the skill-level currently subsumed under craft into two: a more
highly skilled technician level and a loss skilled, or semi-skilled,
operative level. But many others, while recognising the importanbe
of having a technician grade felt that the traditional craft level of
skill was titill rdevant. This Was emphasised by representatives
both of thiii AUEW and the EITB:

"We don't agree with a technician/operative Wel. A technician
can fied in the data, but someone needs to make the machine."
(AUEW ofkial)

"We see that there are increasing semi-skilled operations which
were previously done by craftsmen. But the number of craft
trainees has stabilisedin hct has gone up a- bit. . . . The move
to semi-skilled work is limited, mainly to certain companies."
(EITB official)

9
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Many employers in the engineering study also supported tha recogni-
tion of a technician grade while preserving the traditional craft
grade also.

This situation can, of course, be said to exist already. There is a
large and grgwing number of-courses fq technicians at colleges of
further education, and a number df0fris employ workers graded as
'technicians.' However, only five the 31 separate firms in our
engineering study recognised a teChnician grade in any way, and even
in these five it was sometimes an ad hoc ,or special mrrnngement.

TABLE 14

NUMBER OE APPRENTICES ENROLLED ON TECHNICIAL COURSES
IN EN(1INEERING BY POLICY OF FIRM WITH REGARD 7Y) RECOGNI-

TION OF TECHNICIAN GRADE'S

.

Number of apprentices in

Firms which
recognise

technicians

II--Finns which
don't

recognise
technicians

Firths with
policies

unknown
Total

Technician course
deliberately enrolled
by firm

Technician course--
enrolled by training
centre or college

Craft courses

2 (1)*

1

4 (I)
4 (3)

23 (5)
144 (21)

,

1 5 (4)
t

13 (12)

4

,

34 (II)
.

161 (36)

Total 10 (5) 167 (26) 18 (16) 195 (47)

Numbers in brackets refer to numbers of firms concerned.

One firm gave the title to two leading ham*, because they wanted'
them on the staff. Another used the name for draughtsmen in the
drawing office. A thijd used it only for foundry technicians.4 How
these practices rektted to the eneolment of'apprentices for technician
courses at techniM1 colleges is shown in Table 14.

A total of 34 apprentices in the engineering group were enrolled
,for courses at technician level at college in the first year. Of these,
two were put onto a technician course by a firm which recognised

4 It should be added that in accordance with their grading agreement electrical
contracting firms rtcognised 'technician electricians.' But sigce this represents
a special use of the title for one step in their grading system for craftsmen and
does not involve studying on a technician oourse at technical tollege, this
usage is omitted from our discussion.
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technicians as a grade. Four belonged to a firm which recogiiiied
technician grade without relating it in any way to college courses.
In this case the apprentiCes were selected for technician courses byf
the Group Training Centre rather than the emplloyer. Five more -

apprentices doing technician courses were employed by four firms'
whose policy with regard to technician grading 4 wiknown.5 The
other 23 appreintices belonged to five other ifrms which did not
recognise a technician grade.

The absence of any connection between recognition of a technician
grade in employment and enrolment of apprentices for technician
courses at college was even more marked in the motor study. None
of the 49 wcirkshops which we yhtited made use of the term *techni-
cian' in relation to any of its employees.6 In seven branches of
two large firms, however, there were employees known as 'testers,'
'4wility controllers' or %service engineers,' and in many firms
there were 'reception engineers.' These employees could be thought
of as constituting something like a technician grade. Only one of the
two large firms referred to however, went in for a policy of enrolling
promising boys for techt;ician courses. This accounted for seven
out of 17 apprentices in our sample who were on technician courses
at college, The other 10 came from a variety of firms none of which
had a policy of creating a technician or othir higher grade.

From all of this it should be clear that while there is talk df the
importance of having techniciaq grades, and while those responsible
for setting up college courses are providing opportunities for
suitable people to study on technician courses, there wore very few
firms in our studies where anything corresponding to a t*hnician
ride actually existed and the enrolment of apprentices for technician
courses at colleges had little or nothing to do *ith the existence or
otherwise of such grades in their employing firm. In addition we
should point out that none of the apprentices in either group who
were doing technician courses at college were receiving any special
form of training as technicians. All were being trained in the same
way as other craft apprentices. This situation exists even though
the BUB have issued recommendations on the use of technicians, and
are encouraging the adoption of specific means of training for
technicians. The RTITB on the other hand has difficulties 'in
establishing a clear difference betxaserttechnicians and other skilled

5 It will be recalled that we visited only those employers who had one or more
apprentices in our interview sample.

41 With the exception of wane Ford garages where all motor mechanics are
euphemistically tanned technicians.

1
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men because of the 'great diversity in needs and practice amongst .
garages of different types.

It is s'afe to say, then, that none of the boys in oui study who were
engaged as apprentices were receiving systematic and deliberate
training and education for future employment as technicians."'
This indicates that as far as the evidence of our case studies goes,
the industries concerned arc not taking serious steps towards the
adjustment of the apprenticeship and craft. system to allow for a
higher or technician grade alongsi the traditional craft grade. If
technicians are emerging they a , (in the words of an EITB
representative), "happening by atcident, by their ability rather than
by design."

As far as skill-level is concerned, therefore, the general situation
is that many of those involved in the employment, education and
training of apprentices realised that differences of leifel do exist
within 'craft' skills. Nevertheless, with one notable exception,
there was little evidence of any attempt to give recognition to These
differences by establishing different grades' of tradesmen or by
tt tematically selecting and training technicians as well as ordinary
craft apprentices. The exception was provided by the electrical
contracting firms, amongst whom, as we have sean, a system of
grading was'operated. Otherwise, the question of skill-level, which
was recognised by many of the more thoughtful ansi far-seeing of
our respondents to be pn important ono remained largely un-

I
resolved. In practice, most firms continued to operate with the
indifferentiated concept and grade of craft. And into this situation
the apprentices themselves fitted quite easily, since, as we saw earlier,
tkey had little idea og different levels of skill.

On the basis .of oiir study we would suggest two things with
reference to skill-level. The first is that there ought to be more
explicit.discussion of the question, and more deliberate attempt to
resolve the issues involved,8 There was evidence that many of our
respondents realised that problems tlo exist in this connection, but
little evidence of much attempt to tackle them, apart from the
electrician's' grading system we have referred to. Thele is need for
an overall scheme, possibly on the lines of the electricians' scheme,
which would take accotini of the varying needs of industry, of
changing technology, and Of the different abilities and ambitions

1

7 We heard of one or two' cases where other employees were being trained or
educated as technicians but these were outwith the apprenticeship system.
The Government documents referred to in footnote 3 above appear to assume
that there are differences of skill-level but rpfrains from engaging in any
explicit discussion of the issues.
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of differont apprentices. The second suggestion is that in whatever
way differensts of skill-level may be recognised, it is important for'
other reasons tri preserve the concept of 'craft' and 'trades.'
We have seen that "having a trade" is a very.significant thing for
apprentices, their parents and others, and that the sense of security
and of pride in their work of a great many people are bound up with
this concept. In view elf this it would seem to be preferable to think
in terms of expanding the concept of crafts or trades and of including
different skill-levels within them rather than to httempt to abolish
or bypalts them altogether.

Summary
This chapter has dealt with the question of the breadth of skill

which apprentiees acquire, and the question of different levels of
skill within trades. 'It was argued, on the basis of the views of
employers as well as apprentices, that it is important for both
parties that skill-area should be neither too narrow nor too broad.
Too narrow a skill-atea threatens 'transferability of skills .and
reduces the apprentice's interest in his work. Too, broad a skill-area
can mean that apprentices aro being trained far beyond their
employers' requirements, and can leave them without the satisfaction
and security of identification with a particular trade. . While the
need for breadth of skill-area and flexibilit y. of trade-boundaries
has been under-recognised in recent times, the value of a recognisably
delineated skill-area has perhaps received insufficient attention.

Differotit leVels of skill are already recognised informally within
the craft system. But the existence of a range of abilities amongst
apprentkces) and tradesmen, and the develoriment of more advanced
technologies alongside existing craft skills indicate the need to
provide a more adequate reoogni n of different skill-levels. 'One
way in which this could be done s by means of a grading schehie
such as has been developed .thin the electrical contracting
indijstry. There appears to be to recommend such schemes.
Another way is by developing cian grades in employment with

,entry dependent on the su.... A _I completion of technician courses
at technical college. But as far as this study goes the proviskIn= of ,
such - urses within thi further education system has not been.used
by e loyers on a basis for appointment to technician grades. In

there would appear to $ scope for more attempts to deal
with ,,the issue of different skfll-levels within the apprenticeship
system.

lOi
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THE ORGANISATION OF
APPRENTICE LEARNING

In the previous section we discussed the *apprentices' attitudes to
the threcoiifferenttypes or aspects of education and training which
they were receiving. in 6ff-the-job training, on-the-job, training, and
fUrther aducation at a technical college. In this chaptere.we will
look at the views about these aspects of education and tranung held
by the, others involved in the apprenticeship processemployers,
training centre instructors, college teachers and othersind relate
their comments to what we lammed from the apfrrentices themselves.

4-thedob naining
Most of the people in all positions to whom we spoke were broadly

in favour of off-the-job training; Were wore no very strongly voiced
views or wide differences of opinion. Perhaps the most important
point thit emerged from our dikussions whs the reference point
of the various comments, or the criterion by which .off-the-job.
training was assessed.
ei It it hardly surprising that most of the training centre instructors
we interviewed (18 out of 29) fejt that off-the-job training .was
essential or very important. What is interesting is that seven of
them thought that while this type of training was good, it could
be done equally well on-the-job if the conditions and arrangements
wiz*, right. Four went so far as to, say that on-the-job training
would really be ketter were it not for certain practical difficulties:

,"If You could guarantee, good tradesmen, on-the-job traini
would be equal to off-the-job."

"Equally good training can be given on-the'-job-Lit depends
the garige."
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"It could be done better on-the-job, but you citn't got the
instructors and equipment to follow a pattern Of training. The
working environment is better."

"If you could have a nill-time instructor on2tho-job this would
be better than here."

A Moreover many of those who stressed the importance of off-the-job
training gave as their reason the inadequacies of on-the-job training.
And this was even more marked amongst the seventeen college
teachers who were interviewed. Only seven of them felt that off-the-
job ,training was definitely essential, and they mostly stressed the
deficiencies of the workshop situation for training purposes:

"Off-the-job training is esrntial, becaun of the limitations in the
motor industry todayso many busin*es simply replace units."

"It's very difficult to get the right conditions in an On-the-job
situation. particularly 'in the first year. First year off-the-job
training is necessary."

The rest of the further education teachers all bflieved that training
by only on-the-job methods would be as good ai, if not better than,
sending apprentices to training centres, if difficulties inherent ip
the workshops could be overcome. In general it seems that training-
centre instructors and college teachers saw. off-the-job training as
doing the same thing as on-the-job training was meant to do.. Off-
the-job training was not regarded as desirable in principle, but as
iomething which had become necessary or desirable because of the
inadequacies or deficiencies of on-the-job training. The employer's
workshop and its advantages and disadvantages from the training
point of vie* remained the roil:trona" point throughout.

The employers interviewed in both the motor and the engineering
study took a similar position. Of those who sent their apprentices
to a training centre few had any serious criticisms, while those who
did not mostly had few opinions on .the subject. Thelvints of
criticism expressed by employers and managers with apprentices
at training centres Mainly had to do with the relevance of off-the-job
training to the requirements of the workshop. One problem in a
few motor garagei was that, apprentices came to them from training
centres expecting to do some of the comparatively advanced work
in which they were being trained, whereas the garage wanted them
for simph,r, more basic tasks:

"They get a highec education at 1AGTA than we would allow
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them to do in the workshop. The basic jobs must fall to the
younger 1)oys. They expect to do bigger jobs than we give them."

"Boys come with too high expectations from LAGTA."

A few others complained that, while the training given wns good,
the apprentiees were not taught to "work, at speed in the way that
the garage required --a point which some apprentik!es referred to as
well (p 34):

"There's not enough emphasis on speed and efficiency."
"The pace is relaxed: It takes three- or four weeks .+aller their
return) to change up a gear in speed."

Another point to note is that in cases where the work of the firm
was someivhat different from that of the majority in a group training
centre, the.employers tended to express dissatisfaction. Five out of
the Six representatives of heavy vehicle repair firms in the motor
study and two of the three representatives of structural engineering
firms in the engineering study felt that the particular needs of their
workshoPs were not being nkquately met by the training centres.
The relation of the training cente to the place of work was something
which concerned-Juany Electricity Board managers in a different
way. Of the ,17 managers With responsibility for apprentices whom
we interviewed-11 expressed the view, that there was too great a
difference and too little a connection between the training centre and
the conditions and type of work done in the power stations and
districts where the apprentices were to beworking. Many felt that
the period of twcvyears of off-thejob training was too long:

"Everything' is laid on too easily. (at the training centre). It's
clean 'and neat. They're shown what to dothere are no
prpblems. Here it's a different world."

"They'rd ioo long away from the working environment."
"The boys should go to tho-traing centre for ashort period and
then come to industry to find what it's about."

A similar concern about the relevance of off-the-job training to the
actual requirements of firms' work was expressed by representatives
of employers' associations. This view ivas also echoed from their
side by a number of training-centre instructors:

"There sftould be it time when the boy is familiarised with a
power station while he's still at the training centre."

. 1 0
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, "I'Ve no idea what ail apprentice goes through when he- leaves
here. I'd like to go out and see what they're doitig it'd be a
big help for us."

ln drawing attention to these various opinions we are not con-
cerned 4th whether they are valid or justified. We refer to thcm as
illustrations of the general attitude of people who were concerned
with apprentices towar'ds off-the-job training, and of their point of
reference in assessing it. Off-the-job training was seen and judged
witly direct referpnce to the conditions and requirements of the
apprentices' employment situation and not with reference to the
general training needs of industry- nor, to any large exteht, with
reference to the possible future needs of thc apprentices themselves.
The large majority of those concerned were in favour of off-the-job
training, and had few serious criticisms. But there was a widespread
concern that it should not be allowed to get too far removedfrom
the day-to-day practical reality of the work done in their employers'
workshops. It will be noted that these auitudes are very similar
to those we discovered amongst themselves. They
too were keen on' off-the-job traini as a means of learning their
trade. (In passing we may note thst their instructors confirmed this:
19 out of 29 said that apprentices at training centres_were generally
keen to learn, and only two said they were not).. But as we saw
earlier they wanted their learning to be directly related to the work.
they would be doing so that they could get satisfaction from exercis-
ing their practical skills.

Since, then, the participants in the apprenticeship process viewed
off-the-job training with reference to its relation to the actual Wks
of the workplace, how is this training related to the training which
apprentices receive on-the-job, within the workplace itself? This is
anissue which we will discuss below in the course of our discussion
of on-the-job training. Similarly, the question of the relationship
between off-the/job training and the work done in technical college,s
is one on which many people expressed their views, and we discuss
this when we turn our attention to further educatioh.

On-the-Job WW1
On-the4ob training was univeisally ra)oonised by all whom we

spoke to ds an important aspect of apprentice learnkg. The idea of
apprenticeship as an arrangement which involves the employment
of the apprentice by an employer who is responsible for giving hip.*

training in his workshop, was not apparently being questioned,

0
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and no One suggested that the training of apprentices should be done
outwith the employer's workshop altogether. The more prt yise
purpose of on-the-job training within the context of the (Cther
aspects of apprentice learning, however, was not so clear. Where
off-the-job training and further education are taking place, is it
part of the purpose of on-the-job training (to provide explanation.
of the work of the trade, of is its purpose solely to provide' practical
experience of the work? The latter point of view was taken by a
representative of the Construction Industry raining Board, with
reference to that industry:

"On-the-job training is the application of skills learned in another
place, not the learning of new skills. There is no instructor at
work to explain because the big ogre of bonus makes a nonsense
of this."

Other training boards, however, have taken a different approach.
The Engineeriugindustry Traininglioard assured us that on-the-job
training "undoubtedly involves explanation as well as experience";
and indeed this is implicit in the EITB's module scheme. The
emphasis of thc Road Transport Industry Training Boa4d has,been
on "consolidation" in the workshop of what has been learned
off-the-job, but it is assumed that there will be some explanation.
That there was some unccrtainty on this issue even within training
circles is shown by the fact that more than a quarter of the training-
centre instructas we interviewed thought that the purpose of on-the-
jo'b training was simply to provide experience to back up off-the-job
training, while the remainder understood that further explanation
was an important part of the purpose. Since, however, the general
view held by most people we spoke to was that on-the-job training
should include eiplanation as well as experience, we will include
both these aspects in oujJ$ussion, as wedid in our discussion of
the apprentices' attitu earlier.

The questions that arise in connection with on-the-job training
have to be viewed in the light of the various working arrangements
wbich were made for apprentices in different firms and in different
industries with different types of work. As we saw earlier, our
interviews with the apprentices made it clear that the traditional
arrangement by which an apprentice is allocated to one tradesman
foyelong period of timeawas no longer the normal pattern in the
firms in our studies; and also that the motor apprehtices mostly
reported that they weredworkivg on their own by the third year.
This situation was largely confirmed by the apprentices' employers.

1 06
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Of the 49 garage managers interviewed, six said they tried to put
young apprentices with individual tradesmen for a period of three
miqt.hs or more, but that this was not always possible. Hoven
said their apprentices were working largely on their own even from
early stages of their apprenticeship period, while the rest said that
boyslyorked with different tradesmen without any special or long
term arrangements. Of the 47 employers and managers in the
engineering study 1 I said apprentices wpre put with an individual
tradesman for a spell, but only two of these said that this amounted
to a long period, while the large majority (33) indicated that the
apprentices worked with different individual journeymen or with
a group of men as need arose. Only three said their apprentices

TABLE 15

INSTRUCTORS AND TEACHERS' VIEWS OF ON-THE-JOB
TRAINING

T.C. Instructors

Satisfactory
Mixed
Mostly inadequate
Don't know

Total

6
Ix
4

College Teachers

2
8
7

29 17

worked largely on their own. It is fiather worth noting that of the
11 employers who reported thak boys were allocated to one trades-
man for a longer or shorter spell, eight were involved in electrical
installation 'work. In this type of work it is still usefld to have an
apprentice and a tradesman working togethera pOint we shall
return to shortly. But in engineering establishments the practice
of allocating apprentices to individual tradesmen for period had
apparently been abandoned almost completely, as far as our study
was able to show.

Given these working arrangements, how well did our respondents
think on-the-job training was working, and what problems were they
aware of? In general most of the employers seemed to feel that'
on-the-job training was working satisfactorily in their establish-
ments, thoiugh many of them referrect to particular problems.' Loss
nivourable verdicts were returned by those involved in flintier educa-
tion and training. Table 15 shows that very few of the triining-
centre instructonitand college teachers felt that on-the-job training of
apprentices was satisfactory.

4
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The instructors were especially inclined to feel it was inadequate.
As with the employeis these grOups were also conscious of particular
problems connected with training in the workplace, and it is worth
looking more closely at' some of these. They can be roughly divided
into (I) difficulties over providing adequate explanation, and
(2) difficuIties over arranging appropriate experience.

(1) The first problem in,connection with explanation was that of
allocating responsibility for explaining the work to the apprentice.
In places where apprentices arc working with a variety of different
tradesmen or with none, who is meant to be responsible for explain-
ing thc work to them? Under the traditional arrangement it was
assumed that the journeyman with whom a boy was placed on a
long-term basis had this responsibility. In most firms this assumption
that the tradesmen would show apprentices what to dogarid explain
what they needed, to know remained unqueitioned. In many of
the motor garages, however, elecially where apprentices were
working on their Own, they were also encouraged to come and
atk the foreman if they had aniodifficulties. When we interviewed
the engineering employers we explicitly asked them not only Who
was responsible for explanation to the apprentices, but whether
the arrangements worked satisfactotily. All Itt of the emprOyers in
electrical installation said that the journeymen were responsible,
and only two indicated that there were any difficulties,or problems
in 'this arrangement. Of the.:30 employers in engineering establish-
ments/ en the other hiind,10 said that the tradesmen were responsible
for explanation, but seven of these indicated that the arrangements'
were not entirely satisfactory. The other, ten had &heady made a
formal or informal Arrangement that the supervisor or foreman
should accept responsibility for explaining the work to the appren-
tices. From this it seems that some difficulty was being experienced
in a number of engineering workshops in arranging for tradesmen to
explain the:work .to.apprentices. The traditional assunIption that
knowledgd would bi handed down from tradesman to apprentice

.did not appear to be wholly adequate any longer, apd some firms
were making alternative arrangqments. Many firms in both studies,
however, jiad altered the traditional relationsalp between the
apprentice and an in'dividual.,eraftsman without apparently giving
much thought to alternative malidds of allocating the responsibility
for explanation to apprentiees. And even where thojtht had been
given the problem diten.femained. As one manager explained:

"It becomes a bit of a problem. We find that many journeymen

I b
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can get it wrong. . . . But the journeyman's part in teaching
apprentices is traditional, and supervisors can say it's not their
job."

Ancither reason why explanation on-the-job presented difficulties
was liick.,of time. Pressure of work and the need son1th,iwa4 get
things done in a hurry meant that even the tradesman whol was
interested in explaining to the apprentice often did not have the
chance. As one training-centre instructor put it:

"The journeyman of today doesn't have the time even if he has
the interest or ability.",

Occasionally the pressure againsCtaking film for explanation came
directly from the management, as in the case of the garage owner
who- told us:

"The mechanics explain to the apprentices, but sometimes they
take too much time to it."

But the difficulty over time was felt to be particularly acute where a
bonus system was in operation. In such situations tradesmen were
aware that if they took time to give explanations to apprentices
they would be losing money themselves. In some firms, such as the
South of Scotland Electricity Board, an attempt was made to over-
come this difficulty by making a financial allowance to tradesmen
who had apprentices with them. But even this did not overcome all
the difficulties. More than one Electricity Board manager complained
that "the craftsmen don't always like having apprentices because it
interferes with the prodictivity scheme." And a manager in a
building firm employing electricians pointed out that "men are
reluctant to work with first or second year apprentices because of
loss of bonus." Bonus or productivity schemes, then, by increasing
the financial pressure to work hard all the time, make it difficult to
operate the traditional arrangement whereby tradesmen explain to
apprentices as they go along. An official of the Road Transport
Industry Training Board complained: "The bonus scheme is the
biggest thorn in our side." l

Along with lack of time, another difficulty spoken of was that some
tradesmen did not have sufficient knowledge or the ability, to
communicate what they knew. "Some fitters," explained one plant-
hire firm manager, "are not very good, so they don't explain much."
"My impression," said one motor vehicle training. instructor, "is
I This point was made forcefully by Liepmann (1960) p 105.
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that old Joe tells wee Jimmy, and old Joe doesn't know. A lot of
misconceptions are passed on."

This difficulty was apparently increased in situations where
apprentices had .been taught comparatively advanced skills and
theoretical knowledge in their off-the-job training and college work.
"There are many instances," said one Electricity Board manager,
"when because of the variety of their training they embarrass elderly
craftsmen." Many craftsmen, we were told, had not received the
kind of training and .education that the apprentices workaig with
them had been receiving, and io "therbagicallyelon't aVerstand
how things work." They might be able to show a lad wha7 to do,
but to explain why was boyond some of them.

There was the added difficulty that even if craftsmen do have thb
orcessary knowledge they may not have the ability to impart it.
Some men of practical ability and understanding lacked the verbal
skills to communicate their knowledge adequately.

A problem about explanation which- was mentioned by some of
our respondents was that there were some tradesmen who were
not interested in apprentices, and did not wish to be bothered with
thcm. According to one employer, "some journeYmen resent having
apprentices"; another said some of them "find it a nuisance"; a thifd
explained that some craftsmen' "want to do the job themselves"
and sq they are not much good for apprentices. Some training-
centre instructors and college teachers spoke of the same problem:

"It coin& back to the tradesman. If he's onto a good one he
learns, but, many don't bother."'

"It seems as if no-one cares."

In mentioning these problems connected with explanation%on-the-job
we are not suggesting that they existed everywhere, or that all the
tradesmen in the firms concerned gave inadequate explanations for
one or more of the reasons we hilve mentioned. Obviously there
must have been many tradesmen who took an interest in apprentices,
and took time and trouble to explaift. To quote two managers:

"Craftsmen are pleased Oa air their knowledgethey're helpful."
"One or two journeymen really enjoy having an apprentice because
they take pride.in their work-and like to show them. And the
others accept themno problems."

And it was apparent that foremen often took the trouble to discover
which tradesmen were interested and competent and tried to place
approdices with them whenever possible:

II 0
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"We pick the men who do impart thc knowledge usually to
younger men."

It is clear then that the problems of explanation did hot exist
uniformly everywhere. Hut the comments of employers, instructors,
college teachers and training board officials made it clear that lack
of time, especially where bonus schemes were in operation, lack of
knowledge or the ability to impart it, and lack of interest or of the
right attitude did sometimes make explanation by tradesnien less,
thaQ adequate; and that in some cases the lack .of clear definition

who was responsible for explanation wheno apprentices were
working with a variety of craftsmen tended to increase these
problems.

It will be recalled that in our/discussion of the views of the
apprentices, we noted that some of them were aware of exactly
these difficulties 2 and that we suggested that the relationships between
craftsman and apprentice was the crucial problem area for on-the-job
training. This suggestion appears to be borne out by the comments
of a number of those responsible for the employment, education
and training of the apprentices.

(2) Difficulties of experience: our enquiries suggest that breadth
of experience could apparently be restricted in two ways. The first
had to do with the range of work taiertaken in the particular firm
where ,the apprentice worked. We repdrted earlier that the engineer-
ing apprentices in particular tended to feel that their place of work
did not offer thein a sufficiently wide experience. This opinion was
not shared by their employers. Only one out of the 48 employers
and managers in the engineering study admitted that apprentices in
his firm gained only a limited experiente, while 33 claimed that the
variety of work done in their establishment offered a wide experience.
However the cotitact which college teachers had with apprentices
from various firms in both studies led a number of them to comment
on the lack of breadth and variety in the experience of many boys.
From this perSpective some felt it would be useful to apprentices
if they were able to move around different types of employment in
the course of their apprenticeships in order to broaden their
experience:

"A boy who starts in a small place should move during his
apprenticeship, otherwise he's not a real electrician."

"It's a good idea to be in different kinds of companies."
2 Ste pages 39-40.
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"It's quite good to move around during apprenticeship. You can
get to 25 and know nothing but Ford or something."

A second restriction could arise from the kinds .of tasks which
apprentices were given or allowed to do, and the way apprentices
had to fit in with the requirements of pfiroduction and work organisa-
tion in the firm. Older apprentices in particular were, of course,
used for productive work in nearly all the firms. Only four employers
in the engineering Study claimed that their apprentices were super-
numerary throughout their apprenticeships. The nature tf their
involvement in productive work and the extent vf anY limitation in
their experience because of this involvement varied between firms
and industries. We haye seen that most of the motor vehicle
apprentices, were working on their own by their third year, if not
earlier. That a good proportion of the productive work of many
garages was done by ,Apprentices is shown ty the tact that in most
garages the number of motor mechanic apprentices was not far short
of the number of skilled mechanics, and in approximately one-third
of the garages thore were more aPprentices than mechanics. One
owner of a medium-sized garage explained the position frankly:

"Unfortunately ,the overheads of a garage are not covered by
employing tradesmen. 1,11- paying their wages there is little
left out of what the oust mer pays. So the only way to make
things pay is to employ third- or fourth-year apprentices."

While it was maintained by the Scottish Motor Trade Association
and others that "nowadays an apprentice is'not cheap labour any
more," it is nevertheless clear that if there were apprentices in a
garage it wasAft the employer's immediate interest to use them for as
much productive work as possible.

A similar situation existed amongst electrical contractors under-
taking repair or installation work. In this type of work apprentices
were often required to act as assistants or mates for the skill men:

"We need the apprentices to help the men. We can't nd two
men on a jobit's too costly."

"There's certain jobs it wouldn't pay you to have two men doing
that kind of jobwiringpulling wires through, etc."

And one manager assured us:

"We get a lot of work out of our apprenticesthey pay their way."

In addition to direct productive work, however, it appeared that
in a number of .firms apprentices were required to do a variety of
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unskilled or menial tasks which no-one else was employed to do.
Sometimes it was gimp!), the less skilled jobs, as two engineering
employers explained:

vThere are some jobs which it wouldn't pay to put time-served
men on."

"We use apprentices on stock jobssome of the menial jobs
which are not really skilled men's work."

But sometimes it was the more menial tasks or tasks not directly
connected with their trade. One contracting employer admitted:

-.They're handy as skivvies at an early age, at a later stage they
are frequently aids to the tradesmen."

And a structural engineer pwlained that:

"If we could get plenty skilled men we would still take on appren-
tices because you can't use skilled men to do menial tasks in a
company. Most people use apprentices for this."

While a man witkresponsibility in a motor firm's training cenire
complained that:

"Often they're just sweeping up. Ono boy was in the office for a
year, *before that he was sweeping up, etc. His apprenticeship
was a total disaster!"

If apprentices are used to any large extent for unskilled or menial
work this will clearly restrict the range and depth of experience they
gain in the work of their trade. But even if they are kept on skilled
work their experience with the firm may be limited because the
requirements of production make it difficult or impossible to plan a
balanced prograinme of work experience. We have seen that few
of the apprentices themselves werenaclare of any plan or programme
in connection with their experie in the Workshops, and this
position was largely confirmed by theft. employers. Motor.engineers
mostly spoke of the diSculty or imposMAlity of operatIotg a pre-
arranged programme of work-eiperience rn the situation where no
one knows from day to day what work is going to come in. Only
14 of the 49 claimed that they made some deliberate attempt to
ensure that apprentices gained the necessary variety of experience.
Bleven of these 14 were in larger establishments where the volume
of work was greater. In the engineering study, the Electricity Board
managers spoke of the Board's plans for systematic experience
on-the-job, although five of the 17 ruferred to the difficulties of
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operating such a plan in practice. Only eight employers in the 31
other firms indicated tIlat there was any systematic plan for work
experience for their apprentkvs, aud none of the eight was in a mall
firm with less than 1(10 employees. Firms in which skilled men
were employed on maintenance and repair work faced a particular
difficulty in this respect. Much of the work arose as a result of
breakdowns in machinery, yk, s ich meant that it could not be planned
in advance. Apprentices' rience depended to some extent on
what machinery or parts e plant happened to break down.
As a power station manage Ained, "In all an apprentice's time
a turbine may not be opened

Thcre arc, then, difficulties in connection with the provision of
systematic and varied experience for apprentices on-the-job. This
is ,not tcil suggest that all or even most of our apprentices were/
receiving inadequate or too narrow an experience, or that no attempia
were being made to ensure a broad experience. Our purpose is
rather to indicate that our respondents made it clear that there
were problems in this connectionproblems which arose sometimes
from a lack of variety of types of work undertaken by the particular
firm, and more frequently from the pressures of production, the
types of tasks which apprentices were given to do and the difficulty .

of planning experience amidst the.requirements of the workshops.
We may add that this is consistent with what the apprentices them-
selves had said: many of them, particularly in the engineering
gm:Rip, complained of lack of breadth in their experience, 3 and
few were aware of any plan for their training or 'experience on-the-
job. 4

It is, of course, partly because of problems of this kind connected
with both explanation and experience On-the-job that emphasis
has been placed in reeent years on training off-the-job. Our enquiries
amongst apprentices, employers and trainerr suggest that there
was a large measure of satisfaction with training centres and off-the-
job training, thus indicating that this.has been a successful answer
to some at least of the problems inherent in traditional on-the-job
training. .Nevertheless, as we have already indicated, everyone
whom we spoke to still believed that on-the-job training had an
important part to play in apprenticeships; apprentices themselves
were keen to be involved in the real life situation; employers wanted
boys to have direct experience of industry; arid even those involved
in off-the-job training assessed its importance/with reference to the
3 See page 43.
4 See page 44.
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reqUirements of the workshops. lf, then, there are difficultiesi
connected with on-the-job training, the answer, from the point of'
view of the participants in apprenticeship, cannot lie in removing
training from the workshops altogether. The setting up of off-the-job
training does not do away with the problems of on-the-job training.

Are there, then, any possible ways of overcoming these problems
emerging from our enquiries? One method of trying to Improve
on-the-job training, is to establish w closer link between on-the-job
and off-the-job training. As things were, there was a strong feeling
amongst training centre instructOrs that the two types of training
did not fit well together. (Only three said they seemed to fit well
together, 12 said*they did not, and seven that it varied). Some of the
instructors also complained that they did not know enough of what
kind of training boys received on-the-job:

"I've never heard anything about on-the-job trainingwe get no
feedback."

"I asked to go out and see what they do in on-the-job training,
but I wasn't allowed."

Others believed that it would help to overcome the problems of
training in the workshops if training centres, possibly in the persOn
of one instructor, were to keep contact with apprentices when.they
left and monitor their progress in the workshop:

"Then, needs to be someone who checks on what they're learning.
I'd like to see someone appointed from here to report back
on the boys."

"There should be a follow up from the training centre for tWo
years while they are in the power stations."

"There should be a closer relationship between local managements
responsible fot training 'kind instnictors at the training centre."

It should be said that group and company training centres are
iwreasingly trying to establish this kind of link with on-the-job
training. Within our studies there were various attempts to regulate
tlx, types of experience which apprentices received by issuing
programms of work and methods of recording the experience,of
each boy. Elsewhere such regulation is attempted by training
boards, particularly by means of the module sistem. Such attempts
are no doubt useffil and will make some contribution to overcoming
the hiphuard nature of on-the-job experience. Our contacts with
various respondents suggest, however; that the pressure of production
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requirements in the workshop and the limitations impoied by the
kind of work available will continue to make it difficult in many
cases for firms to carry out recommendations about on-tfie-job
training. And if outside agencies insist that companies carry out
progranunes of training involving planned experience, it is often
possible for companies or foremen to fill in thc necessary report
cards, evenif the work was not actually.covered by\ the apprentice.
Numerous examples of this...came to our attention during the course
of our enquiries.5 Thus programmes and mohitoring systems of this
kind, while they will doubtless bring about some improvement in
on-the-job training, arc not likely to get to the roots of the problems.

ovi If the industries and workplecottvhich we looked at in these case
studies were at all typical of otficti, then the real problems of on-
the-job training arise from two, soutces. The first is a problem of
inadequate explanation and it ariacs out of the uncertainty and
problematic character of the relationship between the craftsman
on the job and the apprentice. The second is a problem of insufficient
breadth and depth of eriperience 'and it arises out of the pressure of
production and the kind of talcs which apprentices are expected
to do. We cannot hope as a reshlt of our studies to be able to put
forward fully worketitout proposals for overcoming these problems.
We did, however, cvme moss two suggestions whkh, if implemented,
would go some way towardsdealMg with them.

The first suggestion is that a certain number of tradesmen in a
workshop should be splect&I and trained for the work of demon-
strating and explainiNg the work of the trade to apprentices. These
would need to be ;nen who had an interest in young people and the
basic ability to communicate. A brief training in the skills of
demonstration Mu) eNplanation would be added. Thereafter they
would be the men to whom apprentices were assigned, if possible
for a reasonable length of timp. Some financial rccognition of their
position and reseidnsibility as craftsmen/instructors would be
necessary, and in workshops operating a bonus system there would
need to be an arrangement to ensure that they suffered no loss.
Courses for training craftsmen are, of course, already available.
5 An interesting illustration of the attitude of pettple in some firms towards

outsiders connected with trainill is provided by the °mask:ft when an inter-
% viewer ,called to see the fleet engineer of a transport firm. Afterwards, he had

a brief word Nvith George, an apprentice, who said he was being moved
systematically round six depertments, spending a month in each. Later
George was interviewed when he returned to his training centre, and the first
thing he said was: "See what I told you about moving round different depart-
ments. It was all a lie. The foreman told me to tell you that. I was in the
same department all the time."
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Within the orbit of our studies the Road Transport Industry Training
Board hold brief training courses for final-year apprentices and
craftsmen to help them train apprentices; and the Engincerini(
Industry Training Board conduct courses within companies to train
.on-the-job module controllers, and selected craftsmen attend these
courses. What is required, however, is not only that such courses
be held, but that companies should carefully, select tradesmen to
attend them, should then adopt a policy of allocating apprentices
to these selected and trained crafttmen, and should arrange the
work-load and the wage of these craftsmen so that they have the
time and opportunity to explain the work to the apprentices. If
this were done the problems of apprentices finding themselves
beside tradesmen who had insufficient time, interest, knowledge or
ability to communicate would be reduced. We fckund very little
evidence, however, that the companies we had dealings with were
taking steps of this kind.

The second suggeistion is thlit companies should consider setting
up 'sheltered workshops' fon apprentices. A 'sheltered workshop'
is an arrangement whereby apprentices (especially the younger
ones) can do sonie of the actual production work of the firm but
without the pressure or rush that often accompanies the rest of the
work and with more help and advice than would normally be avail-
able. We have seen that the apprentices were keen to do the actual
work, and to get on-*th complete jobs by themselves, but with
someone at hand to advise, to check or to be consulted in difficulties
(lee page 45 above). The pressures of the workshop often make it
difficult to provide for the apprentices' need for advice, explanation,
and planned experience, whereas off-the-job training cannot provide
the experience of doing the actual production work of the firm.
A sheltered workshop within the workplace would provide some-
thing of a half-way house between a training centre and full involve-
ment in the ordinary production work. It would give the opportunity
for real work experience of a planned and controlled (thomgh perhaps
limited) nature with the ready help of a tradesman o. supervisor
when required. From there the apprentices could graduate to the
Pull work with less need for explanation and help. Clearly, such an ,

arrangement would not be possible or appropriate in every kind of
firm or workshop. It is, however, being introduced in some motor
garaged (though\ not in our study), 'and the Road Transport Industry
Training Board are giving encouragement to the idea. It seems
that this might be qne other way of overcoming some of the problems
inherent in on-the-Job training whrch have emerged from our studies.

117
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Further Education
The final part of the apprervices' -learning arrangement is the

further edudation component. Afl our apprentices attended technical
collegt on a day-release, basis for at least the first part of their
apprenticeship. We took the opportunity of discussing this aspect
of their apprenticeship not only with the t4)ys themselves, but with
thc teachers responsible for their courses in three colleges, with the
instructors at training centres, with the.apprentices' employers and
others. It is safe to say that in these intetvicws we encountered very
little opposition to -the idea of further education. .0n this point the
attitude' of the employers was of particular interest. The large
majority of employers and managers we spoke to in both studies
felt that it was important for apprcntices'iogo to college (Table 16).

TABLE 16

EMPLOYERS' VIEW OF COLLEGE BY SIZE OF FIRM

Motor Vehicle Group

College
Important

--]

College
I

Not Important

Small private garages, 11 7
Medium-large private garages 13 1

11. Heavy vehicle workshops 8 , 4
Plant fitting workshops 3 1

Total 34 4 13

Engineering° Group

College
mportant

College
Not Important

1-100 employees 5 7
Over 100 employees 32 2

Total 37
.

9
.

Of 46 employers and managers in the engineering study who replied
to this question nine said that college attendance by the apprentices
brought no benefit to the firm, but only one of these felt that it was
a waste of time from the apprentices' point of view as well. The
other 37 felt that in varying degrees it was of benefit to the boys and
their employers. In the motor study 34 of the 47 employers who

, responded thought that college was important from the point of

1 S
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view both of the firm and of the apprentices, though about half of
these had some criticism of the way things were donc at the colleges
Of the other 13, six felt that college work benefited only the
boys, while seven were doubtful about the value of further education,
two 6I these tending to regard it as a complete waste of time. All in
all this amounts to a reasonably favourable verdict on further educa-
tion from the apprentices' employers, though there were slightly
more doubts.,tamongst motor vehicle than amongst engineering
employers. tAs also clear fronithe table that most of the employers
who were not convinced of the value of college work from the firm's
point of view were In small firms.6 Amongst soMe of the small
motor repairers in particular there was a feeling that they could
ill afford to lose the services of the apprentice for a day each week :

"We're losing a day a week and up to now there's no great
advantage for us."

"It causes some difficulty in small garages with boys being away,..:y

Most employers and managers in both studies, however, thought
that it was important for future tradesmen to have a grounding in
theory to understand something about how things work and why
things are done, and that this theory and understanding was imparted
by the technical colleges:

"To know how it works, craftsmen must have knowledge in
addition to craft skills."

"Further education means apprentices know why as well as what."

Some garage managers were particularly aware that motor vehicles
were becoming more sophisticated and that developments in vehicles
made° it necessary to have tradesmen who had good theoretical
understanding, and could think through problems for themselves.
College was important for this. Electrical contractors were also
aware that it was important for their apprentices to gc; to college
to learn the official regulations governing electrical installation work,
and were satisfied to have their grading scheme for craftsmen related
to the apprentices' performance in ftirther education.

There was, then,as we have said, no widespread antipathy to
College amongst the employers we interviewed. And this was the
case also with other associated peoplerepresentatives of employers'
organisations, trade unions and training boards. There was a

6 This is in line with the cmclusion of Ethel Venable. and David Lee (Venables
(1967), p 96). See also Sweeney (1972) and Ashton (1965).
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general acceptance of the importanee of furthar education as a part
of apprenticeship.

When we turn to thc views of college teachers iknd training-cc:laic
instructors, however, we find two interrelated quAtions which arisc
in co-rum:lion with further education, and it is important to give
some attention to these. Thch first is the question of !Ntivatiq
craft apprentices tolcarn the theoretical material which isiaught lit
college. The college teachers did not genej.slly feel that most
apprentices disliked coming to college (onl four out of the 17
interviewed were of this opinion). But w n asked about the
apprentices' interest in theory only two ol thcm said that they
were usually interested or that it was not difficult to arouse thcir
interest in it. Most of the others expressed thc view that boys of
this kind could be made interested in the theoretical aspect, but
that this could only be done by relating it directly to something
practical. Some teachers approached this by trying to relate the

/ theoretical work to what they knew of the boys' experience in thcir
day-to-day work:

"If we go too far away from day-to-day work they lose interest."
"If yoU take things which are needed later he's not interested. If
you teach outside his job he's not_ interested."

"If you relate it to something they've worked with, you hold their
attention."

Others emphasised the importance of teaching thc theory in the
contcxt of workshoPs or laboratory work within the college itself:

"You can do it by laboratoryit gives him time to discover for
himself."

"Get him. involved! . . . In the workshop I feed certain questions
to him and then later take them up ipAho 'classroom."

The college teachers realised very well that "the average craft boy"
is not interested in theory or classroom work for its own sake.
As we have sga in the course of our interviews our craft apprentices
were mostly concerned to develop practical skills from which they
could aerive satisfaction. The teachers'had grasped that the way to
motivate young people of this kind to learn the theoretical material
was to start from the practical, and to bring in the thcory in relation
to questions that arose or experience they had. gained in practical
work. Given that some .theoretical understandings are important
for skilled tradesmen, and given the practical and non-academic
orientation of most boys entering craft apprenticeships, it is important

4 1 0
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that the general principle of relati ory to practice and approach-
ing the unfamiliar theoretical thr?T the familiar practical should
be adopted as widely as possible in the field of appreatice training,

This leads on to the second question that emerged from our
discussions, the question of the relationship between education and
training. In the filinds of the large majority of both college teachers
and training-centre instructors the difference between training and
further education was that the former was mainly concerned with
practical and the flitter with theoretical work. IC then, it was agreed
that the best approach to theory was to relate 1 directly to practice,
did not the txistence of two institutions, one concentrating. on the
theoretical and one on the practical, cause problems .42r those
involved in them? Our enquiries showed that this was in fact the
case. Only a minority of those concerned (five of the 17 teachers and
eight of. the 29 instructors) felt that the wOrk of college and training
centre fittpd in well together. The rest were all aware of problems
in one way or another. Three types of approach were discernible
among them. The first represented bif about five of the 17 teachers
and perhaps seven of the 29 instructors,7 was that education and
training 'each ftdfilled a different function and should be kept
separate. For them the only problem lay in the fact that onc group
tended to overstep the line and take over some of the functions of
the other:

"I'd prefer college to stick strictly to theory. We teach him to set
lup tools. . . . This should be left to the training centre."
(Instructor)

"There is a clear cut distinction. The trouble is when training
people start to dabble with things which haven't got to do with
hand skills." (Teacher)

"The training-centre boys are taught theory which is an overlap
of our province." (Teacher)

The second approach was represented by the majority, some nine
teachers and 14 instructors. They argued that it was not possible
to make a clear distinction between education and training, and thatto....
there should therefore be a greater measure of co-operation betwee
training centres and colleges. To them the problem was one of
trying to get the two institutions to work together, to have greater
communication between them, and to plan their work together:
7 Respondmts frequently offered leniphy and diffbse comments on this issue

with the result that it was not possible to categorise and count their responses
with complete confidence.

4
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"There should be some co-ordination. I can do something in
class. If boys have done this in the training centre it begins to
make sense. We could work something out between us."
(Teacher)

"I like to see a better tie up of the two."
"It would be better if them was direct liaison."
"There should be better communication." (Instructors)

Finally, there were a few who felt that the distinction between
education and training was an entirely artificial one, and that it
would be better if the work of both was done in one institution!

"I don't think there should be (a difference). . . We should do
training here,:,' (Teacher)

"I prefer the set-up where training is done in college." (Teacher)
"You don't need college. Training centre and practical experience
is all you need." (Instructor) ..

From this it is clear that whatever approach the teachers and
instructors adopted, the majority of them felt that there were
problems connected 4ith the relationship of off-the-job training
centres and further education colleges. This was further indicated
by the fact that few of them felt ablc to say that they really know
what the other institution was doing (five out of 29 instructors and
four out of 17 teachers; 17 instructors and four teachers said they
had no knowledge, and the rest said they had a partial or very
general idea of what was done). It is worth recalling at this point
that many of the applintices seemed to be confused by the existence
of two separate institutions and by the difference between education'
and training. Many of them also expressed the wish for more
practical work to accompany the theory they were taughtit college. 8

There has been in recent years an increasing recognition .that it
is a mistake to keep education and trainingeseparate. The discussion
paper on vocational preparation issued by the MSC and TSA
declared that "vocationally-orientated learning is, however,
essentially a single process"9, and the same point has been made by
many others. 10 In addition industrial training boards have been

9 In niur case studies, the situation seems to be ;anther different from that reported
by Kadeti Barry in her evaluation of the EITB craft syllpbus. See Kaneti
Barry (1_974), 13 22'.

9 MSC-TSA p 12.
10 See Venables (1974), p 66; Venables-(1967), p 216; Kaneti Barry (1974), p 22,

26; Singer and Macdonald (1970), p 16; Hunter and Robertson (1969), p 40;
Central AdOsory Council for Education (1959), p 53.
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Concernid about this problem. Within the orbit of our studies, the
Road , Transport Industry Training Board has been emphasising
integrated training in which off-thajob training is closely related
to further education and sometimes done within a technical college.
Training within colleges is also being developed by the Construction
Industry Training Board. In engineering there has been an emphasis
on off-the-job training centres and while the Engineering Industry
Training Board has no fixed policy on integration, it tries to arrange
that college courses are compatible with the training. In this industry
too, however, basic training is sometimes done within colleges.

Our enquiries, within the limited areas of these case studies,
indicate that where training centres and further education colleges
exist as separate institutions sharing in the vocational preparation
of the same apprentices, problems and difficulties are experienced
by those involved. There may be other reasons why the two institu-
tions, specialising respectively in 'training' and 'education',
should be preserved. But, from the point of view of the perspectives
and experience of the participants in the apprenticeship process on
which we have concentrated in this study, the division between
education and training and between college and training centre
seems to'create more problems than it solves.

It is important that vocational preparation should not only be
\ efficient but also meaningful for the partiCipants. An arrangement

*der which college teachers and training-centre instructors
frequently do not know what the' others aro doing, under which
teachers often have difficulty motivating craft students towards

retical learning becauie they have no involvenient in the main
y of practical work, and under which instructors often need to

introduce theoretical explanations but are inhibited because this is
not meant to be their province, must make it difficult foi both
teachers and instructors to see their work as a meaningful' whole

4 and must,lead to a measure of frustration. It is perhaps even more
important that vocational preparation should be a total experience
for the apprentices themselves: that they should see the relation of
theory to practice and be able to understand how the various aspects
of their learning fit tdgether. From the point of view of the partici-
pants there would appear to be no good mason whir training and
education should be divided 'in two and conducted in svarate
institutions. If all off-the-job learning for any particular group- of
apprentices were united in one establishment in which theory and
practice, education and triining were combined, this would make
for a learning process which wOuld be far more meaningffil and

I
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far less confusing for most apprentices. If this in turn wore sup-
plemented by attempts to improve on-the-job training by such
means as the selection and training of special craftsmen to whom
apprentices would I* allocated and the setting up of sheltered,
workshops, the total process of vocational preparation could be
experienced by apprenticcs as a more meaningful whole, and would
in this way be more educationally sound.

Length of Apprenticeship
A fitubl point to be considered in connection with thc organisation

of apprentice learning concerns the question of how long the process
should go on. The duration of the apprenticeship period is normally
a matter for ncgotiation and agreement by the parties to thc various
joint apprenticeship scheme covering different industries. Various
considerations therefore affect such decisions apart from the length
of time required for effective training. Within recent years the
period has in most cases been reduced from five tb four years.
It is possible to argue that, given efficient training methods, a shortel
period still would be sufficient. Our concern, however, is neit*
with training methods nor with the broad !about,' market issues
involved in the agreements between employers and trade unions
over apprenticeships. We are interested in the views on this topic
of those involved in the apprenticeship process. We have seen that
the apprentices theMselves did not generally want a shorter
apprenticeship, and that a few of them would have liked the period
to be longer. The reason why Utley preferred a longer rather than a
shorter period had less to do with the time needed to acquire skills
and knowledge than with the question of when they could be
expected to assume the full responsibilities of being a tradesman.
When we turn to the views of employers, instructors and college
teachers, we find that these did not differ very much from the views
of the apprentices (Table 17). The engineering employers were asked
to comment generally on the apprenticeship system including the
questioA of the length of the apprenticeship period. 11 of the 35
who did' comment on this, five thought it shoUld be longer, and five
thought shorter. Nearly all the others who commented felt that
the four-year period was right, and it is probable that those who
did not comment were satisfied with arrangements as they were.
Similarly most of the instructors and teachers were in favour of the
four-year apprenticeships: only orie in each group felt the period
could be shortened, while six instructors and one teacher favoured
Ii This intle was not taken up with the motor employers.
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a longer period. When we add that the representatives of employers'
organisations and trade unions were quite satisfied with the present
arrangements with regard to duration of apprenticeships, and that

, the relevant industrial training boards are not actively concerned
about this issue, it is apparent that thbre was a very wide measure of
agreement on this topic.

It is worth paying some attention, however, to the reasons why
so many wanted the period kept at least as long as it is. Some
emphasised that a long period is required if apprentices are to be
trained in an adequate breadth and variety of skills:

"You could teach limited skills in a yearbut not maintenance
skills." (Employer)

"In some cases it's a bit short, if they expect a great variety of
work in maintenance:" (College Teacher)

TABLE 17

VIEWS OF EMPLOYERS, INSTRUCTORS AND COLLEGE TEACHERS
ON LENGTH OF APPRENTICESHIPS

EN Employers
,

Instnsctors Teachers

Four years is right 24 17 10
Should be shorter 5 1 1

Should be longer 5 6 1

Mixed/Don't know 1 5 5 .

No response 13 -

Total 48 29 . 17

But the main emphasis was upon the importance of "maturity."
It vias believed that the responsible nature of craftsmen's work
required a level of matirity which could not be acquired in a short
period, and which could not be expected of lads of under twenty.
The process by 'which a* young person gradually gained prolibiency
and experience in the work of a trade during the period when he
was developing from a boy into a man was felt to be an important
one. Over such a period at this stage in life, young people could be
moulded not only in terms of their skill and work methods but
alai in terms of discipline and life in general. This was part of the
raison d'are of the apprenticeship system. Comments from
employers included the following:

"You couldn't shorten the timeboys are not mature enough." .

"With boys you are getting someone who you can mould in

4
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many ways-- discipline wise etc. . . You couldn't really ieduce
the time."

"You've got to get over the period when the boy is a boy. The
apprenticeship system allows him to bc half-man, half-buy.
The years shouldn't bo reduced."

"They're serving an apprenticeship not only as In electrician or
something, but in life."

And instructori and trainers echoed the same sentiments:

"You cull( teach maturity. Many lads at nineteen are not mature
enough."

"It shouldn't be shorter. They're not mature enough to appreciate
certain things."

Whether these belieh represent a wise and realistic assessment of
the process of development of young I -4 ple and the age at which
they are mature enough to accept res. Insibility is not our concern
here. Rather we would like to draw attention to two things. The
first is that this view of maturity and responsibility broadly coincides
with the attitude of most of the appreltices themselves. They did
not see themselves as ready to accept the responsibility of being
qualified tradesmen until they had served a full four years as
apprentices.

,The second point is that this belief clearly illustrates the fact that
apprentkeship is still widely regarded not just as a means of training
young people for skilled work, but as in important social institution
which provides for the needs of people in a variety of ways. One
way in which it is felt to provide for people's needs is by offering a
period of transition between childhood and manhood during which
skills can be learned and maturity developeipp

With this point we return to one of the main emphases of this
study. It appears that the basic features of the apprenticeship system
are in keeping with objectives which ate important for employers
and young people, and aro seen by others involved in the process as
appropriate and relevant. Apprenticeship, that is to say, is not
merely a system for training skilled manpower, but serves certain
other purposes for people in society: For this reason it is important
that those who are concerned with the improvement of the quality
of industrial training, or who are proposing alterations in,, the
arrangements for such\training should take account of the needs
and objectives of rticipants. Such needs and objectives should
be respected for thrown sake. But even from the point of view

2 6
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of the needs of the nation and industry for skilled manpower it is
necessary to remember that training arrangements which do not
fulfil the objectives of participants are unlikely to work efficiently
and produce the desired results. Thus, both for the sake of partici-
pants in the process and for the wider interest, it is worthwhile
paying some attention to the points raised in this study as to ways
in which aspects of the apprenticeship system as it currently operates
fail to meet these objectivei, and also to the suggestions abouj how
apprenticeship arrangements could be adjusted so Its to nt-Or these
objectives more adequately, within the requirements of efficient
training.

:Swnmary

When ihe views of employers, training-centre instructors and
college lecturers were put alongside those of the apprentices, it was
apparent that there was'widespread approval of off-the-job training.
Some employers, however, complained that the needs of their work
were being inadequately met by training centres, or that apprentices
were being tialght Unnecessary things. On-the-job training was
likewis9 felt to be an important aspect of apprentice learning, but
various problems were reported, particularly by instructors ind
college teachers. Some 'of these centred round the difficulty of
arranging for adequate extlanation to be provided by tradesmen,
particularly when a bonus scheme was in operation. Others centred
round the difficulty of arranging for an adequate breadth and variety
of experience )11111Min the workshop, particularly in sittketions where
apprentices are required at an early stage to do production work.
Two suggestions for overcoming these problems wore put forward
by people who were consulted during the course of the study.
One was that suitable tradesmen should be selected, trained, and
given an allowance of time to supervise and give explanations to
apprentices. The second was that, apprentices should be given a
period of 'sheltered experience' during which they could do the Ibil
range of workshop tasks without carrying the full responsibility of
tradesmen.

The pikjority of employers felt that attendance at college was,
important for their apprentices, particularly for the learning of
theory. But doubts were expressed by a number of representatives
Of smaller firms. The question of the separation of educationetrom
training was raised by many inst.thgtors and college teachers; as it,
was by a number of apprentices. There would appear to be good
reason, from the point of view of the participants generally, and for
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the sake of the motivation of apprentices, why training and further
education should be combined.

A final consideration concerned the length of apprenticeships.
The majority of all participants favoured an appienticeship period
at least as long as under present arrangements. One of the main
reasons for this was that apprenticeship was seen not simply as a
means whereby skills can be acquired, but as an arrangement by

which young people can grow in maturity to resixmsibility as well

as in skills. Thus apprenticeship should be viewed not only as a
means of training but as a social institution which is still important
in modern soCiety.
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PART II: OBJECTIVE ANALYSES OF APPRENTICESHIP

k4

DEFINING THE PROBLEM

A considerable amount of attention has been paid to factors
contributing to success in apprenticeship. On tho one hens there
has been tho industrial outlook epitomised by the work
National Institute for Industrial Psychology and oh tho oth
tho educational outlook epitomised by the work of Ethel Von

In tho industrial setting, a great deal of emphasis has been placed
on "pridictin " performance at work by tho use of batteries of
tests or gnitive abilities. This work, modelled on a psychometric
paradigm, has been concerned to provide a service for industry or,
more accurately, Or individual omployOrs, through which a large
number of appfitants for, in this case, apprenticeships can be
sorted out into rejects on tho one hand and a small group of potential
employees on the other.

In tho educational setting, a great deal of emphasis has been placed
on tho Ways in which young people adjust to work and its associated
further education. Evaluations of hov; far such adjustments aro
Achieved, following a "social anthropological" paradigm, have been
conducted largely by tho use of questionnaires and, interview
schedules, and tho main intention has been to enable us to under-
stand why young people react to college in tho way they do..

What has been difficult to achieve in tho put has been tho sort of
access to industry and education which would allow some composite
view to be obtained of tho factors which contribute to success in
appronticeship as a whole, including both its industrial and educa-
tionA aspects. Few research groups have/the access to both industry
and education which allows a study edore than individual colleges
to be undertaken, yot a study hivolving such access *as viewed by
the !bombers of this research group as imperative, because tho
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DEFINING ME PROBLEM 119

"social anthropological" paradigm looks at the wider context in
which educational programmes function with a view to describing
and interpreting rather than measuring and predicting. It also
accepts that instructional systems are subject to much more fluctua-
tion than the traditional model can cope with, while in addition the
learning milieux themselves have to be seen as more diverse and
complex, setting off unintended consequences.

In the research described in this part of the report an attempt was
made to achieve a composite view. The attempt was greatly
facilitated both by the good contacts which had been established
with colleges in previous researches (Weir 1971 and 1973) and by
the fact that an invitation to investigate the totality of apprenticeship
came from the managers of the two large training centres (LAGTA
and SSEB) involved in the investigation described in Part I. It must
be emphasised, however, that the investigation was viewed from the
outset as exploratory and confined to the motor vehicle and engineer-
ing apprentices in a limited geographical area.,.1 in the scant state
of our current knowledge anything more ambitious was thought
inappropriate.

a THE INVESTIGATION

Entry Characteristics
After the populations had been defined consideration had to be

given to the nature of the baseline data which should be collected.
Although traditionally tests of attainment and aptitude have been

used to determine "potential", the value of non-cognitive tests in
explaining "success" at work has been increasingly stressed i the
literature in recent years,. and has indeed been extensively used hi
other, more exclusiveilY educational, contexts for some time (Entwistle
1973). For example, the Central Training Council (Department of
Employment, 1970) said that while tests of temperament and
personality are not likely "to be of great assistance in predicting
performance levels in manipulative tasks, they may well have a
contribution to make in the prediction of' employee adjustment to
and satisfaction with such jobs."

* Nevertheless, the areas and the hulustries were selected because, on the basis
cid:lebrarliluai' previous experiences, they wen likely to rePresent a con-

propcution of the variety of apprenticeship in Scotland. By selecting
all apprendces in a perticular representative locality it was expected that
some tentative extrapolation of the findings to tbe ftatith situation would
be Justifiable.

1 31
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120 GETTING A TRADF

Work using such measures has been conductetroutiaely (Fysenck
et al, 1971), although not without opposition. 2

Much less controversial was the use o*f tests of attitudes and
motivation. Other data which have been reguhirly used are bio-
graphical informationsuch as father's occupation, number of
brothers and sistersand information on employment, and perform-
ance in school examinations.

Additionally it is recognised that one of the most powerful sources
of influence on an apprentice is his place of work. Accordingly,
at the first opportunity, a series of questions was drafted which it
was hoped would encourage a senior member of staff in each firm
to provide information on the firm (its size, the nature of its work, the
promotion prospects of its employees, the encouragement given to
education and training etc.). Because it was considered that tho
nature of the motor vehicle repair and that of the engineering
industries were different in certain fundamental respects such as
size And nature of enterprise, the qtiestions differed between tho
two industries. Tho individual items in the inventory were, however,
applied to all apprentices of the same firm, since it was considered
that tho elicited characteristics of the firm had a similar effect on all
apprentices.

For the purposes of analysis, another characteristic of firms which
was considered to be important,wAs the nature of the training offered
to the apprentices. In the opinion of the researchers there were
three major types of training offered in each industry (single company
off-the-job, groups of companies off-the-job, on-the-job only) and
the apprentices were classified accordingly.

On their entering employment (if the employment involved
attending a training centre with which contact had been established)
or on their entering further education, the motor vehicle apprentices
in Lanarkshire and engineering apprentices resident in Stirlingshire
and/or attending Falkirk Technical College were requested to
complete a questionnaire (Appendix A) and a series of paper and
pencil tests or inventories (Gupta 1960, Closs 1976, 1 Likert and
Quasha 1948, Eysenck 1964) and, on a subsequent OccaSion, a large
number of the firms employing these apprentices were Osited by the
researchers in order to obtain the information coniained in the
workshop inventories (Appendix B).

2 "In slim of the problems, both technical and moral, one must queStion tlis
wisdoln and the morality of using personality tests as instruments of decision
in employment procedures. Research must continue, but it should be basic
research, defining and classifying traits and discovering how a job applicant's
personality Mates t,the personality he reveals later on a job." (Oulon, 1965).
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The value of tho information gathered is enhanced in some cases
and diminiahed in others by the following factors:

(a) The school performance measure was the number of Scottish
Certificate of Education 0-grade examinations attempted,
not the level 'of performance its these examinations. (This
variant of sclrol performance was chosen because those
employers who seek to use Orol performance as an aid to
selection cannot use the level of performance since that
information is only available in mid-July of each year whereas
recruitment to apprenticeship occurs between April and June.
The measure used in this research is therefore the only variant
of school performance which is operationally defensible).

(b) The items concerned with attitudes were in part derived from
items previously used (Weir 1971), and in part were now ones
&Signed to suit the more diverse population covered in this
research. ,(During this investigation the attitude items were
operating at the level of a pilot inventory).

(c) The items concerned with motivation were based on the
inventory used by Veness (1962), supplemented where necessary
by others drawn from the authors' own experience. (Like the
attitude items, the items in this pool were also operating as
pilot items).

'(d) The cognitive testsAPU Mechanical Comprehension Test
(Gupta 1960) and Minnesota Spatial Formboard Test (Likert
and Quash& 1948) for engineering entrants, and APU Arith-
metic Test (Clots 1976) for motor trade entrantswere selected
as the most appropriate after a more extensive battery had
been evaluated in a previous research (Weir 1973).

Data Reduction
Before the entry data could be used ftuther, it had to be reduced

in quantity. There were 40 individual items in the attitude inventom,
41 in the motivation inventory, and over 20 in the worlAop
inventory. This wu too large a number for each item to be evaluated
separately and, in any case, the original drafting of the questions
had been on the assumption that between three and six major
"clusters" of items should slurp from each inventory and that
each of these- clusters would form a "scale" which could then be
used as a predictor.

For the purposes of reducing the data by selecting combinations
of items weighted to form composite scales, a principal-components
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analysis with varimax rotation was performed. 3 This process seeks
to combine variables such that the new composite variables (or
principal components) are &correlated with each other and account
for more of thc variance than any other mutually uncorrelated
composite variables. The successful use of this technique depends on
there being useful linear relationships within the variables. 4 The
first principal component is the composite which accounts for more
of the variance in the data than any other combination of variables.
Following on from this the second component can be defined as
that composite which accounts for more of the variance remaining,
after thc first principal component has been extracted, than any
other subsequent component.

Since each successive component is a composite extracting as
much of the remaining variance as possible, a small number of
components will, it is hoped, cxtract most of the information
contained in the initial set of variables. The fulfilment of this hope
is much more likely if there has been a refining of the pool of items
(Asing normal item analysis techniques) prior to the ,principal
components analysis. That was not so in this,ease: the three
inventories were pilot instruments that had been subjected to a
minimal amouneof prior pruning, and inevitably they still contained
a number of items that would have been removed in the event of the
inventories being adjusted for use. The presence of a number of
weak items therefore made each inventory more heterogeneous in
terms of what its items measured and made the discovery of
"powerful" scales less likely. /

iThis should however not be taken as mplying that any scales
which did emerge were useless, but rather that the proportion of the
variance which the composites accounted for was an underestimate
of the proportion of the variance that would have been accounted
for had the less homogeneous items been eliminated from the initial
set of variables.

Although the questions in the attitude and motivation inventories
were the same for both grouppr of apprentices, the principal com-
ponents analyses were carried out separately, on the assumption
that while the decision whether to be an apprentice might arise from
a number of different attitudes and motivations, the subsequent
choice between mOtor vehicle repair and engineering would be

3 Using programmes drawn from the SPSS package (Nie et al 1975).
4 A linear relationship implies that the weightinp which are applied to the

variables combined in a composite variable are equally valid no matter what
the levels of score on the original simple variables may be.

<
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tR

indicative of another set of attitudes and motivations. And as has
already been explained, the workshop inventory was necessarily
different for each industry. It was not however considered necessary
to conduct separate analyses for each training type within the two
industries since the apprentices did not, by and large, choose a firm
for its training but rather chose an industry and then took whatever
employment was offered in that industry.

TABLE 18

ATTITUDE COMPOSITES

Group
Scale

Number Title Sample ltom

Engineering I Instrumental Attitude "The only important
jthing about a ob is

money"
2 Hard Work Attitude "The only way to get

on in life is to work .
hard"

3 Education Attitude "I had a good time
at school"

4 Pride-in-the-job
. Attitude

"No matter what job
you do you can take
pride in it"

Motor
Vehicle

I Attitude to Authority "It's who you know
not what you know
that matters"

2 Hard Work Attitude "The only way to set
on in life is to
Work hard"

3 Self-Sufficient
Attitude

"People work better,
what they are left
on their own"

4 Education Attitude "I had a good time
\\

(

at school"

The outcomes of these analyses are tabulated in detail in Appendix
C. Here a description, including the name of each composite and an
indication of the type of question or statement forming that com-
posite, is offered (Table* 18 to 20).

From du, items' and titles it can be observed that there was a
certain amount in common between the apprentices in the two
industries and betweencotlandustries themselves. The sets of
attitude and motivation sites did not, however, explain much
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of the variance across all the variables of their lespecluve scales.
Much of the variation could therefore be explained as landom.
lacking in a0 consistent structure amenable to facto! analysis.
The workshop composites, on the other hand, accounted foi a

consideiable proportion of the variance, with the sure of the wolk-

Group

Engineering

Motor
Vehicle

TABU, 19
MOTIVATION COMPOSIThS

Seale
Number

1

2

3

Opportunity
Motivation

Promotion. Motivation

Working Conditiom
Motivation

Quality of Supervision
Motivation

Autonomy Motivation

Working Conditions
Motivation

2 Nature of Workplace
Motivation

3 Opportunity
Motivation

4 Skill Motivation

5 Responsibility
Motivation

^

Sample Item

"My work should give
me a good training
for the future"

"My work should give
me a chance to be in

_charge of others"
"I should not have to

work long hours"
t'My work should give
mo something to do
all the time"

"I should be allowed
to do my work with-
out interference from
customers"

"I should not have to
work long hours"

"My work should be
in an efficient
organisation"

"My work should make
mo feel I am being
really useful"

"My work should
require a lot of skill"

"My work should
make me feel
important"

force alone contributing more than a quarter of-the variance in
both cases.

As far as the Personality Inventory was concerned, some data
reduction was also mssible. As well as using the basic scales,
Extraversion/Introversion (E), Neuroticism/Stability (N) and Social
Desirability (L), a number of other researihers (Entwistle 1973)
have divided both major scales at the mean score for the population

4'
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TABLE 20
WORKSHOP COMPOSITES

Group
Scale

Number Title Sample Item

En:Owen* 1 Size and amount of "What is the approxi-
4 planning mate number of

skilled men?"
2 Valuation of skilled

work
"Is there a bonus or
other incentive
scheme?"

, 3 Care taken over
recruitment

"How are apprentices
selected for
employment?"

4 Outward-looking ,
nature

"Are there likely to be
changes in the trade
in the next few
years?"

Motor
Vehicle

'

1 Size "What is the approxi-
mate number of
mechanics?"

2 Viluation of skill and
training

"How are the skill
demands of the trade
changing?"

. 3 Recruitment sources "How difficult is it to .
recruit workers?"

, I

being researched to create four groups, Neur6tic_Extraverts, Neurotic
Introverts, Stable Extraverts, and Stable Intloverts.
5 These convenient labels describe various crUde types of msOnality.

A rough and ready description of a test of neuroticism is that it Sims to
distinguish the excitable and highly strcing (neurotic) penon from the relaxed
and well-adjusted (stable) person. The test of introversion/extraversion,
however, aims to distinguish the asocial, abstract7thinking, persistent (intro-
vert) person from the sodally stimulated, quick-thinkin& flexible (extravert)
penon.

It is also importani to remobber that scores-on both such scales or tests
form continuous scales where the great mOority of scone duster around the
middle of the range, and that any dichotomising of them is not only arbitrary
but results in separating many individuals who differ little ftom one another.°
Foe practical purposes the labeh stable or neurotic and introverted or extra-
vette(' ire attached to di scores below and above average oh each dimension.

by combining theee two ettegorisations a four-fold division is
°IP). ttainedh"Thallollows:

Introversion/Extraversion
LOW HIGH

Stable. Stabil). LOW IntrOverts Extraverts
Stability/Neuroticism

Nciurotic Neurotic
111011. Intivverts Extrafterts
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Comparison of Entry Gni ups
In spite of the earlier suggestion that school leavers tend to choose

an industry first and a firm second; it would have been surprising
if the different types of apprenticeship represented in each industry
group had not proved to be different from each other.

While there were no instances, among the many employers
involved, of the use of psychologist-designed selection procedures,
a number of employers and/or training groups were found to use
some systematic procedure involving paper and pencil tests and
interviews. Additionally a number of employers had a clear notion
of an apprentice stereotype and tried to attract boys who matched
this stereotype. And parents and boys placed firms in an order of
merit based on factors such as size, reputation and location. These
dicriminations between firms need not, however, all work in the
Bathe direction. It coul46:a be said, for instance, that the best
qualified school leavers n rily sought employment in the larger
firms, nor could it be said that all swan firms had to take any school
leaver who passed by, in the belief that no young man with avibition
would seek t their firm.

For e . .1 .1e, the Lanarkshire Automobile Group Training
Association (LAGT/9, which represents a number of employers,
many of whom run small enterprises, has a collective Tolley of
seeking out "a high quality of boy" and training him to the highest
standard. There is no evidence that it fails to recruit to match this
policy.

It was therefore a matter of considerable interest to compare the
scores of the various types of apprentice on the different entry
measures to see where there were significant differences among
boys representing single company off-the-job, group off-the-job
and on-the-job only, training situationa

Within the engineering group the NTC apprentices performed
significantly6 less well than the other two groups in terms of the
number of SCE 0,grades that had been attempted (SSEB=4.3,
OTC=4.1, NTC=2.2), in scores on the Mechanical Comprehension
Test (Mean scores: SSEB=37.8, NTC=30.1), and on
the §patial Formboard (SSEB=45.8, OTC=45.1, NTC-40.3).
On the Personality Inventory there were differences on the individual
scale for Extraversion (SSEB.16.2, OTC=15.6, NTC=15.6),
indicating significantly more extraverted scores for SSEB apprentices,

6 In this connectiop the term "significant" indicates a stathtically significai;t
difference at better than the 0.05 (or 5%) level, k, a difference that would
occur by chance on less than one in every 20 occasions.

3
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and on the composites for personality it was obserrd that the
SSEB group showed a disproportionately high number of Stable
Extraverts and a disproportionately low number of Neurotic
Introverts when compared with the other two types of trainee.7

There was also a significant difference in the average age of boys
in the different training types with those firms offering least training
of a systematic nature (ie, NTC) being willing to accept older boys
(SSEB 16y1m, OTC Illy Om, NTC 16y5m).

As far as attitudes were concerned, tho training types differed,
significantly, on the first "instrumental" attitude (SSEB 28.4,
OTC 27.5, NTC 25.6), the more instrumental outlook being indicated
by lower scores. On motivation the types differed significantly in
the relative extent that they were motivated by opportunity (Scale 1)
and by promotion prospects (Scale 2).8 Although the questions
forming these two scales were quite similar the response pattern
indicated how they differed. The questions on the opportunity scale
indicated that those making high scores on this scale viijued j9lis
where a chance to develop their own skills was offered. Since Eke
technological opportunities were greater in the training-centre firms
(OTC) than in the non-training-centre firms (NTC) and greater in
the SSEB than in the other two, the boys' motivations were, to a
certain extent, matched by their placement. The priamotien motiva-
*tion, on the other hand, related to items which had more to do with
career development than with personal development, and here the
smaller firms (NTC) where every man could see himself as a potential
boss, and the SSEB, whose career latulder was made very evident to all
employees and applicants, attracta more boys with a high motiva-
tion in this respect than did the large, mainly privately-owned,
engineering firms who supported the other training centres and whose
promotion characteristics were less evident.

But above all the types differed onv workshop characteristics.
This was not surprising when the training opportunities were much
mom closely related to size and type of firm than was the case with
our motor vehicle population.

On all four workshop composites there-were significant differences
between the training situations. The picture that,fle composites
painted was almost identical to the picture an observer on the spot
woWd paint from direct knowledge orthe firms concerned. The
large firms with planned training were in the SSEB and OTC groups.
A high level of skill wu more highly vahled in the Electrioity Board

7 See page 125, footnote 5.
$ Seale 1: SSEB 91, OTC 9.2, NTC St; Seale 2: SSEB 7.1, OTC 6.1s NTC 7.3.
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than in either other large firms or in the many small firms. The
selection procedures were much more systematic in the case of
SSEB than in either of the other two cases, and as far as innovative-
ness and outward-looking giaracteristics were concerned: SSEB
apprentices scored higher on this scale than the other two training
types.

From tfir nature of the differences between the types of employer
could be inferred many of the difkrences between the boys. It
could be said that the place of employment contributed more to
differences between apprentices than., any other factor. How far
these initial differences persisted was of course the subject of our
later enquiries.

A similar set of differences was observed for the different types
represented in the motor vehicle population. Although the number
of SCE Orgrades attempted was smaller, reflecting the lower atekin-
ment of motor vehicle apprentices compared with other engineering
apprentices, the trend was similar to that found in the engineering
group: the firms offering no systematic training (INITC) recruited
boys of lower attainment. A similar trend could be observed on the
Arithmetic Test (LAGTA 25.3, OTC 31.6, NTC 22.0) where the
significantly superior attainment of the OTC grou2 was apparent.

On ov-Personality Inventory, the difference 61i tinia*as on the
NeufWcism Scale (L4,43TA 8.3, OTC NTC 11.3) Iiihere the
LAGTA boys were significantly less "anxious." On the composite
Personality measures, this observation was confirmed insofar as a
disproportionitely high number of LAGTA boys, whether Extravert
or Introvert, showed themselves to be Stable as opposed to Neurotic.9
And with the engineering group, there were age differences (LAGTA
15y9m, OTC 16y1m, NTC 16y5m) with the NTC apprentices again
being recruited at significantly higher ages. -

As far as attitudes were concerned, there were significant differences
on the third attitude (LAGTA 12.5, OTC 11.7, NTC 11.3) where
the lower scores indicated less willingness to be supervised in training
or work. On motivation the training types differed significantly in
their scores on the scales of organisation (Scale 2) and responsibility
(Scale 5). The NTC boys (LAGTA 4.0, OTC 3.5, NTC 3.1) were
least likely to be motivated by the nature of the organisation they
worked for, and the ,OTC boys, working usually for large firms,
were motivated (LAMA 3.6, OTC 5.0, NTC 3.9) by opportunities
to share responsibility. There certainly seemed to have been some
analysis made of the nature of different firms when these boys were
9 See page 125, footnote 5.
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seeking employment. Contrails to our finding among engineering
emplgyers, however, there was no indication that the smaller motor
firms were seen as providing better opportunities to branch out on
one's own. The larger firms, with their career structure, were
identified ai more promising by the more highly motivated boys.

As in engineering, there were significant differences in the work-
shop characteristics of the three types of employer. The relationship
between types of training and size of firm was not uniform however,
for the LAGTA training was subscribed to by a large numbei of
smalkr firms, and the largest average size of workshop.was foun4 in
the OTC group. Size did not, however, contribufe to views on
training in the same way as it did with tbe entlillers. The lalue
placed on training was greater in LAGTA than irthe OTC group
where, in turn, the value placed was higher than in the I1'C gronp.
The differences in workshop characteristics made it less possible to
anticipate what systematic associaXn there might be between
apprentices and workshops.

Some of the entry data can De used to plat all apprentices, and
apprentices in these tildes, in some sort of historical and com-
parative perspective. Previous work (Weir 1973) had indicated that
the opportunity to study motor vehicle and electrical apprentices
would allow the opposite extremes of the range of ability to be
studied. The moter vehicle apprentices' Arithnvtic Test mean score
of 25.7 can be contrasted with a whole school-year group mean of
32.% while the engineering apprentices' Mechanical Comprehension
T4 mean score of '3.1 can be contrasted with VI same whole
school-year group mean of 29.2.

The personality data further confirmed what Venables (1965) had
previously observed. Thus, on Extraversion particularly, the motor
vehicle and engineering apprentices %en scores 'of 15.17 and 15.1
respectively differ significantly from tliE population mean score of
14.1 (Eysenck 1964). The school leavers entering apprenticeship
are among the more outward-going of their age group, although how
far that is characteristic of all applicants or exaggerated by the
deliberate choice of selectors cannot be estimated.

The entry characteristics indicated differences which promised
some interesting associations with the outcomes of apprenticeship.

Criterion Problems
While the gatheri

task given the pouibili
in colleges and training

entry data was a comparatively simple
contacting simabk groups of apprentices

the ongoing process al data collection
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became more difficult as time went on, due to the many possible
routes through apprenticeship. Not only do boys take different
paths or move at different paces through flirther education but niany
leave flirther education, leave their first employer, leave their first
trade. Deciding what measures to take as criteria of "success" in
apprenticeship depends, therefore, not only on what the measures
may be but also on whether the collection of the information is
possible.'

The Central Training Council (Department of Environment 1970)
has emphasised that in industrial training the criteria for selection
for training should relate to evidence of learning anti the ability to
perform in a practical shuation. it'However it is clear that . . . criteria
for the overall selection drisiofi should include, not only training
performance but also more long term measures fg, length of stay
in company, production records, promotion potential---which may
necessarily involve different types of predictors. Pcrhaps the best
example of a training criterion as distinct from an overall selection
criterion in craft jobs is the trade test. . . ." That is easily said, but
various authors have stressed the difficulty in finding reliable criteria
of work performance, and Killcross and Bates (1975) emphasise
"the difficulty of obtaining objective measures of -human perform-
ance, especially in jobs which are not repetitive production tasks. . . "

This last problem was certainly prominent in this project where
the selected occupations were not of a production-line nature. And
while the Central Training Council emphasises the trade test, it
ignores the voluntary nature of such tests as do exist. The Road
Transport Industry Training Board, for example, has in recent years

rspent much time and effort devising skill tests appropriate for young
men at the end of their apprenticeship. We IV hoped to include
the results of these tests as one of our criterion measures, but the
Board was, in 1976, able to cater for only up to half of all the
appropriate apprentices and had no authority to enforce attendance, ,
so that, even with the offer of a bonus payment to firms whoie
apprentices "passed" the test, all places were not taken up. Less than
one-thirdithe. motor vehicle group attempted the tests and therefore
it was n possible to use the results of these tests as a criterion
measure. (Similarly, no effort had been 5a4e0iiimongst those other
engineering trades from which apprenti d been sampled to
attempt this sort of measurement).

Ali additional problem is that there are many competencies
involved in "success" in apprenticeship. Success in college, success
in training,- success in the job, success in the eyes of supervisors and
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workmates, are all different. We had to attempt to measure all of
these, although, as has already been noted, the measurement of
success in the job did nbt get off the ground. We also had to attempt
to measure some of the com*.encies at different stages in apprentice-
ship.'

The question of time was reasonably easily resolved. In most
craft apprenticeships the pattern is for an initial year of training and
ftirthir education (often integrated) to be followed by two (or three)
years of additional on-the-job experience supported by some off-the-
job training and further education. It was therefore decided to collect
data, on as many criteria as possible, at the end of the first year and
the end of the fourth year of employment.

At the end of the first year, some training scores were available,
at least from the largest groups, and most of the apprentices in each
industry attempted a common City and Guilds examination
(EngineeringC & 0 200; Motor VehicleC & G 380) at
college. ThesThre the intermediate criterion measures.

At the end of apprenticeship, training marks were not generally
available but a crude three-point index of attainment in college was
applied : (I) completing, in not more than four years, what was the
basic three-year City and Guilds course; (2) continuing ifi college
until the fourth year but failing to complete the basic th year
Course within three years; (3) discontiving college eat, dance
before the end of the fourth year and without completing11wourse.
At that stage, supervisors' ratings were also obtained. Some initial
discussions were held with supervisors and managers as to what
attributes denoted the successful apprentice and a pilot inventory
was administered with respect to the group of apprentices one year
ahead of our group. As a result of these discussions and experiments
it was found that a straightforward I to 5 rating on six dimensions
practical work, job-knowledge, adaptability, attitude to work
attitude to authority, potential (Appendix D)was all that was
possible.

Furthermore, factor analysis indicated that a uni-dimensional scale
existed in the ratings of these six attributes so that the criterion
became simply the sum of the six ratings.

However, "success" could also be thought of as persistence:
the $1:1pprentice is ono who stays the course. Criterion

. meas
0

ting to this aspect of performance were accordingly
formed.

according to of
In the firstinsta as tho t desirable to compare apprentices

the
t

in which they left the trade, if
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they left at all, and this became one criterion. Then it was thought
desirable to compare those who left the trade with those who simply
left college or training centre but stayed in the trade, and this
became a second criterion. And finally, it was thought desirable to
compare those who finished up with their initial trade or employer
with those who did not, and this became a third criterion of
"persistence."

The criteria of "persistence" were the best that could be achieved
given the variety of training schemes, of employers and of college
courses, although evidence was also sought on how far the different
measures were related to one another.

Summary and C'ohelusions -

The investigation reported here should not te seen as unique in
its nature. Some similar objective analyses usin6 only nitive
tests are reported by. the National Institute for Industrial sych ogy'
(Frisby et a/ 1959). The report concluded from a scs oft
results of apprentices in individual firms: "A mar relationship
between performance on the tests and achievem t at thc technical
college was shown . . . the evidence of the super s rs' r tings, meagre
as it is, at least points to the conclusion tha the test are useful in
this respect also. The importance of factors ither iran the abilities
measured by the tests in the degree of acaden ccess achieved by
thq apprentice was nlade very clear from the inquiry."

Motivation a personality have be9ft, in their turn, investigated
for their usefuln by Eysenck et a/ (1971) who reported statistically
significant correlations, for a homogenous group of traineeslTetween,
on the one hand, Neuroticism, and on the other, practical perform-
ance, college marts, and supervisor ratings.

It is thereforeNhighly likely that some associations between
apprentice characteristics and "success" in apprenticeship can be
observed in any systematic study.

The investigation introduced here, however, is unique in the
number of different factors associated with "success" which were
measured. This inrstigation went, moreover, beyond other work
in the extent to whic0 it tried to take account of different workshop
environments and training systems.

The entry characteristics which have been reported make obvious
the heprogeneity of characteristics present in boys entering
apprenticeships in any one industry. So heterogeneous are they
that it is difficult to imagine that any sorting out or matching of
aspirants and jobs has taken place, except on a very superficial level.
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W er a study of this sort, making uso of statistical techniques,
can go any way to improving the identification of types of boy who
can benefit from certain types of employment or training, is however
questionable. The immediately preceding section of this chapter.
discussing criterion measures, has made it clear that the basic
problem lies in establishing reliable and valid criteria and in elicitinv
the relationships among them.

Of course the Central Training Council (1970) is correct:
"Personnel selection is the process of ensuring that the people
who move into particular jobs are those of the available candidates
who are most likely to be satisfied with and successffil at the work.
These ple should reprasent in terms of human resources the
optim ix of initial skills and potential to continue learning. Thus
selectio aining is that part of the process whereby predictions
and decisions are made concerning thaw who will respond most
effectively to induction and job training." ._

The next two chapters attempt to demonstrate whether it is possible
to identify those "most likely to be satisfied with and successffil at
the work."

ol
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The difficulties experienced in defining "success" in apprenticelip
have been outlined above. It was particularly emphasised (p 129)
that the extent of these difficulties was increased by the decision to
tse the trade as the principal unit of analysis and the training
provision as the secondary unit rather than the college or the firm
as the principal unit and college course as the secondary unit. This
increased the number of factors likely to affect performance, but did
not deflect the research from its declared intention since one purpose
was ',to find out whether the factors affecting the performance of ap-
prentices, irrespective of college, course and firm, could be identified.

N.:=eless it was also decided to attempt to illustriN the nature
" not simply by tracing relationships between the criteria

of success and the two main units of analysis (the trade and the
training), but by tracing the same relationships within the main
brawhes of the trades under investigation. These main groups were
light vehicle mechanics (n=130) and electricians (n=78). It was not
considered appropriate to use the individual firm as a unit of
analysis because, although there were a number of enterprises
represented in the nopulittii5n which each engaged a considerable
number of appmntices, in almost no case was there more than a
handful of boys working under one regime in respect of either course
or supervisor. The nature of the main branches of the trades which
were focussed on was such that apprentices often worked on their
own or in small groups. In this they stood in contrast to some types
of mechanical engineering apprentices who were more likely to
work in large workshops.

ff, then, the attempts to elicit, in particular, reliable supervisor
ratings of workshop competence were to be successM, the flict
that the amount of variation even within firms was potentially u

134
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great as the variation across firms was unlikely to produce any more
difficulty.

In situations where the effects of workshop variables co4l not be
legitimately assessed (where all apprentices attended a training
centre rather than being trained at thcir place of work) such variables
were not included in an assesiment of training success. In the other,
more relevant, situations, however, an analysis of training success
was made firstly with the workshop factors included as separate

. variables, and then with them excluded. This strategy was adopted
because the earlier analysis of entry characteristics had indicated
that training opportunities were strongly associated with size and
type of firm. Any analysis which used training provision ond size
and type of firm as separate variables was therefore in danger of
giving double weight to what was essentially the same factor. By
examining the two similar analyses it was possible to estimate how
far training and size and typo of firm cpuld tioth be allowed to
contribute to the explanation of training iticcess.

Techniques of Analysis
The performance crilerion variables used in this study were of

two main types, interval (as a scale of temperature might be) and
ordinal (as the classification of social class might be). Techniques
of analysis have to take these differences into account so that the
statistical procedums used in connection with the criterion variables
of first-year performance aruk*orkshop competence (interval
variables) must differ from those used for the analysis of whether
the course was completed, whe0 any change of trade, job, etc.,

4:417and what the reason for that change was (ordinal variables).
ri dworth noting, however, that some authorities argue that

interval statistics are powerffil enough to cope with ordinal
situations. 1

In practice this means that the techniques used most consistently
in the attempt to combine associated variables have been stepwise
multiple regression analysis And discriminant ffinction analysis,2

Alth:migh some small error may accompany the treatment of ordinal variables
as interval, this is offset by the use of more powerfUl, more sensitive, better
developed, and more clearly interptetable statistics with known samp)ing
error" (lAbovitz 1970). Other researchers have tended to follow this auump-
tion with regard to the predictor variables (so as to include as much information
as posible in the search for factors associated with "success"), but have
retathed the traditional differentiation of ordinal and interval statistias as far
as criterion variables are concerned.

2 Both performed using programmes drawn from the SPSS package (Nie et a/
1975).
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t4.

although analysis of variance, product-moment correlation, and
chi-square techniques have also been used where appropriate.

Multiple regression is a key technique in this type of research for
analysing the relationship between a dependent or criterion variable
(such as workshop competence or liist-year performance) and the
various independent or predictor variables described in the previous
chapter. It depends on two assumptions that the variables are
measured on an interval or ratio scale and that the predictor variables
have a linear relationship to each criterion variable.

A major purpose of multiple regression is to obtain a prediction
equation which indicates how scores on independent variables
such as Verbal Reasoning Quotient, father's occupation and number
of siblings could be weighted and summed to give the best possible
prediction of a dependent variable such as, for example, school
examination success in a sample of pupils. At the same time, use
of this technique provides statistics to indicate how accurate the
prediction equation is and how much of the variation in the
dependent variable is accounted for by the indepcndent variables.

This, then, is the technique used with the dependent, Werra!,
variables of workshop competence and first-year performance.

Discriminant analysis is another key technique, but one with a
different function, namely, to distinguish statistically between two
'or more groups of cases. To employ it, one first selects a collection
of variables that measures characteristics on which the groups which
one wishes to distinguish between are exyccted to differ.

The discriminant ffinction that is prnduced thereafter is a linear
one. Each variable incorporated in it is given an optimal weighting
such that the single composite score that can be obtained from it
for each individual can be used as a means of identifying further
cases which can be added to each group. (Variables can be added

, to the discriminant function in a stepwise fashion and tests applied
at each step to ascertain whether the function has been significantly
improved by the addition). Since the discriminant function is
calculated in the first instance in respect of individuals whose group
membership is already known, the number of misclassifications can
be ascertained. When the ilinction is applied to individuals from
the same population3 whose group affiliation is unknown, the
number of misclassifications is, of course, unlikely to fall below
this level.

Because the weighting applied in the discriminant function to each

3 The "population" is the group from which the sample used in deriving the
function was itself randomly drawn.
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(standardised) variable can be interpreted as a measure of the
relative importance of each of the variables in discriminating between
the groups, it is possible to use the discriminant finiction technique
as a means of identifying characteristics of persons in those groups.

This, then, is the teamique used when the criterion variables
were of an ordinal nature (such as, whether the course was completed)
and also with all the criterion variables relating to change from
original trade which ire the focus of the discussions in the next
chapter.

First-year Performance
puring the first year of apprenticeship most (71 % and 74%

respectively) of the boys in the motor vehicle and engineering groups
were involvedtin the appropriate, integrated, industrial training and
further education recommended by the rekvant industrial training
boards, though there was ono difference between the groups in that
in the road transport indystry this integrated programme lasted
for approximatelx half a ye*, while in the engineering industry it
lasted for almost ilkhole year.

11n both industries, therefOre, there was a certain unifortiiity of
4rovision. Within each ttaining, group the' training followed a
common pattern, irrespective of the ev6ntual specialist job which
any apprentice might hold. Similarly, almost all the apprentices,
whether attending off-the-job training or not, attempted tho
apecatiate City and Guilds Course at college, which they attended
on a day-rekase basis. Nonetheless, in addition ti) the differences
between the-groups in respect of length of training, there was a
diffetince in the form of college assessment. /n the motor vehicle
course there was continuous assessment giving a cumulative score
based on a series of craft knowledge tests and practical investigations
undertaken during the college year, whereas in the engineering course
there was one final assessment based on written examinationo

Each of the large training centres (SSEB, LAGTA and the National-'
Light Metal Trades Groupwhose apprentices were in the OTC
engineering category) used a modulaf form of training and considered
that continuous assessbient within and across modules was the most

I, appropriate method for providing relevant information onapprentice
progress. Each centre kindly made these continuous assedknents
available. As training apd education were fully integated in the

4 The final, score in both cases could nevertheless be treated as an interval
scale, as coukl the total ci marks obtained from the performances in training
tasks.
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LAGTA and SSER cases here full co-operation had been obtained
from the neighbouring colleges of further education) it was possible
to compute an additional measure for their apprentices. This
measure was a combination of the standardised trainOg and college
scores, each weighted according to the time devoted to them in the
course of the first year. (For example if, at I,AGTA, training lasted
for 80 days and further education for 40, then the two components
in the combined measure were weighted in the ratio 2:1).

Preliminary analyses of these outcomes have been reported in
our Interim Report (Weir and Ryrie 1973) where the relative
importance of the various categories of predictor variable was
made clear. In this final report, certain information (the Motivation
and Workshop composites) which was not available for analysis at
the time when the Interim Report was written has now been ei\tered
into the analyses. At the same time, however, certain information
has been dropped from the analyses, mainly that which was available
only for one particular type of training situation. In addition, the
analyses have not, on this occasiOn, taken account of the presentation
of apprentices for individual SCE 0-grades. Instead the summary
variable of number of 0-grade presentations was used on the grounds
that this, in our experience, was the type of information tised most
ofteri4y employers of craft apprentices. The new analysrs (Tables
21 to 26) ate therefore complete and comparable in a way that those
in the interim analyses were not.

These tables present the usual stepwise multiple regression co-
efficients (in a range from 0 : no association, to I : perfect aisociation)
for the variables which are listed in order, according to the order
of their introduction to the predictive equation.3 In addition, for
each variable an indication is provided,of the significance of its own
individual contribution to the equation. It should.be noted, however,
3 In work of -this tym the researcher decides in advance on the minimum level

of statistical signie which he will accept. (In this case, because the work
was seen as exploratory, it was decided to include any variable which was
significant beyond the 0.1 level. This low reliance-standard means that once
in eve(y ten occasions a particular variable would be included as sirdficant
due to the characteristics of the sample rather than due to characwistics of
the population froth which the sample was drawn.) With the minimum
signinm level established, the atatistical routine then places as first variable
in the list the variable most highly correlated with the criterion and significant
beyond the pre-determined level. The next variable to be included, however,
is not that with the next highest cdtsalation, but the one which makes the
greatest a4dltioaal contribution and is statistically significant after the first
variable'iontribution,haa been taken account o .f The routine proceeds in
this fas on (the third variable making the highest individual contribution
after thellrst two have been accounted for, etc.) until all significant variables
have been imluded.

INA
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PREDICTORS 00 FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE SUCCESS
(with multiple regression coefficients)

..
Engineering'

All (n=105) . SSEB (n-68) OTC (n=30)

Mechanical
Comprehension Test

'Instrumental Attitude

Number of 0-grades
Attempted

"Supervision"
Motivation '

"Autonomy"
Motivation

Extraversion Scale

--._

0-530:::f

0-603M

'0650,

0683:::

0.694:

0-705:

Mechanical
Comprehension Test

Extraversion Scale

"Conditions"
Motivation

Father's Occupation

.

0395:::

0-436tt

0-477j

0504:

Number of 0-grades
Attempted 0539:::

"Instrumental" Attitude 066:::

Spatial Formboard
Test 07398

Mechanical
Comprehension Test 0787:f

Alto 04123:

"Autonomy"
Motivation 0447:

% of
variance,
eutplained
(R2 x 100) .

F value

P

)
1 49.6

16.11

<001

25.4

6-29

<0-01

-

.

.

71.7

9.72

<0-01

The number of NTC apprentices attempting the appropriate examination was too small for analysis.
Significant at better than the 0-01 level.

t Significant at better than the 0-0 level.
Significant at better than the 0-1 level.
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TABLE 22

PREDICTORS OF I\RtST-YEAR TRAINING SUCCESS
(with multi e regression coefficients)

Engineering

SSEB (n-67) a OTC (n-36)

Age 0.289::
Father's
Occupation 0.354:
"Pride"
Attitude 0374:

Neuroticism Scale 0.606:
Spatial Formboard
Test 0-770:::
Number of 0-grades
Attempted 0.810::

% of
variance
explained
(R2x 100)
F value

14.0
4.59

:: Significant at better than the 001 level.
$ Significant at better than.the 0.05 level.

Significant at better than the 0.1 level.

TABLE 23

69 0
1717
0-01

PREDICTORS OF OVERALL FIRST-YEAR SUCCESS
(with multiple regression coefficients)

Engineering

SSEB (n-67)

Father's Occupation
Mechanical Comprehension Test 0.463::
Age 0.529::
Extraversi e 0.592::
"Pride" Attitude 0649:

% of -
variance
explained
(R2 x 100)
F value

42.2
598

<0.01

Significant at better than the 0-01 level.
: Significant at better Chan the 005 level.

Significant at better than the 0.1 level.

1 3-2



PREDICTORS OF FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE IJCCESS
(with multiple regression coefficients)

Motor Trade

All (n 165) LAGTA (n-88)

Number of
0-grados
Attempted

Neuroticism
Scale a

OTC (n - 27)

Arithmetic
Test 0.422:::

0.396:::

Neuroticism
0-451::: Scale 0.453::

Extraversion
Scale 0467:

\
7. ;If
variance
explained
(12 x 100)

F value

Extraversion
Scale 0.502::

Number of
0-grades
Attempted

"Opportunity"
Motivation

Age

Arithmetic
Teat

0.794::

0.823:$

"Self-Sufficient'
Attitude 0870::

NTC (n 50)

Age 0.366:

Number of
0-grades
Attempted . 0456::

"Workaace"
Motivation 0.505:

21.8 .

14-93

<001

Significa4 at better than the 001 level
; Significant at better than the 0-05 level

Significant at better than the 0.1 level.
An analysis includini; Workshop Composites brought Workshop Composite 2 into the stepwise regression and raised the multiple

25.1

9.33

<0.01

75.7

13.09

<001
me.

25.5

5.26

<0-01
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TABLE 25

OTHER ANALYSES OF FIRST-YEAR SUCCESS
. (with multiple regression coefficients)

Motor Trade

Training Performance
(LAGTA)

(n-71)

Overall Performance
(LAGTA)

. (n-71)

Arithinetic
Test 0.431:::
Neuroticism
Scale 0.496:::
Extraversion
Scale 0558::
"Self-Sufficidler
Attitude 0.583:

Arithmetic
Test 0.514:::
Neuroticism
Scale
Extraversion
Scale 0.613::

% of
variance
explained
(t2 x 100)
F value

34.1
8.53

<0.01

37.5
13.41

<001

Significant at better than the 0-01 level.
fl Significant at better than the 005 level.

Significant at better than the 0.1 level.

that th coefficients beside each variable do not show the correlation
of that variable with the criterion kut represent the weighted
(multip ) combination of variables, up to and including that particular
variable. --.4....

TABLE 26 *be

SCORES IN FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE EXAMINATIONS FOR SPECIFIC
GROUPS

(with standard deviations in brackets)

Essitteterbe SSEB (n-69) OTC (n..31) NTC (n...10)
3.2 (0.9) 4.6 (1.2) 5.3 (11)

Motor LAMA (n98) .0TC (n...29) ' NTC (n.-52)'
Veldcle 282.8 (33.7) 27+7 (4&7) 25+8 (37.9)

aty and Guilds "bans!" marks, ranging from 1 (high) to (low).

1 54
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In addition to tho information on each variable, the final lines in
each table indicate the proportion of the variance on the criterion
attributable to the list of predictors, and the F value and significance
level of the whole regression equation.

Although there are certain difltrences between the list of variables
and the values of the multiple regression coefficients when compared
againgt the comparable information in the Interim Report, the
implications of the tables are broadly similar.

A satisfaCtorily high range of multiple correlation coefficients has
been obtained. The range of coefficients (0.37 to 0.87) compares
very favourably with thoie quoted by NIIP (Frisby et al 1959),
especially when account is taken of the variety of firms represented
in most of tho samples of apprentices. Of course tho NIIP figures
improved when account was taken of the ft4triction in range of
scores duo to the tests being used as part of a selection study. Such
a correction to the coefficients was not as appropriate here where
the tests used in the analyses had not also been used formally in
selecting the apprentices who comprised the research population.
Killcrou and Bates (1975) provide a necessary corrective to any
excessive self-congratulation in this respect: "Where a selection
study deals with a restricted group the effectiveness of selection will
usually be underestimated; the 'wider,the range of trainees accepted
the more effective will selection apparently be."

The tests used did, nevertheless, account for a considerable .

proportion of the variance in first-year performance, and a good
measure of the explanation of that performance was contributed by
the non-cognitve variables. While a study using only cognitive
measures would undoubtedly have been possible, more of the
variance would have been left unexplained, as happened in the
NIIP study. In this case, however, the non-cognitive measures
increased the quality of the explanation, and were particularly useful
in indicating what the differences were between college and training-
centre auessments, types of trade, and types of training provision,
although it is interesting to note the workshop composites only
affixted the regression coefficients on one occasion. As apprentices
were almost all being trained off-the-job in the first year, this is
not surprising.

In both groups, there is some evidence to support the contention
that systematic training improves the absolute and relative perform-
ance of those receiving it.. In both groups, the performance at
college (Table 26) of the boys from the largest training centres was
superior to that of any other type of apprentice, and in both cans
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the spread of scores (standard deviation) was smaller among boys
from the largest training centres.6

This second finding is relevant to the stildy in so far as it indicates
a possible effect of training the ability to raise the performance of
poorer entrants nearer to the average performantx. The lower
multiple correlation between predictors and criterion which was
observed for the largest training centres (LAGTA. and SSEB) when
compared with the equivalent correlations for the other training
types could also be attributed to the same phenomenoni

.No satisfactory explanation can be offered, however, for one
particular caset----NTC trainees itithe motor trade group-- wecm the
multiple correlation between predictors and first:year college success
was no higher than the multiple correlation observed for LAGTA
trainees.

Where tho higher correlations have beer observed, it is reasonable
to conclude that a clear association exi s between the predictors
and the criterion. Where lower correlati ns have been observed,
therefore, there are at least two plausible e planations: (1) that little
association exists between predictors and criterion, or (2) that the
training course has been effective in changing the performance of a
number of trainees In such a way as to restrict considerably thc

6 Certainly, in the case of the engineering group, the apprentices in the largest
training centre scored higher than the other two groups on the intake measures
(p 128) and therefore part of their superior first-year performance would
have been duo to this. In the case of the motor vehicle group, however, the
LAGTA entry scores were not the highest (p 126) and much of their first-year
superiority is therefore apparently due to the effectiveness of their training.

vr'The size of error in a correlation coefficient (le the difference between the co-
efficient obtained for a sample and that which would be found in the population
from which the sample is drawn) is, however, related to the number of observa-
tions on which the coefficient is based. The standard error of a multiple

1R2 (where k is the predictor variables
correlation is k included in the regression equation)

1

and for a simple correlation is

(To illustrate how these standart errors are used in practice one should note
that a simple correlation based 100 pairs of observations need only exceed
0.20 to be significantly different rom zero at the 0-05 level whereas, if based
on 23 pairs of observations would have to exceed 0.40.) Applying the
appropnate statistic to ca-4es of multiple correlations in this chapter, we can
say, with at least 95% confidence (ie,'Ilt the 0.05 level) that the correlation
for 88 LAGTA apprentices between the predictors listed in Table 24 and tho
first-year criterion, is significantly different from zero and is in the

I r0.340 to +0664. Using the same criterion but with respect to 27 ti:1 )141C

apprentices, the correlation coefficient is similarly significant. The range is
in this case 4- 0.764 to .4 0.976>
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range of performances and therefore minimise the predictive value
of the predictor variables.8

The clear-cut superiority of systematic training (Table 26) was
especially marked in the motor trade group. While, by comparison
with the OW boys, the LAGTA apprentices had, on entry, sat
significantly fewer 0-grades and had made significantly lower
scores on the Arithmetic Test, they scored significantly better than
OTC and NTC apprentices in the City and Guilds course at college,
and this, in spite of the allocation to college teaching groups being
entirely random, with each class being com of apprentices ftom
each type of training situation. (Although t SSEB training also
produced significantly better college scores, pprentices from that
situation were initially mom able and were groupcd together for
teaching at college).

It must certainly be concluded that selection on the basis of
probability of succeeding in first-year education and training is
practicable.% While Killcross and Bates (1975) have indicated that,
in their experieve, certain types of tests should always be leading
contenders for inclusion in a selection battery, they do not conclude
that the components of the battery should remain unchanged from
situation to situation. It is no incompatible with other research
findings that, in this case, different sets of predictors (from the
same pool) were found to be frost effective in each situation.

Probably the most impoit4nt variation is that related to industry.
Certainly with respect to this total group of apprentices in the
motor vehicle industry, school performance and scores on tests of
ability alone were less powerffil predictors of education and training
performance than was the case with apprentice engineers./ An
examination of the score pattern here, discussions with trainers,
supervisors, and managers, and a reading of the evidence from the
interviews reported earlier in this book, all confirm the tentative
suggestions made in the Interim Report, "(a) that in the motor trade
high cognitive ability is not the advanttge it might be in some
engineering trades and- (b) that apprentices in the motor trade are
more similar to each other iq cognitive abilities than engineering
apprentices are." (Weir and Ryrie 1973). ----

.
Final Performance _

It seems reasonable to expect apprentices, within the first four
years of employment, to have reached the end of the third year of
8 The question of how far correlational techniques are approPriate in selection

and training studies will be raised again later. -
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the appropriate City and Guilds course. A criterion of final college
performance (ordinal scale) was therefore devised to take account
of the three major outcomes of college attendance:

I. Passed the third-year course;
2. Failed the third-year dourse;
3. Did not reach the third-year tourse either through repeated

failureer through discontinuing firrther education.

For a few apprentices who had been transferred to City and Guilds
Technician courses, this criterion assumed a higher level of perform-
ance than for the majority who, irrespective of their sub-specialist
trade, had followed City and Guilds Craft courses of comparable
standard.

For all those who had remained in their initial trade, an from
whose place of work it was possible to elicit the necessar co-
operation, the Workshop Competence composite (interval scale)
score was also available for use as a criterion measure of the extent
to which supervisors considerethapprentices to be performing well.
As well as comparing the scores on this scale with the various
predictor variables, it was also possible to compare them with the
"final college performance" criterion.

For the college criterion, tliscriminant function analysis was the
appropriate statistical technique. The classification function to
which this technique can be applied enabled .the real outcomes to
be compared, in matrix fashion, ag sthe best predicted outcomes
derived from the variables in the anaiysis. The technique is best
illustrated as follows:

CLASSIFICATION MATRIX

Actual
Outcome

PASS

FAIL

Predicted Outcome
PASS FAIL

Correct False
Positives Negatives

False Correct
Positives Negative.

In this dicgram, the two different types of error in prediction
are clearly indicated. Each subsequOnt discriminant fliction matrix
will follow the same style, even where there are Vine than two
outcomes, and in addition the predictor variables which were
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significantly associated statistically with the criterion measure will
be named, in order.9

The stepwise multiple regression coefficients relevant to the
workshop criterion will be set out in the fashioneescribed above.

College Performance
In the engineering group, complete information was available on

178 cases and they were therefore used in the analysis. In addition
separate analyses were performed for the various training types
(SSEB, OTC, NTC) and for all electricians. Separate computations
were made of the effect, on the success rate, of predictors including
and excluding the workshop characteristics.

The inescapable conclusion was that, in almost all eases, the entry
variables mado only a very modest contribution to explaining the
different outcomes (Table 27).

Although 128 out of 178 cases (72%) were correctly predicted
and "significant" results indicated by the statistical tests, one must
take into account that if all cases had arbitrarily been predicted
"pass" then the 125 (70%) of cases who actually passed would
have been assigned to the correct group. The improvement of
two per cent in successful prediction between the statistjtcal and
arbitrary allocation does not indicate that the predictor variables
added much information. In particular, the table indicates an almost
total failure of the variables to assist in explaining how boys who
failed differed from those who did not reach the final examination.

Similarly disappointing results were observed for electricians,
SSEB and OTC, but the relationship between real and predicted
outcomes for NTC types was more satisfactory.

In this case 34 successfill predictions were made out of a possible
42 (81%) when arbitrary allocation of all cases to the "pass" group
would have achieved 25 (60V successes. The workshop composites
relevant to each of these groups of apprentices did not, however,
significantly add to the prediction of their college performance.

The variables which contributed to the discriminant ffinctions
above could be used to create a stereotap of the successfIll NTC
apprentice : a boy of higher ability, not itoEly concerned with material
reward, less outward-going, not afraid of hard work, and motivated

0 In this discriminant ffinction analysis operates in this same manner
as stepwise le regression. A significance level is fixed by the researcher
(in this case 04), the most "powerful" clissifYing variable is included
Ant, and addi onal variables are Jncluded in order of their ability to add to
the discriminating poWer of those variables already included. A fUrther
description of diocriminant Amcdon analysis is given la Chapter 9 (p 160).

5 9
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TABLE 271

PREDICTING COLLEGE SUCCESS OF ENGINEERING APPRENTICES

Predicted Outcome

Passed Failed
Did Not
Reach Contributing Variables

Actual
Outcome

Passed

Failed
Did Not
Reach

118

I 7

22

.6

4

10

Mechanical
Comprehension Testtjt
"Autonomy" Motivationa

Neuroticism Scale$:

F significant
at <0.01

Chi-square significance (with "failed" and
"did not reach" groups combined)2 < 0.01

Significant at better than the 0-01 level
Significant at better than the 0-05 level
Significant at better than the 0.1 level.

Notes:
I. In all tables of discriminant function analysis, two measures of the significance

of the outcome are provided. The "F" signifidance takes account of the
separation between the groups of cases for which individual discriminant
functions are calculated. The Chi-square significance relates to whether the
classifications showing the relationship between the actual and predicted
outcomes are likely to result from chance or whether they reflect a true
relationship between the two outcomes. (The degree of relationship
Ie. the strength of the predictionwould, of course, be best represented by a
correlation coefficient, but the only type of coefficient that could be calculated
from the available data would in fact be difficult to interpret.) The stronger
the significance (le, the lower the value of the measure of significance) the
stronger isactarssibility that there, is some association between the predictors
and the outcome. (The value of Chi-square itself was computed
using the Yates correction for continuity.)

2. When the table has more than four cel/i, the Chi-square test is not applicable
if the "expected" fruencies in more than 20 per cent of the cells is less than
five. Accordingly in dme circumstances it is necessary to combine appropriate
adjacent categor, though this can be done only if they share a common
property. In this case, an appropriate combination can be achieved to
contrast "Passed"/"Did not pass," viz:

Actual Passed
Did Not Pass

Predicted
Passed Did Not Pass

118 7
39 14

by the possibility of creating career opportunities through college
"success" .

In the motor trade group complete information was available'on
185 CaSeli and they, likewise, were further analysed in their various
subdivisions.

160
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TABLE 28

PREDICTING COLLEGE SUCCESS FOR "NON-TRAINING-CENTRE"
ENGINEERING APPRENTICES

Predicted Outcome-

Fused) Failed
Did Non
Reach Contributing Variables

Passed 21 4 Mechanical
Comprehension Test:t:

Actual Failed 2 "Instrumental"
Outcome Attitude:::

Did Not Extraversion ScalettI
Reach 4 0 11 "Hard Work" Attitudet

"Opportunity"
Motivationjt

F significant Chi-square siplificance (with "failed" and
at <0-01 "did not rach" groups combined) <0-01.

However, for them also there was a weak association between
the predictors and college performance (Table 29), with 179 of
the 185 cases being predicted as passes. The 118 cases successfully
predicted is exactly the same as the number who would have been
successffilly predicted had all the apprentices been arbitrarily assigned

TABLE 29

PREDIC11NG COLLEGE SUCCESS OF MOTOR TRADE APPRENTICES

...

Predicted Outcome

Contributing VariablesPassed Failed
Did Not

Reach

Actual
Outcome

Passed
Failed
Did Not
Reach

115
10

54

3

3

Neuroticism Scale::
"Hard Work" Attitude:

F significant Chi-square (with "failed" and "did not
at <0.10 reach" groups combined)Non significant.

ttl Significant at better than the 0-01 level
: Significant at better than the 0-05 level

Significant at better than the 0-1 level.
.

See notes 1 and 2 of Table 27 (page 148).
I.
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to the "passed" group, and once again the lack of success in
prediction is largely due to the failure of the techniques used to
distinguish between those who failed and those who did not reach
the final examination

Equally, as with the engineering group, there was only one category
of motor trade apprentice where statistically significant associations
were observed. In this case the- OTC group (Table 30) was the
one where some success was ackieved in classifying apprentices.

TABLE 30

PREDICTING COLLEGE SUCCESS FOR "OTHER TRAINING CENTRE"
MOTOR TRADE APPRENTICES ,

Predicted Outcome

Passed Failed
Did Not
Rekch Contributing Variables

Actual
Outcome

Passed

Failed

Did Not
Reach

21

3

22

10

"Hard Work"
Atudett
"SW-Sufficient"
Attitude::

F significant Chi-square significance (with "failed" and
at <0-05 "did not reach" groups combined) <0.01.

Significant a than the 0-01 level
t Significant at better than the 0.05 level

Significant at tter than the 01 level.

Soo notes 1 and 2 of Table 27 (page 148).

The 33 successffil predictions amounted to 87 per cent of all
cases, whereas arbitrary allocation of all apprentices to the "passed"
group would have produced 22, or 58 per cent success.

In general there were few systematic associations between predictor
variables derived from information gathered at entry to apprentice-
ship and college performance four years later. In almost all cases
tossing a coin or picking winners with a pin would have been just
as likely to identify those apprentices who would succeed at college.

The two cases where some success was obtained through the use
of the discriminant ftmction analysis do, however, deserve some
explanation.

The "non-training-centre" engineers were a group where systematic
support from their employer was not automatic and where less able
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apprentices, in particular, received little encouragement to continue
at college, once having met with a setback. Equally, apprentices of
this type whose prevailing attitude disposition was to wish them-
selves out of college found little difficulty in getting their employer
to support 'their wish. On the other hand, the boys who were
anxious to seize their opportunities tended to persevere and succeed.
In this group then, the personal characteristics of individual
apprentices tended to determine how much progress they would
make at college, whereas the other types of apprentice tended to
be more controlled by their employers and the regulations of the
appropriate industrial training boards whose grant payments were
often conditional upon college attendance. In the latter case,

TABLE 31

COLLEGE PERFORMANCE BY GROUP

Group Type Passed Failed
Did Not
Reach n

Engineering SSEB
OTC
NTC
All

22 7
59 e
50?
66 2

6 °/
24 °I

4
12 /

12 /
17 °I
46:
22 2

74
71
50

195

Motor Dode LAGTA
OTC
NTC
All

68 /
56 e
55 1,
62 A

76/
741
3
6 J

25/
37 °I
42 1.
32 X

104 ,
47
60

211

therefore, individual characteristics, as the statistical analyses
indicated, were less associated with college success.

The "other training centre" motor trade apprentices could be
classified, u has already been indicated, in a very straightforward
way according to their attitudes, Within that group success was
more likely to come to those apprentices who were characterised
on our beaks as possessing favourable attitudes towards hard work
and Rd-sufficiency. Inespective of any other ability or personality
characteristics, these apprentices out:performed other apprentices
with a similar training background.

Apart from these associations within typos and groups of
apprentices, the two populations of apprentices could also be
compared across types (Table 31).

Within the engineering group, the various categories of apprentice
showed considerabk differences in performance. As the entry

1 6.')
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characteristics showed, the SSEB apprentices were initially the most
able. This ability, together with longer training, and an insistence
on college attendance, meant that almost all of those who commenced
an apprenticeship with SST LI completed the appropriate college
course Successfully. The other two groups of engineering apprentices
did not differ in terms of proportion passing so much as in proportion
completing the course. Among the OT(' boys, attending college

TABLE 32

PREDICTORS OF WORKSHOP COMM:A:N(1k IN ENGINEERING
(with multiple regression coefficients)

oup

All (7Wr

Predictors and
Correlation
Coefficients

Mechanical
Comprehension

Percentage
of Variance
Explained

Test 0.271::
Neuroticism
SLale 0.334: 11.2% 5 31 05

SSEB (31) Extraversion
Scale 0.388W
"Autonomy"
Motivation 0.561::
"Conditions"
Motivation 0.634: 40.2%, 6-42 001

OTC (27) "Opportunity"
Motivation 0.484::
Mechanical
Comprehensitin
Test 0.622:
"Pride"
Attitude 0.678: 46.0% 6.25 --.0.01

NTC (15) Mechanical
Comprehension
Test 0.691:: 47.6% 9.09

Elietricians (28) Ncuroticism
Scale 0.397:::
Extraversion
Scale 0.599::
Age 0.669: 44-8% <0-01

Significant at better than the 0.01 level
: Significant at better than the 0.05 level

Significant at better than the 0.1 level.

In this case only one variable qualified for inclusion in the final regress,ion
equation and therefore the coefficients were not multiple.
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was generally a condition of employment so that although of lesser
ability than the SSJEB boys, the OTC apprentices were just as
likely to complete the course, though not to pass it. The NTC
apprentices, as has been already explained in connection with the
prediction of "suocbss" within this apprentice type, were less likely

. to be pressed to attend college and so, when the going got tough,

e
we more prone to dspp out.

se differences were not apparent within the motor trade group.
Al ugh there were differences among various categories of
apprentice, these were not statistically significant. What was

.., noticeable, however, was a general difference between engineering
and motor trade apprentices. The proportion of each group
"succeeding" at college was very similar but the proportion willing
to or encouraged to continue at college was smaller within the
motor trade.10 ',.`.6

Workshop Competence
In the workshop situation, many different supervisors were

looking at different groups of apprentices. Within each category
of analysis however (including the cutegory of those employed
specifically as electricians and motor mechanics) there was a degree
of agreement across, and independent of, places of work (Tables 32
and 33).

In general the analyses of workshop competence indicated again
that ability or aptitude remain more important throughout an
engineering apprenship than they do in a motor trade apprentice-
ship. Of course, in many engineering trades, the competend 'of
one's work is more easily asOised and so the higher,values of the
regression coefficients indicate the feasibility of conducting such
assessments just as much as thoy indicate apprentice competence.

Within the engineering group, the SSEB apprentices, who were
assessed as more ..ompetent, tended to have motivationq and
persoiality chtracteristics, rather than ability characteristics, which
contributed to this success. A re4lew of entry characteristics
indicated, however, that these apprentices were more similar to
each 'other in cognitive test scores than was the .case in the other
training types. This narrow spread of scores would make an
association between cognitive and criterion measures less probable.
Also it has been 'noted already that c SSEB training produced a
greater homogeneity of performance 1Iongst its apprentices both-

t o This difference, on the comparison "continued at college/did not continue"
was statistically significant at only the 10 per cent level.
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That the first a d final stages (if performance. is efkct would also
make cogniti e explanations of success less likely.

Also, within the engineering group, the electricians who were
assessed as more competent tended to have personality, rather than
ability, chargctcristics in common. While, in part, the motor trade
and electrical contracting could both be classified as service industries,
customers tend to evaluate the work of these two types'of tradesmen
differently. The difference in this evaluation is largely due to the

TABI.E 33

littlEDICTORS OF WORKSHOP COMPETENCE IN ENGTNEERIN(111
(with simple regression coefficients)*

Oroup

All (56)

LAGTA (30)

arct
NTC (15)

Motor
Mechanics (39)

Predictors and
Correlation
Coefficients

"Conditions"
Motivation 0.254:
"Conditions"
Motivation 0.323:

Extraversion
Scale 0.565:

Age 0293:

Percentage
of Variance
Explained

6.4%

10-4%

31.9%

8.6%

3.23.

2.90

4.43

3.51

010

010

0.10

0.10

Significant at better than the 0-01 level
ignificant at better than the 0-05 level

t 'gnificant at better than the 0-1 level.

In t ese cases only one variable qualified for inchrsign in the final regresSion
equation and therefore the coefficients were not multiple.

t At this point too few ratings were available for the computation to be relevant.

fact that while an electlician may come regularly to the home, a
motor mechanic does not. (When having an outlet socket fitted tot
the wall, people generally judge an electrician by his neatness and
pleasant approach to them rather than by the technical expertise
of the job.) Those electricians assessed as competent would tend
therefore to share cirtain non-cognitive characteristics, as the

- results here tended to indicate.
Apprentices in the motor trade tend to be similar to electricians

in so far as the technical competence of their work is more difficult
to assess than its neatness and "finish". They therefore tend to be
assessed on other non-cognitive characteristics. Because of tile
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JsmaII size of most workshops, however, aueument proved to be
difficult for most impervisors. The associations between predictors
and this criterion of competence were correspondingly slight,
throwing little light on whether there is any consistent predictor.

What should however be noted is that, irrespective of their
constituent parts, the size of the regression coefficients indicating
associations between predictors and criterion is in the same rango
as those observed by NIIP (Frisby et al 1959) or even a little higher.
Even allowing for restrictions of range, the NIIP study produced
correlation coefficients of, at best, r= 0.50. Considering the difficulties
in constructing the criterion and evaluating it across a large number
of supervisors, this is a most satisfactory outcome, although it must
be said that even correlations in the range of 0.25 to 0.69 leave a
great deal of the variation in performance unexplained.

It seems likely, therefore, that the prediction of conwetence at
work is more easily achieved than the prediction of success at
college. The two criterion measures are not), however, directly
comparable since workshop assessments were available on on14 a
proportion of the apprentices who had continued with iheir original
employer. This reduced number also meant that the correlation
coefficients were less dependable, due to the small number of
observations.

In spite of the populations for the college and workshop criterion
measures being different in size, they shared a sufficient number of
apprentices in common for a comparison of the two measures to
be possible. This comparison indicated that, on an analysis of all
apprentices in each of the engineering and motor trade groups, and
on an analysis of those apprentices in both industries who had been
given off-the-job training in a training centre, there were no significant
associations between how well an apprentice did at college and
how he was assessed by his workshop supervisor. Much of this
lack of associatltin was duo to the fact that tlfe overwhelming number
of apprentices for whom workshop assessments were available had
conAlgited their college course with a pau. When any dithotomous
variable (such u "pass/fail") is divided in an extreme fashion
(eg, 90/10) it is difficult for statistical analysis to show assochitions
betweeirm---res On that variable and scores on a criterion such as
workshop asseuments.

In the NTC groups hO*ever, tht- relationship between the two
criterion measures wax strong in both the engineiring and motor
trade situations. Here, of course, employers were more conscious
of the present value of an extra pair of hands than tle fidure value

/ 6;

/kw
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of a certificated tradesman and so there were more apprentices in
this category who had discontinued their college studies while
retaining their employment. In this cin;e, therefore, workshop
assessments were available for apprentices whose performance on
the college criterion covered the whole range of values. With these
groups the large number of supervisors who completed the assess-
ments agreed that those who had succeAfulty completed their'
college course exhibited more competence in thc workshop than
their counterparts who had not completed the college course.
'this is not necessarily to say that compfeting college studies improves
workshop performance since it may well be the case that a small
number-of boys with more workshop competence arc more strongly '
encouraged to continue at college. It has often been noted in
conversations with supervisors that too much success at college
can lead to an airrentice aspirin beyond his existing firm.
Particularly in the smaller firms whielliire normally to be found in
thc NTC category there is a co uing need for less.skilled employees
who will stay with the firm.

While consideration is mg given to thsc final evaluations of,
performance at work an college, some att ntion should be paid to
the associations between, first-year perf mance and final-year
perfomance. In fact there were no observable associations between
performance at these two stages. The nature of the criterion
measures is partly the cause of this, but nevertheless it might have
been expected that those who succeeded over the whole of college
attendance would be, by and large, those *ho had done well in the
first year. This wit'as not so to any great extent and thc explanation
would seem to be that after the end of the first year of training and the
end, for most apprentices, of any lengthy, integrated education and
traiMng the non-cognitive characteristics begin to predominate.

The nature of the variables associated with first-year 'success
(Tables 21 to 26) and the variables associated with final-year success
(Tables 32 and 33) lends support to this view. The Mcreasing
importance of non-cognitive characteristics is reflected in the lists
of correlations and tables of discriminating variables. To succeed
in college studies and in the eyes of a supervisor demands different
characteristics from se rewarded in a stipctured training environ-
ment. In training: th e arc certain logical rules and regulations
which aid the acquisit n of skills °but at work there is a certain
arbitrariness in rules and decisions to suit the conditions of work.
To survive in employment requirts certain non-cognitive character-
istics which enable one to adjust- to this arbitrariness. Certainly
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off-the-job training is essential for laying down the foundations of
future knowledge and skill, hut the ability to "succeed" and make
continuing use of these attributes l dependent on a form of
perseverence which is the focus of our consideration in the next
chapter.

Summary and Conclusions
Through the use of what were considered to bo appropriate

statistical techniques, first-year and final-year "success" was

measured.
It was observed that first-year success, particularly in terms of

college performance, could be predicted to a fairly high degree,
although the less accurate predictions were more Osten associated
with a highly systematic training provision. The explanation was
offered that the systematic training produced a levelling-out of
performance which depressed the value of the predictive measures.

Fewer measures of training success could be obtained from
employers although those which wore available also indicated the
greater effectiveness of more systematic training.

The measures obtained at the end of the course indicated that it
was difficult to derive a satisfactory measure of college performance,
and that there were fet associations between the predictors and the
measure used to indi5ate college performance. Workshop com-
petence was assessed with some success in the engineering group,
but less successfully in the motor trade group. The explanation
offered here, as with a similar finding in the first-year situation,
was that the nature of motor trade competence is such that measure-
ment of performance is more complex than in most engineering
work, other than electrician's (which has a similarity with motor
trade work)) I

Although the composite measures Aerived from Workshop
Characteristics were entered into the statistical analyses where
appropriate, there were scarcely any cases where these composites
contributed to the prediction of "success" in performance terms.

What did, however, emerge from these analyses was differences
between industries and differences within industries. In She first
place engineering apprentices can be more easily assessed on the
quality of their work than can motor trade apprentices; and in the
second, there are stronger pressures brought to bear on engineering
apprentices to continue at college ihan are brought to hear on motor
trade apprentices.
1 1 This similarity is reflected in the statistical analyses.
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On the other hand the effectiveness of systematic training has
marked on, and the counterpart of that rvation

ys who succeeded without the support of s stematic
NTC groups) were more likely to do so by virtue of

already bee
is that the
training (
non-cognitive characteristics than of cognitive ones.

A careful examination of the patchwork of associations between
predictor measures and the variety of criterion measures indicates
that there were few variables consistently and significantly associated
with sucAss throughout apprenticeship. Indeed, one, Consistent
finding in this, and other researches is that ". . . art appientice who
did well . . . at the end of the first year will not necessarily do well
at the end of his third Aar." Ability "is not tho most crucial factor
by the end of his third year" (Hogan, 1973).

Even allowing for the difficulties in deriving criterion measures,
in coping with the variety of further education routes, and the
diversity of workshop environments, tho apprenticeship process
would seem, over four years in the lives of young adults, to produce
such variation in performance as to throw doubts on the purpose of
attempting to predict "success".

A.

t.
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STAYING THE COURSE

This chapter, in which a combination of objective and impression-, istic data is attempted, is concernefl with factors associated with
changes of employment during the four years after commencement
of an apprenticeship. Some of the information used to illuminate
these changes was obtained by means of mailed questionnaires to
those who had changed, someby enquiry from their employers, and
some by direct contact with those apprentices who had previously
boon contacted as members of the interview,sample.

All the boys for whom some variation in employment circum-
stances was noted are referred to as changers. Of these, some
abandoned apprenticeship altogether and took up some other
form of employment. These we hive called drop-outs.. Others
continued their apprenficeship in the same trade but with another
employer. These we have called job-changers.. Yet others had a
change of employment, the nature of which it was not possible to
establish. Therte we have-valled unknown changers. These three
groups have been co . with one other.

Just as there are changes in terms of new employment so too
tkere are different uses of these changes. Some of our boys felt
that they had their job of their own saccord. Others felt
that they had left under pressure. Yet others had not so much left
as been left when firm collapsed and they were made redundant.
These three grou shave been compared with one other.

A further com son has been made in terms of the year of
apprenticeship (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th) during which the change from
original employment occurred.

The final comparison that has been made relates to "success" in
apprenticeship. In this connection, when the topic was raised
initially (p 131) it was emphasised that for many employers, any
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apprentice who stayed with them until at least the end of his time
was accounted a success. It is for this reason that the final com-
parison that has been made is that between those who, at the end or

'four years, were in thcii original employment and those who, for
whatever reason, were not.

Techniques of Analysis
The performance criterion variables associated with changes of

employment were all of an ordinal type. In accordance with our
established practice, discriminant function analysis was the principal
technique employed. The 'analyses sought to discover ,whether those
cases falling into each gcpup eg, the drop-out group had shown
any previously measurea characteristics that distinguished them
from those in other groups eg, the group consisting, of those
succcsfu1Iy.cmpleting apprenticeship. The purpose of the analysis
was two-fold: identify characteristics of particular groups, and
to discover wheth if the measurements were to be repeated on
other young people, it ould be possible to make good predictions
for example, as to whe er they would complete an apprenticeshie
successfully. This analys's involved the construction for each par-
of groups1 of a discriminant function- a linear equation --combining
the predictors optimally weighted to yield a single score (pn a
continuum) that assists in allocating cases to particular grgups.
(Two criteria serve to demonstrate whether the discriminant function
is a useful one. These are:

I . Whether the equation(s) gkve(s) rise to many misclasstifications
of cases even when applied to the set of cases from which it/
they had boen derived, and

2. Whether the statistical probabilities are such that the relation-
ship between the predictors and group membership is likely
to be sufficiently stable for there to be a reasonable prospict
of making satisfactory predictions covering a fresh set of
cascs.)"

Time of Change
The year of apprenticeship during which the first change of

employment occurred is summarised in Table 34.

I These paired groups may be either the basic groups or combined groups.
(The function may, for example, distinguish between group A and groups
13 and D combined.) The maximum ifiibcr of disdiminant functions is
one less than the number of groups in tTWanalysis.

1 7 c,
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In view of the small number of engineering changers in the third
and fourth years, these categories have been collapsed and will be
treated as one in the subsequent analyses.

What is immediately obvious from this table is that tdere were
many more changes in the motor group than in the engineering
group and that changes varied according to training type. Some
indication of why these situations should be will emerge shortly.
It is also clear that "changing" in the motor trade builds up to a

TABLE 34

CHANGING JOBS BY YEAR OF APPRENTICESHIP

Group Year

Training Type
of all

apprenticesSSEB OTC NTC All

Engineering 1 6 4 . 7 17 9
(n...195) 2

34)

4 3

5

3

5

10f 6
1 4 fl

5

5

LAGTA OTC NTC All

Motor 1 8 10 22 10
node 2 9 7 5 21 10
(n-211) 3 13 6 12 31 15

4 10 1 3 14 7

peak in the third year whereas in the engineering industry the
first year is the peak year and wastage slows down thereaher.

How far the year in which changes occur is symptomatic of other
diffirences among apwentices is the subject of this partilar set of
analyses.

In the engineering group a discriminant function analysis relating
to year of change was successfully performed such as to distinguish
every category of student. The classification table (Table 35) for

ll engineering apprentices on whom full data was available is

2 The figures for drop-outs are low comparbd with rates quoted elsewhere.
The Road Transpqn Industry Training Board rerts annual rates of 17 per
cent amongst prep ap ekes (RTITB 1973). Time figures may represent
quit-rates rather t rates, since employers making returns may
not be able to distinguish from drop-outs. Even so, our figures
are 14wer than these. The- ng group figures are also low. Drop-out
rates quoted elsewhere for apprentices generally over the whole period of
apprenticeship include 53 per cent in Birmingham and 15 per cent in Glasgow
(Mackay 1971) and "one-fifth" in England and Wales (Schools Council 1968).

75
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indicative of the ways id which changers are different according to
year of change.

For 24 apprentices (77%) correct classifications were achieved
(Table 35).

TABLE 351 `...41110

PREDICTING YEAR OF CHANGE AMONG ENGINEERING
APPRENTICES

Predicted Year of Change
Contributing Variables

Mechanical Comprehension
Test; t
"Instrumental"
Attitude: 2
"Pride" Attinidet

F significant Fisher's Exact Probability Test 3
at <0.01 (with years 2 and 3 combined) <0-01.

ttlSignificant at better than the OBI level
Significant at better than the 0.05 level
Significant at better than the 0.1 level.

See notes 1 alt2 of Table 27 (page 148).

Notes:
1. The tables in this chapter follow the pattern previously described on p 152.
2. The derivation of composite Attitude and Motivation variables is explained

in Appendix B.
3. Oii-square cannot safely bo used, but a satisfactory substitute can be found

in Fisha's Exact Probability Teat (Cochran 1954, Siegel 1956). Accordingly
in this table and where necessary in subsequent tablesthe Fisher test
has been employed (as a "two-tailed" test). Like Chi-square,`it yields
significance levels in terms of the probability of the given distribution occurring
solely by chance.

In the motor trade group, the overall success rate WU also
encouragingly high. For all apprentices who changed, the year of
change was correctly classified in 71 per cent of cases, if account
was takett of the Workshop Composites. Since the workshop
information was not available for all, apprentices, however, the
number of cases on which this classification was Made is lower than
for other classifications. The predictor variables which contributed
to this classification wereagain in order of importance
"Recruitment" Workshop Composite,3 "Size" Workshop Composite,
3 This particular composite requirea some further explanation. The more

systematically a firm identified vacancies and tilled them the higher its rating
on this variable.
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."Opportunity" Motivation, "Conditions" Motivation, "Skill"
Workshop Composite.

Breaking the total group down into its constituent parts provided
no better insights into the characteristics of the apprentices who
changed employment at different stages in their apprenticeship.
There are, as we will see subsequently, many different reasons for
an apprentice changing his employment which seem to be additional
to those associated with year of apprenticeship. Certainly our
parallel analyses taking workshop characteristics into account

TABLE 36

PREDIC11NG YEAR OF CHANGE AMONG MOTOR TRADE
APPR.EN110ES

Predicted Year of Change
Contributing Variables

1 2 3 4

1 3 1 1 1 "Recruitment"
Workshop Composite:: 3 1

Actual Year
of Chatwe

2 1 9 '1 2 "Size" Workshop
Composite:

3 4 11 1 "Opportunity"
Motivation:

4 2 7

F significant
at <0-01

II

Cig-liquare (with years 1 and 2 combined
and years 3 and 4 combined) <001.

Significant at better than the 001 level
Significant at better than the 0-05 level
Significant at better than the 0-1 level.

See notes 1 and 2 of Table 27 (page 148).

indicated in this case that whatever other effects particular typos of
workshop may hay° on changes of employment, they have a strong
effect on the year of apprenticeship during which the change occurs.

One other positive finding comes from intgrviews .with employers
and apptentices. By the third year, most 'motor apprentices are
working on their own and repaying some of the training costs in
which employers have invested. In fact boys who have reached
this stage are sufficiently valuable from the employers' point of
view for advertisements for third-year apprentices to appear in
local newspapers. Such apprentices are a desirable commodity on

.the labour market It is small wonder then that the third year is the
peak year for changes in employment.

1 75)
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Type of //range
As previously indicated (p 159), in this series of analyses three

major types of change (Table 37) were examined. The changes
varied in quantity between industries, but not in nature, except in

TABLE 37

'CHANGIERS BY GROUP OR TYPE

Group
Type of
change SSE!) OTC NTC All

of all
apprentices

Engineering Drop-outs 6 4 8 1 9

(n-195) Job-
changers 4 8 7 I 19 10

Unknown
changers

LAGTA OTC NTC All

Motor 7Yaele Drop-outs 15 8 19 42 20

(n-.211) Job-
changers 16 9 8 33 16

Unknown
changers 5 5 3 13 6 -

^

the case of boys whose change we were unable to identilf (all of
whom fell in the motor trade group). Between the training types
in both industries, however, there were no statistically significant

di fferences.
Further information was sought by a mailed questionnaire which

TABLE 38

NEW JOB OF DROP-OUTS

Loa/or Other Higher Forces
Group Job Trade Job etc. n

Engineering 10 2 2 1 15

Motor node 20 5 7 8 40
. I

attempted to establisk thd directions in which the drop-outs had
moved (Table 38). As able 38 shows, most of the drop-outs were
in the motor group, but in both groups half or more went to jobs
which we luze classified as "lower" in terms of skill br status
a variety of semi-skilled or unskilled occupations. k few managed

1 7 6
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to transfer to apjenticeships in other trades, but since there are
normally upper flge limits placed on entry to apprenticeship this
type of change was generally (in six cases out of seven) accomplished
in the first year of apprenticeship. The jobs which we classified as
"higher" were mainly in the clerical category. Most of those who
moved to such jobs and most of those who enlisted in the armed
forces were drop-outs from the motor trade.

Even if allowance is made for the fact that there were some
changers whose destinations could not be ascertained (the `,'un-
known" group), it seems apparent that it was difficult for most of
those who dropped out of theirapprenticeship to secure anything
but lower level jobs.

.

The finer details of, for example, type of drop-out could not be
pursued any further because of low numbers in each category.
The more crude division (in engineering) into drop-outs and job-
changers and (in the motor trade) into drop-outs, job-changers and
unknown changers did, however, provide satisfactory numbers
for at least preliminary discriminant function analyses (Tabl
39 to 40) to be accomplished using those cases for whom comple
data were available.

The number of cases for each category of engineering apprentice
was very small but, except in the case of ."all engineers," a very
complete and almost totally accurate separation of drop-outs
and job-changers was accomplished. This separation, however,
as can lbe seen from the significance levels, was achieved more
through the smallness of the groups than through the power of the
variables. .

Only in the case of SSEB apprentices were the ability measures
particularly prominent, with the job-changers being characterised
by their higher ability. It is suggested that such apprentices perceive
the possibilities open to them to continue in employment in the
same trade, albeit with a different employer, and use these possibilities
to broaden their experience.

In the case of the other types of apprentice (OTC, I4TC,
electricians) there were two common factors, age and having an
enquiring or ambitious nature. .

Age, as a factor which enables some younger boys to make a
fresh start in a new trade, is' explicitly important among the OTC
boys and the electricians where the younger boys could change
jobs but where thei older boys, who could not, tended to fall into
the drop-out category. But the same is true of the NTC apprentices
where age does not appear as a dontributing variable because the

17,
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TABLE 39

CHANGERS IN ENGINEERING

111 tngmeering Apprentices

Actual
Outcome

Drop-Outs

Job-
Changers

F signitiCant at <005

SSEB

Predicted Outcome

Drop- Job-
. Outs Changers

8 7

5 11

Contributing
Variables

"Education"
Attitude:1

f(get

Chi-square--Non-significant.

.

Predicted Outcome

Contributing
Variables

_

Drop-
Outs

Job-
Changers

Actual
Outcome

Drop-Outs

lob-
Changers

6

4

Spatial
Formboard Test tjt
Mechanical
Comprehension Tenn
"Conditions"
Motivationt1
"Hard Work"

.Attitudet

F significant at <0-05

OTC

Fisher's Exact Probability Test <001

Predicted Outcome

Contributing
Variablet

Drop-
Outs

Job-
Changers

Actual
Outcome

Drop-Outs

Job-
Changers

4

5

,

_

"Opportunity"
Mottvationnt
Agett:
"Supervision"
Motivationtt
Extraversion

'Scale:

t F significant at <0.10

176

Fisher's Exact Probability Test c0.01.
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NW

Predicted Outcome

Drop- Job- Contributing
Outs Changers Variables

Drop-outs 5 "Education"
Actual Attitudettt
Outcome Job- Extraversiont tt

Changers 7 "Promotion"
Motivationt

:t F significant at <0-Q1
.44ctricions (See Note 1)

Fisher'i Exact Probability Test <0-05.

Predicted Outcome

7.

Contributing
Variables

Drop-
Outs

Job-
Changers

Actual
Outcome

Drop-Outs

Job-
Changert

7

3 (1)

, 1

.

6 (8)

Age
"Promotion"
Motivation
("Outward-Looking" 2
Workshop) (See Note 2)

t F significant at <0.10 Fisher's Exact Probability Test <0.10 (< ao2)

1 i Sgnificant at better than the 0-01 level
Significant at bet,tekthan the 0.05 leyel
Significant at better/Ilan the 0-1 level.

See notes 1 and 2 of Table 27 (page 148).
t See note 3 to Table 35 (page 162).

Notes:
1. In the case of this category within the "engineering gra' the addition of

workshop information helped to iniprove the numberf changes correctly
classified, id the manner indicated by the bracketted in ormation.

2. This particular composite was derived from the attitudes of employers towards
training, till-round competence in a tradesman, etc. The more the employer
thought in tams of benefit to-the trade and the less he thought only in terms
of narrow self-interest, the highr his rating.

lxiys in this category were older at the beginning of apprenticeship
and few, if any,-were, for that reason, able to change trade.

What we have described as an "enquiring nature" varies in detail
frdm category to category, appearing in one as "promotion" -
motivation, in another as "extraversion" and in another as "oppor-
tunity" motivation. These crude composites seem to descritt
boys who, on deciding tp change jobs, see a future in their trade
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TABLE 40

CHANGERS IN THE MOTOR TRADE

All Motor Apprentices

Predicted Outcome

Drop-
Outs

Job-
Changers

Unknown
Changers

Con tribut ing
Variables

Drop- "Education"
Outs 23 I, 12 Attitude::

Actual Job- "Skill"
Outcome Changers 15 17 Motivation:

Unknown "Opportunity"
Changers 2 2 4 Motwation:

F significant at <0-01,

LAGTA

Predicted Outcome

Contributing
Variables

Drop-
Outs

Job-
Changers

Unknown
Changers

Drop-
-1\'-'Outs4= 9 4 MirvkAriloanci

Actual Job- Arithmetic Tests
Outcome Changers 3 13 Ages

Unknown "Conditions-.
Changers 1 1 3 Motivation:

.. '
F significant at <0.05.

OTC

I a

,

Predicted Outcome

Contributing
Variables

"Opportunity"
Motivationtt: '
"Hard Work"
Attitude:n
"Skill".
Mdtivationnt
Age

Drop-
Outs
-

6 '

)

f' Job-
Changers

l ,

9

Unknown
Changers

.

2
-

.,

Ailual
Outcome

.

Drop-
Outs
Job-
Changers
Unknown
Changers

,.._

F significant at <
.

1 SD

k
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Mop-
Outs

Actual Job-
Outcome Changers

lnknown
Changers

F significant at _0-01.

Motor Mechanics

Actual
Outcome

4

Drop-
Outs
lob-
Changers
Unknown
Changers
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Predkted Outcome

Drop-
Outs

15

6

1

Job-
Changers

1

-
Unknown
Changers

Predicted Outcome

2

1

Drop-
Outs

Job-
Changers

Unknown
Changers

Contribut ing
Variables

"Education"
Attitudesjj
Father's
Occupations:

Contributing
Variables

14

3 9

1

F significant at <0-01.

I; Significant at better than the 0-01 level
I Significant at better than the 0.05 level

Significant at better than the 0.1-leyel.

3
'Father's
Occupation: h
"Hard Work"
Attituden
No. of 0-grades
At tempted t

Note: Since..npre then 20 per cent of the "expected" frequencies in these tables
are less ihan five, some adjacent categories would normally be combined
(to permit Chi-square to be calculated). In this case, however, this cannot
be done, since to combine categories having neither interval nor ordinal
connection would make no sense. Fisher's E.xact Probability Test has not
beeh substituted for Chi-square because it is applicable for 2x 2 tables

yr only.

but not with their currant employer. These boys seek advancement
thrQugh a change of firm but not of trade. (" Such "Onquiring"
characteristics can also typify workshops, as the electrician's
category makes clear. Boys in this category who worked for inward-
looking firms and who wished to progress in their track changed
their finns. Indeed in some firms employing elmtntians it is
commonlY acknoNvledged that change *of firm within the trade is
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the only way of an apprentice acquiring a sufficiently broad ex-
perience of the demands of the job.

For all motor apprentices the diversity of change or the in-
appropriateness of the chosen variables made the separation into
types of "changer" little better than chance. For the NW apprentices
the circumstances did not permit a satisfactory classiticatiqn. Where,
however, there was rommom training or employment (Table 40)
the types of changer could be predicted with sonie accuracy.

As was found anigngst engineering apprentices, age and an
"enquiring" nature prOvided part of the explanation. Amongst
mottir mechanics and LAGTA apprentices there was an additional
factor associated with school perfornumee and/or aptitude which
worked to the effect that more able apprentices were the ones more
likely to change within thc trade. Amongst motor mechanics only
there was an association between father's occupation and nature of
change. Those with fathers in white-collar occupations were more
likely to leave the trade altogether, although the explanation for
hisis not apparent.

Before the causes of change are discussed, one other matter
should be mentioned. Little evidence was available of any connection
between changing jobs and any of the attitudes whicii emergesi from
the interviews. In the engineering study the number of eventuair,
changers who had fallen into the interview sample (a tvta1 of 13)
was too Small to allow any patterns to appear.' Amongstthe motor
apprentices there was evidence thatA few of those who iventually
dropped out were less clearly committed to the trade at the' start
than their concaves, whereas those who later changed jobs within
their trade weregnore ;hail usual! y committed to it.4 Such a lack
of early comipaitment was, howe r, shown by only a minority of
the apprentiOn who dropped t, and it cannot be taken as a
major reason why apprentices left the trade.

II
Causes of Change

Why then, did apprentices leave their empl9yers? We attempted
to discover the reasons as fully as possible.Tby means of contact,
wherever possible, with those apprentices who had left. Their
responses are summarised in Table 41, where the reason for change .

is crots-tabulated against the nature of the change. In the tabikthe
changers are divided into ,those who "left under pressure'r, and
4 In reply to the first interview question about whether or not they thought

they were in the right trade, eight out of 24 drop-outs or uuknown Changers
felt they were not, compared with one out of 18 job-changers and six out of 36
among the others interviewed.
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those who "left of their own accord." The first category was
adopted because we found that in many cases it was not clear
whether in fact an approfitice had or had not been formally dfSmissed.
Not infrequently a boy told us he had been "given his books"
while his employer said he liad "left." Sometimes a "row" or a
problem of personal relationships had arisen, and the apprentice
left when he saw the writing on the wall. In other cases thc apprentice
had been simpli, dismissed for some kind of misconduct or because
his work was considered unsatisfactory. All such cases we have
included in the category "left under pressure." Some others, in
theAnotor study only, were made redundant. The rest of (he changers,
as fat as we could discover, had left of their own free will.

A %umber of interesting points emerge from this table. Firstly,
the proportion of changers who left under pressure was much
higher in the motor group than in the engineering group. 5 Most
of those in this category left because of isconduct, or because of
problems of behaviour or relationship . Comparativ4ly fcw were
dismissed because of' unsatisfactory ork. Apparently prolplems
which resulted in apprenticeJji1g under pressure arose bore
frequently in the motor garages an in the engineering or electrical
industry. Secondly, it appears that few of those who lett under

r pressure continued in their trade and apprenticeship' with another
employer; ie, were job-changers. If situations irose which resulted

On apprentices leaving under pressure,' most of them dropped out
Oc their trade altogether. A good proportion of those who left. of
their own accord, on the other hand, continued their apprenticeship
with another employer and many of them'had their new employment
arranged before leaving their first job. Thirdly, most of the reasons
for leaving given by appren .ces who left of their own accord were
positive ones. The large p portion of those whcse stited reasons
we wore able to diseciver i--icated that theY were attracted'to another
type of work or another employer. Dissatisfaction with their first
employment was less-tir the fore in tileir minds than the more
positive factor that they had round something better.6 It is also
worth noting that only one apprentice indicated that he left his
trade in ordeCto earn more money. Finally there was a total of 18
redundancies in the motor group but none in the engineering group.

5 In fact three of tbe engineering apprentjees were dismissed as a result of
misconduct at the SSEB hostel rather,than at-their work. If we take account
dr this it, riduces the number who loft because of pressure arising at their
place of work even further.
This is indeed what we have just observed about `lob-changers" as a diitinct
group.

1 8 s



TABLE 41
REASONS FOR LEAVING FIRST EMPLOYMENT

Left Under Pressor.

Motor Apprentice; Engineering Apprentices
(-

Drop-
Outs Unknown

Job-
Changers Total

Drop-
Outs Unknown

Job-
Changers Total

Misoonduct behaviour
Work unsati sfactory .

Row with employer
Theft, conviction
Not clear, various

7
4

11

3
2
3

2
2

2

3
1

2

2

12
7
5
4
5

2

1

1

4
I

6
1

1

1

Total 19-
_

6 8 33 4 5 9

Left of Own Accord

Motor Apprentices Engineering Apprentices
A

Drop-
Outs Unknown

Job-
Changers Total

Deop-
Outs

,

UnknOwn
, Job-

aiangers Total

Didn'telike the viork
Poor condid experience
Saw something ,

Personal reasons, parents
moved
Money i

Disliked other workers
Not clear, various

1

10

1

-1/
4

1

---
4

4
1

10

1

4
11

2 A

1

18

2
2
,1

1

5

I

6

''

'7
3

2

5

2
2
4

3
1

--t-
16

Total 17 5 15 37 11 7 10 28

° ,

Motor Apprentices Engineering Apprentices

Drop-
Outs Uoknown

Job-
Changers Total

Drop-
Outs

. -

Unknown

.
Job-

Chaiigen Total

4 3 11 18
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For the purposes of our analysis, we also Wished to know whether,
in particular training situations, the different mks of change could
be ideetified. For each training type (Table 42) a different change
pattern emerged.

Apart from the differences in patterns of redundancythe moin
trade with its predominance of small employers is more prone to
problems of surplus labour the motor trade is habituated to using
various forms of pressure in order to trim its labour force to fit the
ebb and flow of business. This pressure mentality was most
characteristic of our large employers in the OTC training situation
and least characteristic of the NTC employers where, it can .be
argued, apprentices recognised the risks of unemployment and always
tried to keep one jump ahead of redundancy.

TABLE 42

REASONS FOR LEAVING FIRST EMPLOYMENT
(by Training Type)

Group Type
Left Under

Pressure
Left of Own

Accord

-

Redundant
4:1

n

if
Enghterrint, SSEB 3 , 7 10,

OIC 6 6 12

NTC re 15
, 15

Motor natie , LAG-TA 13 13 10 36
OTC 13 5 4 22
NTC 7 19 4 30

If, however, there is some association between typo of apprentices
and typo of reagens for change which is independent of the factors
associated with the industry and the firm, it should be possible, by
discriminant ffinction analysis, to identifY them.

In the engineering group this analyiis did not prqmb to be possible
because of the cases for whom complete data was `available, only
five (of 31) were in the "left under pressure" catigory and the
unevenness of this distribution made the techniques inappropriate.

In the inotor group, however, the use of the "Recruitment" and
"Size" Wbrkshop Composites enabled 70 per cent of cases across

'the three categories to be successfully classified. Similarly, with the
LAOTA and OTC, appresticcs, use of the same two Workshop
CompOites enakied all but one "changer" apprentice to be correctly
classified. Only in the NTC case wad the nature of the workshop
not a contributory factor, and hers)the uniformly small size of the

1 8 5
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workshops represented in this category ensured that these vaiiables
would not count. 1:or NW apprentices 92 per cent woe conectly
classified hy a combination of -onditions" Motivation, Arith-
metic Test, "Ilard Work" Attitude, "Self Sufficiency" Attitude,
"Responsibility" Motivation. This set of variables accords with
previous suggestions that some positive reason often underlies
sclf-initiated changes.

What little analysis was possible under this heading served to
cordirm the picture painted byjables 39 and 40. The reasons given
for change are powerfffily assoCiated with the nature of workshops
in the motor trade.

Who are the Changers'

So far our analyses have depended on a prior identification of
changers, but if the pattern of change which we have sketched in
is to have any meaning at all, we must demonstrate that potential
changers can be picked out from the total Tup of apprentices in
any situation.

From the global "changer" figures of 88 motor trade apprentices
out of a total of 211 (42%) and 37 engineering apprentices out of a
total of 195 (20%) it is very evident that the nature of the industry
has a particular effect on rate of apprentice turnover. It has already
been mentioned how the size of workshops, the nature of the end-
product, and the nature of supervision affect an apprentice's roponse
to his employment. While the two groups of apprenticE werc
seen as different, it was recognised that apprentices employed with
electrical contractors had more in common with motor mechanics
on these parameters than with engineers. The gross turnover
figures confirmed this, since 13 of 37 eontracting apprentices (35 %)k'
changed employment whereas only 24 of the other 158 engineering
apprentices (15 %) did so.

There was no evidence, however, that changing was ITociated
with particular trades or types of employment in any other systematic
way, and the discriminant function analysis of all apprentices in -
each industry was accordingly unsuccessful in classifying apprentices
as "changers" and "non-changers" to any degree significantly
better than chance.

Among the various categories in the engineering group (other than
SSEB),. however, some success in classification was possible,
especially when workshop factors were taken into account (Table 43).

In addition to the workshop factors it is particularly important
to recognise that NTC and electrician apprentices were, in general,

186
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TABLE 43

PRED1CTIN CHANGE
(Engineering Apprentices)

Predicted

No
Change

Optcome

Change

No Change 39 2

Actual
Outrome Change' 4

F significant at <0-01

NTC

Contributing
Variables

"Size4orkshop:::
I Formboard

Test:
"Promotion" Motivation:

_

Fisher's Exact Probability TeNt 001.

Predicted Optcome

No Cpntributing
Change Change Variablq

No Changp -- 14 "Size" Workshop
Actual
Outcome Change 1

Age ,

Father's Occupation

F significant at <0.01 Fisher's Exact Probability Test <001.

-

kted Outcome
,

Contributing
VariablesChange Change

Nb Change A, 33 1 "Size" Workshopjj:

Actual "Skill" Workshopjjj
Outcome Change , 3 8 Father's Oipationjj

4. "Opportunity"
. Motivation: .

F significant at <001 Fisher's Exact Probability Test <0.01.

211

S!gnificant at better th0 the 0-01 level
Signkficant at better than the 005 level
Significant at better than the 0-1 level.

See not9 3 of Table 35 (ixtge 162).
,

Is
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placed in a less-structured industrial setting. Family support, whicb
the variable "Father's Occupation" is indicative of, was of greater
importance to theM than it was to boys in structured training
schemes whcre the schemes themselves provided the support even
when apprenticeship experience was lacking in other members of
their family.

The best classifications of the various t;ategories in the motor
$ trade group were also obtained through the addition of the workshop

composites (Table 44), except in the cases of (I) the NTC group,
where an insufficient number of employers had responded to our
inquiries and where, therefore, classification was attempted without
these variables, and (2) the OTC group, where the employers were
so similar that differences in respect of these variables were
knsufficient for these variables to make an independent contribution.

. TABLE 44

PREDICTING CHANGE
(Motor Apprentices)

L4GTA

Predicted Outcame
'

No Contributing
Change ,Change Variables

No Change 39 5 "Ilize" Workshop:::
Actual Pitt er's.Occupation::
Outcome Change 9 12 Arittmctic Test::

"Ed tion" Attitude:
Age

\
F significant at <Oil

OW

Chi-square <0-01

Predicted Outcome
//

148 ContributIng ...

Change Change '. Variables

No Change- 17 4 Father's Occupation::
Actual \ "Workplace" Motivation:
Outcome Change 6 II Age:

"Authority" Attitudes
"Opportunity" Motivation:

F significant at <0-01 Chi-square <0-01.

4 .1 Ss L
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Predicted Outcome

No Contributing
Change Change Variables

No Change 25 3 "Workplace"
)4clual Motivation::

Outcome Change 11 15 Age::

F significant at <0-01

Light Vehicle Mechanics

Chi-square <0 05.

Predicted Outcome

No
Change Change

(ontributing
Variables

0 me

No Change

Change

18

2

2

13

"Workplace"
Motivation:::
"Skill" Motivation:::
"Recruitment's
Workshop!:
Father's Occupation!:
"Size" Workshop!
Number of 0-grades
attempted:

F sighificant at <0-01 Chi-square <0-01.

Signifkant at better than the 001 level

S iticant at better than the 0-1 level.
ificant at better than the 0-05 level

notes 1 and 2 of Table 27 (page 148).

From the motor trade analyses two flurther deductions can be
madett ) AS with the engineers, there are certain situations where
family-background' is particularly portant, and (2) in those cases
where workshop viniables included in the analyses, the
apprentices' own perceptions of their own and their desired wMcplace
assumed a particular significance in lIeg -to classify entrants as
"Ohang6rs4 and "non-changers."

Although the classifications were not perfect,,they were sufficiently
accurate to justify the earlier sub-divisions of changer ,by Year,
by type and by cause of change.

4
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Conclusions
The analyses-42 made in this chapter of various sturZ)gates of

"success" in apprenticeship have made it very clear that the character-
istics of a workplace and the personal characteristics of its apprettices
have an imporlance, beyond the abilities of the apprentices, in
determining who will stay the course.

There weie, of course, situations where the analyses produced
either no satisfactory classifications of apprentices or only very
poor ones. There wer9 also, across situations, a diversity of con-
tributing variables indieative of the exploratory natur of the instru-
ments used in collecting data.

But the general trends point'clearly in speciticdirections and, taken
together, the points which have been raised about the apprentices
who changed their employment call for three general comments.
The &it is that the occurrence of changes in employment is closely
connected with the type of industry. This is seen particularly in the
overall numbers of changers: 88 out of 211 in the motor repair
industry, compared with 377 out of 195 in engineering. More
specifically, it appears that something in the atmosphere, relation-
ships, or organisation found in garages makes'itsettsy for apprentices
to indulge in behaviour which is defined as misconduct or ti3 have
"rows" with their superiors, or for other problems to arise which
lead to apprentices leaving under pressure. Finally it seems that the
difficulties of running a business in the motor repair industry
contribute to the highee'teittence of edundancy amongst
apprentices.

Secondly, the changes reflect different attitud to the apprentices'
contract of employment in the different in stries. Although
formal indthtures were given in only one firm i our sample, the
traditivial and officjer understanding that the cdntract of apprentice .
ship is binding parties unles4 extreite situations arise is
reflected in the figures for changers in the engineering group. Very
few boys were dismiSsed by their employers; and very few apprentices
changed to other jobs within their trade. But the situation is
considerably different in the potor repair industry.

While the official.apprentice contract is similar to ,that in other
industries, in practice it is widely assumed that employers are at
liberty trdismiss or pay off apprentices in the same way as other
employees, and that appnentices can movelfrom one employer to
another as other workers do.

7 Including 13 in electrical contraNkng alone.

a

-#
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A representative of the employers' organisation, the Scottisth
Motor Trade Association, admitted that "a fairly high percentage
of apprentices do change employment", even though the association
regretted and discouraged this practice. It is appafent that the full
traditional understanding of the binding nature of the apprentice
cdntract.did notapply within many garages.

The same can be said to some extent of the electrical contracting
industry. We have seen that six of the ten job-changers in the
engineerin,g group were in electrical contracting firms. In this,
cap also a representative of the employers' organisation confirmed
that "a large number are with more than one emplOyer" and that
it was typical for an apprentice to be with two or three emploYers
during tihe course of his apprenticeship. Here again it seems that
the contract between employer and apprentice is looked on more
loosely than in the engineering industry generally.

Thirdly, it seems that if problems arose in relation to particular
boys' emjiloyment rel4ionihips, or if the boyk became dissatisfied
with, their 'trade, the way out usually involved accepting a job with
a lowerikill-level and status. We have seen that moss of those who
left their employers under pressure did in fact drop out of their
trade. And most of thoke who dropped out gntered lower status
jobs. It is true that a,handful of lads did manage to change to an
apprenticeship in another trade dv.rng the early stages, but this was
of course impossible Inter on. Agar a few managed to move into
jobs with higher potential: one, for ample, to become a trainee
work study.engineer; one to work in an architects' firm; one to work
in the sales office in a steel works; and one to go to college to study
commercial art. But many landed in unskilled work such as labour-
ing in a brickworks or on the railway; cleaning chickens in a frozen
food plant; or doing semi-skilled work in factories.

In the eyes of' many (employers and in the lives of many young
people, changes. Of employment by apprentices are more relevaht
indicators of success knd failure than the more traditional measures
of job-performance. In this chapter an attempt has been made to
describe some of the factors associated with job-changing and to
give so appropriate Weighting to their importance.,

C
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Much more could be written than has already been written on
the topic of selection for employment. Much more could have been
done, in this investigation, in the way of statisticcal analyses than has
been done. Deciding on either, or both, of these tasks assumes,
however, that we were engaged on a definitive study or that employers
and employees see the process of apprenticeship as fixed and
unchanging. -

By virtue of being engaged on an exploratory study we are content,
in the second part, to have indicated what possibilities there are,
through the use of cognitive and affective information, to predict
the long-term "success" of boys entering apprenticeship. "Future
studies may decide to take up the Work reported here and attempt
to develop measuring instruments which will accurately predict
job success. In doing so, hoWever, they should not neglect "the
*changing nature of both the training and the applicantsin response
to change and progress in the relevant occupational and educational
areas" (Killcross end Bates, 1975).

Industri41 Trotting
In the course of this part of the report it has been repeatedly

emphasised that the nature *of theorkplace was particularly
iinportant in determining job success, ind that there were strong
indications that structured, systematic ttng could produce
changes in Prentice performance, independe of initial ability.

finong employers there were many who seamed unaware of
the "clim of their own organisation. The views expressed tO

.us by a tices demonstrated an industrial situation where super-
virry practices, availability of tools, etc., provision of appropriate

180
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amenities, were very variable and had an effect on apprentice
performance in line with that variability.

Similarly there were employeri ' who assuiped that someone else
would produce the tradesmen end-product for them. They could
select whomsoever they wished, send them to the technical college
pr tho training centre and at the end of the appropriate period
receive in return trained personnel who would stay in their employ-
ment, come what may. These are the employers Uthel Venables
seems to have had in mind when she wrote: ". . Selection by
means of objectir tests implies selection for some particular procvss,
so the tests *must be appropriate to that process. However, when
students fail it is rare for the process to be questioned. It is assumed
either that the tests are wrong or the students perverse and that
all we need is improved, le, more detailed, testing. Including perhaps
personality tests."

For employers in either of these categories it is possible to set
up some kind of selection procedure, providing that .enough
applicants are available to meet the fairly severe entry standards.
These severe entry standards are necessary because orfly a few
unusual applicants will be able to sustain the poor working conditions
and lack of support in training which such employers offer.

On the other hand our analyses showed that certain firms were
aware of the psycho-social problems associated with "success",
were aware that applicants judged as "good" by selection systems
were not' sufficient tor\fill all the vacancies each year, and were
therefore dedicated to seeking to understand the process of
apprenticeship to the best of their power.

Such firms paid particular attention to the training, ensuring that
it matched both the changing nature of applentices and the changing
technology of their industries. They attempted to achieve an
effective integration of their training programme with the technical
college syllabuses, ald they maintained a close contact with
apprentices on-the-job by means of supervisors who were prepared
for this spebilic responsibility.

In firms such as thesis the attempts to predict "success" from entry
characteristics aro loss successhil, not so much because of the
weakness of the procedure but because of the effectiveness of the
training. Although selection cap be justified in excluding the least
able and the most able, the oni group because they are likely to
find the skill demands too severe and the other because they are
likely to find the skill demands not severe enough, ilirther refinements

Woables (1974).
,
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to that srlection plobably need only take account of the unavoidable
vai iations between . firms and attempt to match applicant psycho-
social chin actel istics to woi kplace chin actei

It may be that in some golden age in the past it was wor thwhde
attempting to make a once-for-all selection so as to minimise the
damage to employee and employer qused by the cycle in which
"pool seledion" leads to "poor perThi mance" and in which the
latter leads to "wastage." Now the consequences of wastage ale
much less severe.

Occupational Owlet.
There is a tendency amongst those concerned with careers guidance

to encourtige young people to-start thinking about caleets.aod .jobs
at an earlier age than hitherto. Careers work in schools is frequently
begun with children of 14, and ninny ate encouraged at that age to
think in terms of what kind of job they would like to get. The
evidence from our interviews with thc apprentices and froin thc
information about changing jobs suggests, however, that even
after'they had committed themselves to a four-year apprenticeship
in a particular trade, they saw occupational choice as to some
extent provisional or open to change. What smnis to emerge is
that the apprentices wcre not so much concerned about choice of a
particular occuphtion which would be-thcirs forlife, as with thc
securing of certain goals or ends, for which particular occupations
would provide-the means.

Even though many of the boys (particularly those in thc engineer*
group) were, at the start, unclear about which trade thcy wished to
enter, almost all were quite happy to settle for what they had got.
The interviews suggest that this not only illustrates the general
tendency for young people to be satisfied with the einployment they
have entered, 2 but is due -in part also to the special aim of these
boys td secure an' apprenticphip of some sort. The question of
what particular trade they edered was in many cases a lesser issue
than the question of wtting.an apprenticeship of 4gme kind.

Having secured an Apprenticeship they did not necessarily regard
themselles as likely to stay permanently in that particular trade or
occupation. A number of them, especially among the motor
apprentices, expected to change to another occupation later on,
and many more, in both groups, were open to this -possibility.
Their present occupation did not necessarily represent their "choice"
for life. Instead they were interested in certain goals or objectives,

2 See especially Roberts (1974).
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and were prepared to think of changing occupations if by doing so
they could further their objectives. These included 'being aille to do
practical work involving a fairly high degree of skill fironi which
they could get satisfaction, and earning a good wage in th

th
fliture.

Togeer with these went their desire to have the Securit f having
a trade to fall back on. This was in part an end in it a senile Of
security would be important for them throughout life and in
part a means for achieving the ogler ends. kirrving completed an
apprenticeship meant that, in search of sataitaction or money, they
could change jobs or occupations and Afil be able to find a job in
their own trade if netmssary. In addition some had their eyes fixed
on higher positions in the future and saw their apprenticeship as a
road to this goal. Occupational choice, that is to say, was not
something that was already done and settled. Their present occupa-
tions might turn out to bc their work for life, buethis need not
necessarily be so. To some extent serving an apprenticeship was a
'way of ensuring that there could be more occupational choices in
the ffiture. ,

This raises an important point with regard to careers guidance
and education. Much of this work is focussed upon the attempt to
get young people hrst to understand themselves, their abilities, and
their desires and needs, and then to compare theoe with the
characteristics of various jobs or occupations. Yet an increasing
number of people may be expected in the future to change their
ocCupation, and our evidence suggests that even youngi people
entering apprenticeships which involve a comparatively high degree
of initial commitment to one occupation are , open to the idea of
occupational change in the future. This being so it may be important
for careers education to concentrate less on explaining to young
people the nature of -particular occupations, and more on helping
them to understand the various goals or objectives' which people
reilise through their occupations, and to clar4 for themselves
what their own goals and objectives Are. In other words, if careers
education can help young people to appreciate what work is all
about and what can and cannot be achieved througheit, the question
Of what particular jobs 'are like and which.jobesuit them best might
be easier for them to discov. er and decide for themselves. It is being
increasingly recognised (Roberts 1974; Allen 1976) that occupational
"choices" rnacle at school may not be choices at all since local
openings -may riot exist in chosen occupation.. Careers education

' should provide not jnitans whereby young people make one
occupational choi 0 time of leaving school, but a groundwork

1 9
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of thought and understanding about the nature of work, its rewards
and its dissatisfactions, on the basis of which thcy can continue to
make occupational choices in the future,

A further point needs to be made about careers guidance for boys
who kayo school with ttie intention If becoming motor mechanics.
Many of our motor apprentices had been committed to this intention
since before they left school. A number of them said they had
never thought of anything else. They had become interested in
working with motors and engines frequently as a result of their
own experience of helping older friends or relatives with repair
wori. During their apprenticeship, however, a number of these

4

lads became disillusioned and expected eventually to give up garage
work. They retained their interest in cars and did not regret having
Served their apprenticeship, btu they felt unwilling to think of this
as theit life's work. This suggests the danger of allowing tioys to
enter the motor repair trades without .making them aware both of
the real nature of much of garage work and also of alternatives
which "might suit them equally well. There is no evidence from our
enquiries alkongst both motor and engineering apprentices that
boys who have on leaving 'school a clear commitment to one
particular.trade ake more likely to be satisfied with it later oil, nor
that an initial lack of fixed intentian is any long-term disadvantage.
To allow boys to go uncritically or thoughtless6, into motor vehicle
apprenticeships on the basis of childhood onthusiasin is to invite
disappointment later on. This is not to suggest that young {people
should be discouraged from entering the motor trades, but that more
attempts should be made to ensure that those who do so know what
they are about. In general, and not only in-the case of intending
motor mechanics, occupational choices, made at school ought to
be phallenged by the presentation of alternative, although perhaps
less visible, possibilities.

Conclusions

in trying to build, a bridge between the objective and illuminative
sections of this report we have concentrated on problem areas
which throw 'some doubt on the attempt to use an objective (or
preordinate) approach. It is characteristic of such a research
methodology that the f)tedidinate evaluator acts on the assumption
that there are valid and preconceived notions of success which can
be determined under headings such as mastery, ability and attitudes.
Hcconceptualises himself as one who intervenes, producing standard-
iseti objective statements, test items and questionnaire

1"
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items. Such an approach, however, depends on being able to state
the important purposen oc an educative process and on being
confident of measuring hoiv far these purposes are a/ivied. If
successful, a preordinate evaluator gives more objectivity and
reliability to the results, but in so doing tends to obscure the true
nature of the process being obserred and measured.

The attempt to use a wide variety of items of information in
accounting for "success" in apprenticeship has indicated the variety
of factors which cOntribute to a young perso'n's progress through
this process. The mere use of the term "success," however, also
indicates some of the difficulties facing anyone who attempts to
measure such a phenomenon since there seems to be a wide range
of definitions for the term, each of these definitions liable to be
associated with a different .set of human characteristics and
behaviours.

At the beginning of apprenticeship in modern times mans young
people are being trained "off-the-job" and it is therefore not
surprising that there is a certain common set of predictors of
"success" in performance terms and that ability (the usual school
measure of "success") is a major contributor to this set. In the
longer term, however, apprentices' experiences vary considerably
according to industry and nature of employment and any attempt
to predict "success" in performance terms over throwhole of
apprenficeship has to take account of these factors.. In addition,
individual differences tend to increase rather than diminish so that
performance can only be measured successfully by reference to. these
differences. .

Within the individual workplace "success" in non-performance
terms has a definite meaning and, using a brief rating scheme,
employors or their agents seem able to identifY such success more
precisely. Certainly them is a variation within types of employer,
but within an industry and amonpt employers of the same type,
some agreement can be observed. Nevertheless, these abilities
apply to very local situations (one firm in one industry or one
industry in one location) and the agreements are at a very basic level.

At another level, "success" is ofttn defined in terms of an
apprendce's vi lingness to complete his "time" with his original
eMployer. Di erences here can be attributh4, ti, die employer's
own attitudes tb young people anil to the wa" in which he or his
workplace appeals to them. Equally important is the view the
young person forms of the longer-term prospects offered by that
job with that employer in that industry.

',..
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While leasons lot cltanging employment in this wit\ can be
desciibed, it has been less easy to measme the chat actenstRA of
change and almost impossible to identify. at the beginning of n
aPremiceshiP, those least likely to complete it with then onginal
c mployei. Uspecially in an industly such as the mon)! !lade
dominated by small employers and characterised by extieme vai union
between woikplaces, it is etiemely difficult to piediet it four veins'
distance, how a young pets& win develop his skills, attitudes and
motivations vis-a- vis Isis lit st employei In lai ger films, oi in less
individualistic industries, a clearer view of the futuie can be pi esented
to a young perscm apd some success at longtei in prediction, using
a talent-matching mOdel, achieved,

By compaiison with the rust section of this book, the attempt to
measure '!success" has added little to om understanding of Ow
apprenticeship process, but has indicated that small, clearly identifi-
able aspects of "success" can be measured, especially in local,
controlled, situations. Furthermore, the view of the dynamic natuie

1 of the apprenticeship process presepted in the first section, when
contra d with the more rigid persprective used in the second sdtion,
imist r .nforce the opinion that preordinate approaches should he
reserved for such restricted situations, and not used wholesale in a
complex area such as apprenticeship.
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APPENDIX

SCOTTISH COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH
IN EDUCATION

CASE STUDIES IN EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Questionnaire to First Year Apprentices

PART 1

1. Name
2. Home Address
3. Date of birth
4. Father's Occupation:

Give his kind of work or trade (give detaileg, not "engineer,"
but "fitter" or "turner" etc.):

5. Date of leaving schoO1 (month) (Year).
6. Name of sctool
7. What year If secondary school were you in at the time of

leaving school, 3rd or 4th?
8. If you sat 0-grade examinations state what subjects you sat:

and name the place and centre where you sat them:

9. Would you have liked to stay on longer at school? Yes or No?

If yes, give.the main reasons why you did not stay on

10. If you have'had any other jobs before your present one, please
state:
Kind of work Approximale time hold

(in weeks or months)
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1 I. When you Were looking for a job (Please tick)
were you interested only in an apprenticeship?
were you ready to consider a job without an apprenticeship?

, did you consider a technician job?
did you consOer any other form of training? (say what)

12. Who influenced you most to apply for an apprenticeship?
(Please tick)

Parents
b Teachers

Friends
Youth Employment Office
Others (say who)

13. Please state the main reasons (not more than two) why you
wanted a trade.
1.

2.

14. Which trade did yctu most want to get inte,

15. Did any work you did at school help you to decide that you
would like to be an engineering apprentice? Yes or No
If yes, state what kind of school work

16. Is there anything that you learned at school which you think will
be of special use to you in your trade? Yes or No
If yes, say what things

17. Apart from school, did xou have any experience of engineering
work before you started work? Yes or No
If yes, say what kind df experience

18. Did you appIy to any other firms for an engineering,apprentice-
ship? Yes or No

19. Did you apply to any other firms for ocher kinds of apprentice-
ships? Yes or No
If yes state

how many firms you applied to
what trades you applied for

201
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20. Did you attend any Technical College or Further Fducation
College before starting your apprenticeship. Yes or No
If yes,

vvat sort of course did you take?
for how many months did you attend?
was it useful to you in getting a job? Yes or No
was it useful in preparing you for your job? Yes or No

21. Did you know before you applied for an apprenticeship that you
would have to attend a Technical College? Yes or No

22. If your apprenticeship involvei spending some time in au
off-the-job apprentice training centre,

did you know this before you applied? Yes or No
did you deliberately choose a firm which has a training centre?
Yes or No

23. If your apprenticeship does not involve going to an off-the-job
training centre,

did you know this before you applied'? Yes or No
did you deliberately choose a firm which did not have a
training centre? Yes or No

24. Here are three methods used in apprentice training: 44%

A. off-the-job training in a training centre
B. one day a week at Technical College
C. on-the-job training in the workshops.
Please place these in,an order according to how important you
think they are for training a'competent engineer (arra* the
letters A, B, C after the numbers 1, 2, 3 below).
1

2
3

PART II

Attitude Inventor},

We would like you to tell us what you think about the statements
listed below. Please indicate your opinion by putting one of the
following five symbols in the brackets after each statement:

Strongly agree SA
Agree 6 A
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly disagree SD

2 0
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1. Those who work hard at school get the best jobs.
2. Thinking for yourself usually gets you into trouble.
3. It is inipoVant for a craftsman to know soinething

about other trades.
4. The best thing about leaving school is getting away

from teachers watching you all, the time.
5. The only important thing about a job is money. *,
6. Many things I learned at school will be useful in

later life.

(

(

(

(

(

(

191

)

)

)

)

)

)
7. The methods of the old craftsman are always the

best. ( )
8. At school teachers took an interest in me. ( )
9. No matter what job1you do you can take pride in it. ( )

10. At school the practical subjects Were best. ( )

11. In 20 years' time work will be very different from
what it is today. ( )

12. The discipline at school was too strict. ( )
13. The only way to get on in life is to work hard. ( )
14. You learn a trade better on the job than in a training

centre. _ ( )
15. Too many firms change things just for tho sake of

changing them. ( )
16. People work better when they are left on their own. ( )

17. I was made to work very hard at schoy. ( )
18. A skilled craftsman could be trained in not more

than two years. )
19. Refusing to do anything but your own wok is an

important waypf protecting jobs. )
20. Everyone is against you if you have long Pair. )
2L A,craftsman can take mere pride in his work than

other workers can. )
22. Apprentices have to spend too much time in class-

MOMS. )
23. Most craftsmen will need to be re-trained in new

skills during their working life. )
24. I had a good time at school. ( )
25. It is just by good luck that people get ifood jobs. ( )
26. It is fair to pay ipprentioes less than other boys

because they are being taught a trade. )
27. The most important reason for learning a trade is in

order to get a steady, secure job. )
28. Everyone tries to boss the apprentice about. )

C 6
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29. Passing exaMinatipns is important if you want to
get otu ( )

30. The last years at school were a waste of time. ( )
31. It is better to know a lot about one job than a little

about many jobs. ( )
32. It is more important to keep in with your boss than

with your mates. ( )

33. Peopleviho are ambitious usually have a happy life. ( )
34. Everyme should stay on at school as long as he can. ( )
35. You can expect to lose a lot of friends if you become

a foreman.
a 36. Teachcrs at school are only interested in'tho clever

children.

(

(

)

)
37. It's who you know not what you know that matters. ( )
18. Apprentices should have their own trade union. ( )
39. Nowadays a skilled man needs to know a lot more

than before. r ' ( )
40. People are really happier in a Maga with strict

discipline. ( )

' PART III
Motivotton Inventory

- You will see on the next page a number of sentences suggesting
feelings you may have'about your future life as an apprentice and
a craftsman. Thcy are arranged in four sections. Please start with
Section 1 and do three things:

1. First look at thc stateMents in.this section and decide whether
each is important or unimportant for you. If you feel it is
important put an X in, column B. If you feel it is not very
important put an X in column A. Please make sure you put
an X for every Sentence.

2. Before going on to Section 2, look 'again at the sentences in
section 1 which have an X in column B, and decide if it is
very important or not. If you think it is very important put
an X in column C.

3. Now look again at those sentences in seation 1 which have an
X in column C, and decide which one of them is the most
important, and put an X against that one in column D.

After you have dope that with the sentences in section 1 go on
to the other sectitins in turn and do the ire with them.
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PART III

, Sectio 1

A

II kty work should give me something to do all the time.

2. My job should be easy and not make me work too hard.

3. My work should make me feel I am being really useful.

4. My job should give me good chances ofpromotion.

5.. My work should not be too dirty.

6. My work should give me a lot of rceponsibility.

7. I should be able to take pride in my work.

8. At my work I should have good breaks and spells off.

9. My work should be i;ery well paid.

10. should not have to work long hours.

H. My work shoWd give the a chance to be in charge of others.

12. My work should'benear my home.

13. My work should be interesdng.

14. My work should make me feel important.

"(Don't start Section 2 until you have completed all three things to do in Section 1`)..

204
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PART III

Section 2

15. My work should make me use my own judgment.

16. My work should make me use my strength.

At my work 1 should have opportunities to learn new thinici.

11,,At my work sOmeone should do the thinking for rue.

19. My work should require a lot of skill.

20. 1 should learn all about my work at my place of work.

21. At my work I should have a chance to use 'my own abilities.

22. M an apprentice I should not be dcling a skled man's work,

23. My work should give me a good (raining for the tuture.

A B

1

(Don't start Section 3 until you have completed all three things to do in Section 2).
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AILS

24. My work should be amongst pleasant friendly poop

25. At my work I should not be too closely supeMsed.

26. My work should be in an efficient organisation.

27. At my work I should have a good and helpful boss.

28. I should be allowed to do my work without interference
from customers.

29. My work should be in a clean and tidy place.

30. In nay job I should be able to work regularly with other
Peorge.

4

31. My work should be in a well-disciplined organisatfon.

32. My work should be In a firm with a good reputation.

2

(Don't start Section 4 until you have completed all three things to do in Section 3).

*'
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I% GETTING A TRADE

PART III

Section 4

A

33. At my work I should have a variety of things to do.

34. My job should be a steady and secure one.

35. At my work there should always bp new machinery and new
methods to learn.

36. As an apprentice I should work with the one trad+nan all
the time.

37. I should be abkilto change jobs quite a lot.

38. I should not tie expected to do too many different thiqgs at
my work.

39. My tvork should give me a chance to travel around,

40. I should be able to concentrate on learning one part of my
job at a time. .

41. I should be abk te stay ht the same trade for the felt of my
life.

c
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APPENDIX B

WORKSHOP INVENTORY

During visits to employers' premises, information was collected,
in a reasonably informal the topics listed below. The
responses were subsequently c edit° as to form scales on each
variable and this data was then assumed to be of an interval type.

I. Information requested .from emrnoyers qf engineering appren(ices

A. The Firm
1: What type of work is done by this firm?
2. Is it an independent company or part of a larger group?
3. What is the approximate number of employees?
4. What are the approximate numbers of skilled men in

various trades?
5. What are the numbers of apprentices in various trades and

stages of apprenticeship?
6. Is there a bonus or other incentive scheme?
7. Are there likely to be changes in type of work or tech-

nology in the next few years affecting the work of skilled
men?

B Recruitment of Apprentices
8. Why does the firm take on apprenctes?
9. How does the firm view apprenti and apprenticeship?

10. How far do apprentices remain with the firm upon
completing their apprenticeship? - .

11. How does the firm secure applications for apprenticeships
Ndvertisement, Careers Office, informal means)?

12. How are apprentices selected for employment?
4...What types of boys does the firm look for (eg, all for the

ordinary work of the trade, or are some required for more
advanced work later on, etc.)?

14. Are there opportunities foreventual promotion in the
company fr boys of ability?

197
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C Training af Appren(ices
1 5. What is the firm's attitude to off-the-job training?
16. With whom do the apprentices 'work on the job (with

one journeyman or a group, etc.)?
17. Who is responsible for explaining the work of the trade

to apprentices?
18. Is it possible to plan a systematic variety of experience

for apprentices on the job?
19. Does the Om's work provide apprentices with experience

of all aspects of their trade?
20. How far is it possible to recruit skilled men from other

firms?
21. Does the firm come under the levy/grant scheme of a

Training Board, and train to its recommendations?

D Further Education
22. Why does the firm give day release to apprentices?
23. Do the college courses fif in with the company's heeds?
24. How much direct coqtact does the company have with

the Technical College(s)?
25. Does the company ask for boys to be put on any particular

course(s) Ekt college?
26. Are appreitices encouraged to continue attending college

after the end of their third year?
27. Doei passing or failing college examinations lead to any

reward or penalty, or any change in grade of employment?
28. Does success at .college usually indicate that a boy will

make a good tradesman?

II Information requested from employers of motor vehicle apprentices

A The Firm
1. What is the approximate number of mechaniCs?
2. What are the approximate numbers of skilled men in

other trades?
3. What are the numbers of apprentices in various trades

and stages of apprenticeship?
4. What is .the number of supervisory taff below service

manager?
5. How far is it difficult to retain trained en?
6. What is the nature of the wotk carried out by the firm?
7. How difficult is it to recruit workers?

21 0
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8. Ate there likely to be changes in type of work or tech-
nology in the next few years affecting the work of skilled
mon?

9. Is there a bonus or other incentive scheme?
10. Is overtime worked by the men?
11. Is overtime worked by lst/2nd year apprentices?

B Recruitment of Apprentices
12. How are the skill demands of the trade changing?
13. What sort of boy is required to meet these demands?
14. Are there opportunities for eventual promotion in the

° company for boys of ability?
, 15. How difficult is it to recruit the boys you want?

C Education and Training of Apprentices
16. Is it possible to plan a systematic variety of experience

for apprentices on the job?
17. What is the value of the theoretical knowledge imparted

at college?
18. Do the conege courses fit in with the company's needs?

D Size and Scope of Firm
19. Is it an independent company or part of a larger group.?
20. What is the combined nature of its labour tbree and

type of work?



t. APPENDIX C

PRINCIPAL-COMPONENTS ANALY(SES

In the following tables the variables included in each scale are
those whose loading on the composite in question exceeded 0.31
In the few cases where an item loaded to that extent on more than
one composite it was counted in neither. Each composito variable
is therefore made up only of those items which loaded significantly
and uniquely on that composite.

TABLE 1

ATTITUDE COMPOSITES

Group
Scale

Number
0/, of

variance
Items*

included Title

Engineering 1 14 2, 5, 12, 19, Instrumental
20, 22, 25, Attitude
28

2 10 13, 27, 29, Hard Work Attitude
39

3 8 6, 8, 24, 30, Education Attitude
- 36

4 7 1, 9, 33 Pride-in-the-job
Attitude

Motor 1 11 20, 35, 36, Attitude to
Vehicle

A
37 Authority

2 9 13, 32, 33, Hard Work Attitude
40

3 . 7 16, 17, 19, Self-sufficient
28 Attitude

4 7 10, 24, 31, Education Attitude
34

These items are detailed in Aipendix A.
200
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Group

Emineering

Motor
Vehicle

APPUNDIX 201

TABU 2
MOTIVATION COMPOSIIIN

Scale 'y of
Number vavance

2

Items*
included

4, 23, 26,
11, 34
a, 6, I I, 14,
17, 32
2, 5, 9, 10,
12, 34
I, 15, 22,
25
20, 28

8, 9, 10, 12,
22, 24 -
26, 31,

3, )7, 24,
33
15, 16, 1

21, 23
4, 6, I I, 14,
39

These items are detailed in Appendix A

TABLE 3
WORKSHOP COMPOSITES

l'i I le

/Zportunity
tivation

Promotion
Motivation
Workins Conditions
Motivation

lity of Super-
visin Motivation
Autonomy
Motivation

Workin4 Contjitions
Motivation
Nature of Workplace
Motivation
Opportunity
Motivation
Skill Motivation

Responsibility
Motivation

droup
Scale

Number
°/, of

variance
Items°

included Title

Engineering 27 2, 4, 5, 15, Size and amount of
16, 18, 22 planning

2 14 3, 6, 8, 26, Valuation of skilled
27 work

3 12 11, 12, 13 Care taken over
recruitment

4 10 4 14, 17;° Outward-looking
20 nature

Motor 28 I, 2, 3, 4, 9, Size
Vehicle 14, 16, 19

2 13 5, 12, 15, Valuation of skill
18 and training

3 12 7, 17 Recruitment
sources

These item are detailed in Appendix B.
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APPENI)IX

COMPETENCE I N TH E WOR KSHOP

We would be grateful if you would help with a research project
py giving us your assessment of the work and ability of the above-
Cained apprentice.

For each of the six items below please put a circle around one
number from I (most favourable.) to 5 (least favourable).

I. Practkal work:
favourable unfavourable

Is he good with his hands? I 2 3 4 5

2. Job-knowledge:
Does he sirstand his work well? 1 2 3 4 5

3. Adaptabaty:
Can he dd a varieti of types of
work? 1 2 3 4 5

4. Attitude to work:
Does he take pride in it? 1 2 3 4 5

5. Attitude to authority:
Is he loyal to the firm? 1 2 3 4 5

6. Potential:
Is he likely to rise to a higher job
in the future? 1 2 3 4 5

214
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INDEX

Allen, S, 183
Apprentices:

ages of, 127, 128, 165, 170
objectives of, I I, 19, 29, 54, 55,

65, 68, 71, 73
Apprenticeship:

definition of, 1
as rmployment, 2, 73, 82
as latpur market institution, vii
length of, 3, 45, 112ff
as method of training, 3
parties involved in, 1

Amalgamated Union of Engineering
Workers, 9, 84, 85

Arithmetic Test,- APU, 121, 128, ,
129, 145

Ashton, 1) N, 67n
Ashton, (3 L, 107n
Attitude Measures, 120, 121, 123,

1271, 151, 162, 169, 174

Bates, W T 0, 130, 143, 145, 180
Berger, P. 2n
Blauner, R, 25n
BonustSchemes, 22, 28n, 94, 97
Breadth of' Experience, 42ff, 57,

99ff
13rown, R, 67n

Careers Officers, 13
Career Development, 19, 53, 68
Carter, M P, viiin, 24n, 27n, 31n,

67n
Central Training Council, 119, 130,

133
Certificates, Importance of; 50
Changing Empbynient, 56ff 159ff
City and Guilds of London Institute,

50, 53, 131, 137, 145, 146
Cochran, W 0, 162
Cohen, A, 13n
Construction Industry Training

Board, 9, 81, 84, 94, 111
riontinlon, R, 25n, 67nCC

n, J, 27n

Differences between Motor and
Engineering Apprentices, 131, 43,
47, 4_ ,9 62, 71

Dirty Work, 63
Discriminant Punction Analysis

136, 146ff, 160g,_ _173
Drop-outs, 131f, 164ff

Elect rical, Electronic, Telecom-
niunications and Plumbing Union,
9

Electrical Contracting Industry, 84,
95, 107, 154

Electrical Contractors' Association
of Scotland, 9

Employing Firms, 8, 73, 127, 1281.
180\

Employment, Types of, 41, 59
Engineering Industry Training

Board, 9, 34, 35, 781, 81, 85, 87,
88, 94, 105, 11 1

Entwistle, N 3, 119, 124
Experience in Workshops, 41ff, 99ff
Explanation in Workshops, 37ff, 58,

96ff, 105

1:Cher's Occupation, 6, 7, 61, 136,
1751

Ferguson, T, 27n
Final Performance, 145ff, 156
First-year Performance, 137ff, 156
Fisher's Exact Probability Test, 162
flexibility between Trades, 771, 82
Further Education, 106ff

attitude to, 46ff
relation to training, 109ff

Goldthorpe, J, 25n, 67n
Grading System for C'raftsmen,

84, 88, 107
Guion, R M, 120n
Hogan, D, 158
Hoggart, R, 68n
Hunter, L C, 77n, 110n

IndUstrial Training Act, 1974, viii
Industrial Training Boards, viii, 1,

103, 110, 113, 137, 151
Interviews:

programme of, 8

Joint Apprenticeship Schemes, ix
Jahoda, CI, 27n
Jephcott, P, 27n

Kaneti Barry, S M, 52n, 110n
Killcross, M C, 130, 143, 145, 180

Laboritz, S, 135n
Leaving the Trade, 60ff
Lee, D, 107n
Lirann, K, viii, 41n, 52n, 79n,
Lucknmann, T, 2n
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Macdonald, 1 I), In. 110n
Mackay, D I, 161n
MeXersie. R. 77n
Maintenance Departments. 37. 44.

102
Mechankal Comprehension test,

APU, 121, 126, 129
Minnesota Spatial Formboard Test.

121, 126
Money, Attitude to, 19, 26ff, 63
Motivation Measures, 120, 121, )24.

127, 128, 1671, 174
Multiple Regression Analysis, 136,

138ff, 15211

National Institute for Industrial
Psychology? 118, 132, 143, 155

National Joint Advisory Council
Report, Win

Occupational Choice, 62, 182ff
Off-the-job Training, 90ff

attitude to, 31ff
On-the-job Training, 93ff

attitude to, 36ff
planning of, 44

Own Business, Desire for, 66

Performance:
engineering apprentices, 120,

126ff, 137, 15011, 1541, 161, 174
motor trade apprentices, 120,

128ff, 137, 141ff, 1541, 162,

176
Personality Measures, 124, 126, 128,

129
Principal Components Analysis,

121ff
Promotion, Attitude to, 65ff

Road Transport Industry Mining
Board, 9, 81, 87, 94, 105, 111,
130, 161n

Roberts, K. 16n, 182n, 183
Robertson, D, 110n

Sample, Choice of, x,
SCE 0-grade Examinations, 7, 8,

69n, 121, 126, 428, 138 145
Schools Council, viiin n,
Scottish Motor e Association,

9, 100, 179

2 1 a

Sheltered 1xperienc446, 105
Sherlock, B, 13n
Siegel, 5, 162
Singer, F.]. In, 1 lOn
Skill. as (ioal of Apprentices. 18,

19, 26, 46, 65, 79
Skill-area, 42, 75ff
Skill-level, 42, 83ff
Success, 1291T, 134, 150,154, 15$' *

159, 180
Sweeney, D. 107n
Sykes, A 1 M, 67n

Technical Colleges, x, 461f, 106ff,
129ff, 13711, 143, 146ff

Technician Courses, 85ff, 146
Theory, Attitude to, 51, 108
Thomas, R, 24n
Trade, Choice of, 13ff

reasons for desiring, 16ff
Trade-security, 17, 19, 44, 57, 65
Trade Unions, ix, 77 4.4

Trades Entered by Apprentices,
4ff

Tradesmen, Relation to Appren-
tices, 37, 39ff, 93f, 104f

Training, 'rypes of, x, 120, 126ff,
137, 144, 150ff, 165, 173
breadth of, 34
relation to further education, 52,

109ff
Transferability of Skills, 44, 56ff

Variety, Desire for, 23, 59
Venables, E. 52n, 67n, 107n, 110n,

118, 181n
Veness, T, 27n, 67n, 121

Webb, S & B, vii
Wedderburn, D, 25n, 67n
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